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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code § 78-2a-3(2)Q 
(2004). 
ISSUES P R E S E N T E D 
A. Did the district court err in ruling that the on-site work performed on the 
subject property — including drainage improvements, surveying and staking, wetlands 
delineations, groundwater well monitoring, and geotechnical soil testing - does not constitute 
a visible "commencement to do work" for purposes of Utah Code § 38-1-5? 
This issue was raised as evidenced by the district court's Ruling at 20; R.2894 
(Addendum Tab A). Whether there was visible commencement to do work under § 38-1-5 is 
a factual issue which is reviewed under the clearly erroneous standard. General Glass Corp. v. 
Mast Constr. Co., 766 P.2d 429, 436 (Utah App. 1988). A trial court's finding of fact is clearly 
erroneous where the finding is "against the clear weight of the evidence," or where the 
appellate court otherwise reaches "a firm conviction that a mistake has been made." N.D. v. 
A.B., 2003 UT App 215 Tj 12, 73 P.3d 971. 
B. Did the district court err in ruling that the furnishing and permanent 
installation of pipe on the subject property as part of the improvements, as well as the 
furnishing of PVC pipe and rebar, did not constitute "furnish[ing] material on the ground for 
the . . . improvement" for purposes of Utah Code § 38-1-5? 
This issue was raised as evidenced by the district court's Ruling at 20-22. R.2894 
(Addendum Tab A). Whether there were materials furnished under § 38-1-5 is a factual issue 
that is reviewed under the clearly erroneous standard. General Class Corp., 766 P.2d at 436. A 
trial court's finding of fact is clearly erroneous where the finding is "against the clear weight 
1 
of the evidence/' or where the appellate court otherwise reaches "a firm conviction that a 
mistake has been made." N.D., 2003 UT App 215 ^ 12. 
C. Did the district court err in ruling that J.M. Williams' assignment of its 
contract and interest to EDSACloward, LLC was not effective pursuant to a nonassignment 
clause in the contract and Utah Code § 38-1-7? 
This issue was raised as evidenced by the district court's Ruling at 18. R.2894 
(Addendum Tab A). The interpretation of contract terms is a question of law that is 
accorded no deference and is reviewed for correctness. Alpha Partners, Inc. v. Transamerica Inv. 
Management, LLC, 2006 UT App 331 1J14, 153 P.3d 714. The interpretation of a statute is 
also a question of law that is accorded no deference and is reviewed for correctness. Duke v. 
Graham, 2007 UT 31 \ 7, 158 P.3d 540. 
D. Did the district court err in awarding Defendant Klibanoff attorneys' fees and 
costs in the amount of $218,236.63? 
This issue was raised as evidenced by the district court's Ruling at 2 and its 
subsequent Order at 2. R.3222; 3226. (Addendum Tabs B and C). Whether attorneys' fees 
are recoverable is a question of law which is reviewed for correctness. Jensen v. Saivyers, 2005 
UT 81 H 127, 130 P.3d 325. A determination of what constitutes a reasonable fee is reviewed 
under the abuse of discretion standard. Id. 
DETERMINATIVE LEGAL PROVISIONS 
Utah Code § 38-1-3. Those entitled to lien - What may be attached. 
Contractors, subcontractors, and all persons performing any services or furnishing or renting 
any materials or equipment used in the construction, alteration, or improvement of any 
building or structure or improvement to any premises in any manner and licensed architects 
and engineers and artisans who have furnished designs, plats, plans, maps, specifications, 
drawings, estimates of cost, surveys or superintendence, or who have rendered other like 
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professional service, or bestowed labor, shall have a lien upon the property upon or 
concerning which they have rendered service, performed labor, or furnished or rented 
materials or equipment for the value of the service rendered, labor performed, or materials or 
equipment furnished or rented by each respectively, whether at the instance of the owner or 
of any other person acting by his authority as agent, contractor, or otherwise except as the 
lien is barred under Section 38-11-107 of the Residence Lien Restriction and Lien Recovery 
Fund Act. This lien shall attach only to such interest as the owner may have in the property. 
Utah Code § 38-1-5. Priority - Over other encumbrances. 
The liens herein provided for shall relate back to, and take effect as of, the time of the 
commencement to do work or furnish materials on the ground for the structure or 
improvement, and shall have priority over any lien, mortgage or other encumbrance which 
may have attached subsequently to the time when the building, improvement or structure 
was commenced, work begun, or first material furnished on the ground; also over any lien, 
mortgage or other encumbrance of which the lien holder had no notice and which was 
unrecorded at the time the building, structure or improvement was commenced, work begun, 
or first material furnished on the ground. 
STATEMENT OF T H E CASE 
I. Nature of the Case, Course of Proceedings, Disposition in the District Court 
EDSACloward, LLC ("EDSA"1) filed this lawsuit on February 11, 2003, alleging 
three causes of action, including (1) breach of contract against Defendant Red Sea 
Development, LC ("Red Sea"), the developer of the project, (2) enforcement and foreclosure 
of a mechanic's lien against all defendants that appeared as of record to have interests in the 
subject property, and (3) unjust enrichment against Defendant the Homestead Lodge LC 
("Homestead"), the owner of the project. R.12 at 5-7. 
EDSA obtained default judgments on its first and third causes of action against Red 
Sea and Homestead in the amount of $668,206.66, including pre-judgment interest and 
1
 During the relevant period, EDSACloward consisted of two different entities, Cloward and 
Associates and EDSA, both of which worked on the Homestead Lodge project and then 
merged into EDSACloward, LLC on June 1, 2001. These entities (Cloward and Associates, 
EDSA, and EDSACloward, LLC) will be collectively referred to hereinafter as "EDSA"). 
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accrued account costs. R.l 524-25. EDSA's second cause of action was challenged by 
Defendant Daniel Klibanoff ("Klibanoff), who filed a quiet title counterclaim and cross-
claim alleging priority of his interest in the subject property - a trust deed assigned to him by 
Zions First National Bank ("Zions Bank"). R.182. 
In April 2003, Klibanoff filed a motion for summary judgment, R.l84; 192, which he 
voluntarily withdrew after EDSA filed its opposition to the motion. R.289; 375. Then, in 
November 2003, EDSA and Klibanoff filed cross motions for partial summary judgment on 
EDSA's second cause of action. R.758; 917; 924; 1208. Klibanoff also filed a separate 
motion for summary judgment relating to his quiet title counterclaim and cross-claims. 
R.927; 978. After hearing oral arguments, R.1024; 1395, the district court denied the cross 
summary judgment motions as they related to EDSA's mechanic's lien claim. R.l406. 
The district court then permitted further briefing and evidence regarding the issue of 
the Jack Johnson lien, which both parties submitted, R.1406 at 8-9; 1499; 1555; EDSA also 
filed a motion for reconsideration of the March 3 Ruling. R.1543; 1555. The district court 
again conducted oral arguments, R.l558, and at the conclusion of the hearing, denied 
EDSA's motion for reconsideration and granted Klibanoff s motion for summary judgment. 
R.1585. On July 21, 2004, the district court entered its Order granting summary judgment in 
favor of Klibanoff and against EDSA. R.l590. EDSA appealed. R.1704. 
In EDSA/Cloward, LLC v. Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367,122 P.3d 646, this Court 
overturned that judgment and remanded the case for a trial on the merits. R.l998 (Tab D). 
Although this Court ruled against EDSA regarding the Jack Johnson lien issue, see R.l998 at 
Tf 19 (Tab D), this Court nevertheless held that summary judgment was not proper because 
there were disputed issues of fact as to whether visible on-site work had commenced or 
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whether materials were furnished on the subject property prior to the recording of the Zions 
Bank trust deed on June 15, 2001. See R.1998 at If 31 (Tab D). 
Following remand and a bench trial on April 17-19, 2006, R.2650; 3177; 3179; 3181, 
the district court issued its Ruling on July 28, 2006. R.2894 (Tab A). In its Ruling, the 
district court concluded that EDSA's lien was timely filed, R.2894 at 19-20 (Tab A), but 
concluded that the Zions5 Trust Deed had priority over EDSA's lien because no visible on-
site work had commenced and no materials were delivered prior to June 15, 2001. R.2894 at 
20-22 (Tab A). The district court also concluded that the assignment of J.M. Williams & 
Associates, Inc. ("J.M. Williams") contracts with Red Sea to EDSA was not effective, and 
that even if the assignment were effective, the mechanic's lien was not properly or timely 
filed as to Williams' interests. R.2894 at 18-19 (Tab A). The district court awarded 
Klibanoff reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. R.2894 at 23 (Tab A). 
On October 16, 2006, EDSA filed a Notice of Appeal appealing the district court's 
July 28, 2006 Ruling and the September 18, 2006 Order and Final Judgement. R.3172. 
EDSA also filed a Notice of Appeal appealing the district court's March 27, 2007 Order 
awarding attorneys' fees and costs to Klibanoff. R.3229. 
II. Statement of Facts 
A. Background 
Red Sea purchased approximately 13 acres (the "Property") in Midway, Utah, for a 
planned luxury condominium development called the Homestead Lodge (the "Project"). 
R.3177 at 19, 84. The Property was made up of four parcels - the Gygi parcel, the Guymon 
parcel, the Jones parcel, and the Homestead parcel. R.3177 at 85-88. Kenneth Forrest 
("Forrest") and Timothy Shields ("Shields") were the principals of Red Sea, R.1377 at 83-84. 
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To fund the development, Red Sea negotiated and arranged a significant commercial loan 
through Zions Bank. R.1406 at ^ 3; 917 at ^ 2; 880. This loan, represented by the "Land 
Purchase Loan Trust Deed, Assignment of Rents and Security Agreement" (the "Trust 
Deed"), was recorded on June 15, 2001 and was later assigned to Klibanoff via an 
Assignment of Security Instrument. R.181; Exs. B and C thereto. 
B. Visible Work and Furnishing of Materials on the Property 
EDSA, a consulting engineering firm that specializes in water and water features 
projects, R.3179 at 484, performed work on the Project on a continual basis between 
October 2000 and the beginning of June 2001. R.3177 at 112; R.3179 at 291. Witnesses at 
trial testified that various work was performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 and 
that some of the work was even visible from the streets adjacent to the Property. See, e.g. 
R.3177 at 251-52; R.3179 at 291-92, 300, 462-63, 478-79, 674. 
Rich Chiniquy, Red Sea's project manager, testified that although no buildings were 
built on the site prior to June 15, 2001, a lot of preparatory work was done on the Property. 
R.3179 at 498, 530. Mark Larson, a professional geologist employed by Earthtec Testing & 
Engineering ("Earthtec"), testified that although he did not see any 'Visible commencement 
of construction" on January 10, 2001, he did see "visible evidence of work relating to 
construction." R.3179 at 565-67, 589. John Stahl, who performed multiple surveys on the 
Property during the relevant period, also testified that there appeared to be a visible 
commencement of work that was performed to prepare the Property for construction. 
R.3179 at 609, 630-31. The work performed, although preparatory for construction, was all 
related to the same project and had a continuity of purpose. R.3179 at 631. 
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The visible work testified to by the witnesses included drainage improvements and 
installation of new irrigation pipe in late 2000 and April 2001, R.3180 at 413; 525-26; 507-
511; wetland delineations in December 2000 and April 2001, R.3180 at 425; boundary and 
topographical surveys and staking in December 2000 and April 2001, R.3180 at 620, 615-16, 
624-25, 290; a geotechnical study and drilling in January 2001, R.3180 at 568-69, 575, 572-73, 
295-297; drilling of groundwater monitoring wells in December 2000 or March 2001, R.3180 
at 516-18, 540-41, 431; and installation of a weir in June 2001, R.3180 at 526, 552, 315, 441, 
468. 
Materials were also furnished on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, including 40 feet 
of 15-inch diameter pipe that was installed as a part of the drainage improvements, "no 
trespassing" signs, a metal weir, rebar that was installed in connection with pin flags marking 
the wedands delineation, and at least 20 feet, and likely 50-60 feet, of four-inch diameter 
PVC pipe for the groundwater monitoring wells was furnished on-site. R.3179at319, 376, 
433-34, 518, 530-31. Finally, equipment rented and/or used on the property included the 
tractor backhoe used to dig out the old irrigation pipe and excavate a level bed for the new 
pipe, R.3179 at 507, 515; Tab E, the drill rig used to perform the geotechnical study, R.3179 
at 295-97, 571; Tab F, and the two-man auger used to drill the holes for the groundwater 
monitoring wells, R.3179 at 432; Tab G. 
C. J.M. Williams' Claim and Assignment Thereof to EDSA 
J.M. Williams, a structural engineer and architectural firm that is licensed to perform 
the services it provides, R.3177 at 45, was introduced to the Project by EDSA. R.3179 at 
647. In February 2001, J.M. Williams entered into a contract ("February Contract") with Red 
Sea to perform structural engineering services for the Project. Tab H. In October 2001, 
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J.M. Williams entered into a subsequent contract ("October Contract") with Red Sea which 
gave Red Sea the option of having precast concrete in the parking areas rather than cast-in-
place concrete. R.3177 at 47; Tab I. 
The February Contract states that the services included are "structural engineering 
construction documents (w/mech. and electrical design build), no construction 
administration, 1-10 plex unit and 1 club house." Tab H. It also states that compensation for 
these services will be by a "lump sum," with the estimated fee at $104,640.00. Tab H. The 
February Contract includes an integration clause, which says, "This agreement constitutes the 
entire and integrated agreement between the parties hereto and supercedes all prior 
negotiations, representations and/or agreements written or oral."2 Tab H. 
When the February Contract was signed, a cover letter was attached which explains 
the terms of the contract and then concludes, "If you are in agreement, please review and 
sign the attached contract. The signed contract will act as a notice to proceed." Tab J. The 
cover letter also explains that "[s]ite visits and inspections are not included in our fee. Any 
inspections required by the building department, city, or owner, shall be paid for by the 
owner, and will be invoiced per our standard hourly rates." Tab J. James Williams, the 
principal of J.M. Williams, testified that the cover letter accompanied the February Contract 
and "was part of the contract proposal." R.3177 at 63. 
Both parties to the February Contract testified that their agreement contemplated that 
J.M. Williams would be performing work into the construction phase. Williams understood 
2
 Notably, a verbatim integration clause appears in the October Contract, even though it is 
clearly not an entire and integrated agreement, but is merely a slight modification of the 
February Contract R.3177 at 47; Tab I. 
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that, while "there's not a signature line" on the cover letter, "in signing the contract," the 
cover letter part of the February Contract "would have been included as part of [the 
contract]." R.3177 at 63, 74-75. Thus, site visits and inspections during construction were 
an "aspect of the agreement" that was "included" in the February Contract, but would be 
paid for "on an hourly basis." R.3177 at 75-77. Forrest testified it was "100% understood" 
as part of Red Sea's February Contract with J.M. Williams that J.M. Williams would be doing 
work into the construction phase. R.3177 at 152. 
The last invoice from J.M. Williams to Red Sea is dated March 29, 2002. R.3177 at 
67. Because actual construction of buildings was never started, J.M. Williams did not 
perform the anticipated site visits and inspections. R.3177 at 76-77. Williams testified that 
J.M. Williams' contract "had not been finally completed yet as it was contemplated by the 
parties" because "there were still site visits to be made and so forth." R.3177 at 77. 
J.M. Williams assigned its lien claim for unpaid invoices and interest thereon to 
EDSA prior to November 8, 2002, when EDSA filed its lien notice. R.3177 at 57-58; 
R.3179 at 669. This verbal assignment was memorialized in a January 6, 2003 letter to 
Gregory Cloward, a member or manager of EDSA. R.3177 at 53-56; 3179 at 484; Tab K. In 
exchange for the assignment, it was agreed that EDSA would pay legal fees and court costs, 
and to date, J.M. Williams has paid nothing in legal fees. R.3177 at 59; R.3179 at 669. 
Although the February and October Contracts include clauses purporting to prohibit 
assignment, at the time that J.M. Williams entered into the assignment, Red Sea had already 
breached the contract. R.3177 at 73-74. Consequently, Williams testified that he did not feel 
that he was still obligated to honor the assignment provision of the Contracts. R.3177 at 74. 
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SUMMARY OF T H E ARGUMENT 
The marshaled evidence supporting the trial court's factual findings relating to the 
visible commencement of work is legally insufficient to support the trial court's conclusion 
that no visible commencement of work existed on the subject property prior to 
June 15, 2001, or that materials were not furnished on the property prior to June 15, 2001. 
The greater weight of the evidence demonstrated that substantial work was performed on the 
Property that was preparatory to the actual construction, including drainage and irrigation 
improvements, extensive surveying and staking, groundwater monitoring, geotechnical 
testing, and wedands delineations. All of this work related to construction, and it gave a 
prudent lender reasonable notice that lienable work had commenced on the property. The 
greater weight of the evidence also demonstrated that materials had been furnished on the 
property prior to June 15, 2001. In this regard, it was undisputed at trial that the new pipe 
purchased and installed on the property was incorporated into the final design of the 
construction project at issue and would have been part of the finished project. Indeed, as 
testified to by at least one witness at trial, part of the pipe installed on the property was an 
integral part of the intended permanent drainage plans. 
The trial court committed reversible error in ruling that J.M. Williams was prohibited 
from assigning its contract and interest to Appellant EDSACloward, LLC. Utah's 
mechanic's lien statute expressly states that "[a] 11 liens under this chapter shall be assignable 
as other choses in action." Utah Code § 38-1-26. Accordingly, J.M. Williams was free to 
assign its cause of action to Appellant. The assigned claim was otherwise a valid mechanic's 
lien claim and righdy asserted by Appellant in this case. 
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The trial court abused its discretion in awarding Defendant Klibanoff his attorneys' 
fees and costs totaling $218,236.63. Appellant and Defendant IClibanoff are both successful 
parties, thereby making this case a draw. Moreover, the affidavits submitted by both teams 
of attorneys representing Mr. Klibanoff do not comply with Utah R. Civ. P. 73, the rule 
governing attorneys' fees affidavits. The affidavits do not contain the requisite information, 
including, but not limited to, the factors showing the reasonableness of the fees requested. 
The amount of fees awarded by the trial court is also unreasonable under the totality of 
circumstances of this case. 
ARGUMENT 
I. VISIBLE WORK C O M M E N C E D A N D MATERIALS WERE F U R N I S H E D 
O N T H E PROPERTY PRIOR TO J U N E 15, 2001 
In its Ruling, the district court held that the Trust Deed had priority over EDSA's 
mechanic's lien because it concluded that there was no "visible commencement of work" or 
furnishing of material on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 as required for priority under 
Utah Code § 38-1-5. R.2894 at 20-22 (Tab A). The district court based this conclusion on 
its findings that (1) the drainage improvements performed on the Property were merely 
ordinary maintenance of an existing irrigation system, and thus not a commencement of 
work even when combined with the surveying, staking, groundwater monitoring, and 
geotechnical testing that were also performed, R.2894 at 21, and (2) the surveying, staking, 
groundwater monitoring, and geotechnical testing were more akin to the due diligence 
performed in connection with the purchase of property and thus did not of themselves 
constitute a commencement of work, R.2894 at 22 (Tab A). 
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The district court also held that the Trust Deed had priority over EDSA's mechanic's 
lien because materials were not furnished on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. R.2894 at 
14 fflj 78-79, 22 (Tab A). Each of these findings is clearly erroneous and should be reversed. 
A. Record Evidence Supporting the District Court's Findings 
In compliance with Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(9), EDSA marshals the following evidence 
in support of the district court's findings. 
1. Evidence regarding the lack of construction. 
Red Sea's development agreement with Midway states that Red Sea agrees to get all 
required permits before "commencing any work or improvements" on the Property, R.3177 
at 171; Tab L, and the preconstruction conference minutes indicate a construction start date 
of October 8, 2001, R.3177 at 166; Tab M; see also R.3177 at 155, 161; Tab F (vicinity or 
concept approval was granted on February 13, 2001); R.3177 at 164 (preliminary approval 
granted August 23, 2001, and final plat approval granted on September 20, 2001). 
An April 2001 Project Status given to Zions Bank by Red Sea indicated that while the 
concept approval, elevations, surveys, wetlands delineation, and a geotechnical study had all 
been completed, R.3177 at 114-116, 156-57; Tab N, Red Sea had not yet selected a 
contractor, and nothing in the Project Status said that construction had started. Indeed, the 
Project Status states construction will commence on loan and final plat approval. R.3179 at 
157-58; Tab N. 
Witnesses at trial — including Matthew Betts, an environmental engineer, and Mark 
Larson, a geologist at Earthtec - testified that they did not see visible commencement of 
construction or construction materials prior to June 15, 2001. See, e.g. R.3179 at 474-75 
(Betts did not consider the pin flags marking the test holes to be signs of construction); 
R.3179 at 586-87, 589. Betts also testified that the Army Corps of Engineers would have had 
a "hissy fit" if there was construction in or near the wetland boundaries when the Corps 
came on the Property in July 2001. R.3179 at 473-74. 
Several other witnesses - including Jay Yahne, another geologist from Earthtec, and 
Chris Donaldson, who performed an appraisal of the Property - testified that they did not 
see visible commencement of construction or construction materials on the Property in July 
and August 2001. See, e.g. R.3179 at 599-600, 607 (Yahne testified that in July 2001, the 
Property did not look like it was "in the construction process" or "getting the land prepared 
for construction"); R.3181 at 773, 781-82 (Donaldson remembers seeing the wetlands 
delineation and survey stakes when he was on the Property in August 2001, but he did not 
see any demolition, excavation, or "building materials"). 
And as the district court correctly found, R.2894 at 14 fflj 76-78, 22 (Tab A), the 
corners of the buildings and roads were not staked until October 2001, R.3179 at 640, the 
foundation holes were excavated after June 15, 2001, R.3177 at 203, and no buildings were 
built on the site prior to June 15, 2001. R.3177 at 227. 
2. Evidence regarding drainage improvements. 
The irrigation ditch, diversion structure, and underground irrigation pipe existed on 
the Gygi parcel prior to the drainage improvements performed on the Property. See R.2894 
at 11 K1f 59-62, 21 (Tab A). Evidence at trial established that as a result of flooding problems 
on the Property, in late 2000, Chiniquy removed the check dams and filled in the spreader 
ditches which had been created by neighboring landowners to force the water to flood and 
constandy irrigate the Property. R.3179 at 413, 525-26. Chiniquy also attempted to clear the 
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clogged pipe and fix the broken diversion structure that was allowing water to overflow the 
structure and flood the Property. R.3179 at 305, 414-15, 499-500. 
When these efforts proved unsuccessful at permanendy solving the flooding problem, 
Chiniquy rented a tractor backhoe for a day on April 16, 2001, R.3179 at 507, 510, 515, 557; 
Tab E, and, along with the help of a manual laborer, used the backhoe end to dig out a 
trench and pull up two sections of the old pipe. R.3177 at 198; R.3179 at 508, 510. 
Chiniquy then installed 40 feet of new 15-inch pipe. R.3179 at 511. After Chiniquy's work 
on the pipe, only "the ends" of the pipe were visible, R.3177 at 203, and Safley testified that 
the new pipe was exposed for a while and then ultimately buried. R.3179 at 311-12. 
3. Evidence regarding wetlands delineations. 
The district court found that Betts conducted wedands delineations on 
December 6, 2000 and again in April 2001. R.2894 at 8 % 42-45, 10 U 53 (Tab A); see R.3179 
at 382-84, 393. As the district court noted, the purpose of the delineations was to test the 
soil to determine the presence of wedands. R.2894 at 10 Tf 56 (Tab A); see R.3179 at 395. 
In the first delineation on December 6, 2000, Betts dug 14 test holes with a shovel 
and marked each with an 18-inch high fluorescent pin flag. R.3179 at 396, 399. These test 
holes were backfilled because of the presence of some animals on the Property. R.3179 at 
395, 457, 459, 461. Betts then delineated the uplands from the wedands with fluorescent 15-
16 inch high pin flags, placing 51 additional flags on the Gygi parcel and 33 flags on the 
Jones parcel. R.3179 at 399, 404-05, 407. Chiniquy then installed rebar next to each of the 
flags on the Gygi parcel, which, although shorter than the pin flags, were 12-15 inches above 
the ground. R.3179 at 373, 408, 459-61. There were no flags on the rebar. R.3179 at 460. 
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For one or two days in April 2001, Betts performed a subsequent delineation to 
delineate the Guymon parcel, which had been newly acquired, R.3179 at 425, and put in 
eight new delineation pin flags and three new test holes. R.3179 at 425-26, 457. The test 
holes were marked with pin flags and backfilled. R.3180 at 425-26. Only six to eight of the 
33 pin flags on the Jones parcel were visible from 200 North. R.3179 at 462. The pin flags 
on the Gygi parcel, while visible from the fence line, were "less visible" from Homestead 
Drive because of the house and landscaping. R.3179 at 466. 
4. Evidence regarding boundary and topographical surveys. 
The district court found that Stahl performed a topographical survey on December 7 
and 8, 2000, and a boundary survey on April 16, 2001.3 R.2894 at 9 ^ 46, 10 f 52 (Tab A). 
Stahl used the December survey to create a topographical survey plat map on December 12, 
2000 showing the wedands delineation and also the test holes, which had been marked with a 
pin flag or lath. R.3179 at 616, 621-22; Tab O. Stahl also staked the Property corners with a 
fluorescent orange colored lath with fluorescent flagging. R.3179 at 294, 300, 620-21. Stahl 
also established four to five control points for the development - three of which were on the 
Property. R.3179 at 615-16. During the April survey, Stahl added one additional survey 
stake on the corner of the Guymon parcel. R.3179 at 636-638. 
3
 Stahl testified that he actually performed the boundary survey in December 2000 at the 
same time he performed the topographical survey of the Gygi and Jones parcels, R.3179 at 
612-13, 621-22, 624, and that in April 2001 he returned to the Property with a two-person 
crew for about five hours to extend the topographical survey onto the newly-purchased 
Guymon parcel. R.3179 at 624. In any event, it is clear and undisputed that both boundary 
and topographical surveys were completed by April 2001. 
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The Real Estate Purchase Contract for the Property provides that surveys and other 
tests be completed during the due diligence period and prior to closing on the Property. 
R.2885 at If 55. Stahl testified that boundary surveys are typically the "first work" done, 
usually at the time property is purchased during the due diligence period. R.3179 at 638-39. 
5. Evidence regarding the geotechnical study. 
The district court found that on January 10, 2001, Earthtec conducted a geotechnical 
study on the Property. R.2894 at 9 ffi| 47-48 fTab A); see R.3179 at 568-69. As the district 
court noted, the purpose of this geotechnical study was to test the soils in order to determine 
the bearing capacity of the soil and thus determine how big the footings and foundations of 
the buildings should be. R.2894 at 10 U 56 (Tab A); see R.3179 at 292. In this study, Larson 
and his crew drilled eight sampling holes on the Gygi and Jones parcels, which were 
backfilled and not marked. R.3179 at 328, 572-74, 578; Tab P. A drill rig was brought onto 
the Property and used for close to one full day to perform the study. R.3179 at 571, 578; 
Tab F. Larson testified that the testing holes themselves were not direcdy used for building 
purposes. R.3179 at 331; see also R.3179 at 582 (Larson testified that on January 10, 2001, he 
did not see the rebar, stakes, or the earlier test holes; he only saw the pin flags). 
6. Evidence regarding groundwater monitoring. 
The district court found that on March 6, 2001, Betts and Chiniquy drilled 8-12 
"well" holes to monitor the groundwater in the Gygi parcel.4 R.2894 at 9 ffl| 49-51 (Tab A); 
4
 Although there was some contradiction as to the timing of the installation of the 
monitoring wells, the weight of the evidence demonstrates that the monitoring wells were 
actually installed in December 2000. Compare R.3179 at 431-32 with R.3179 at 516-18, 540-
41, 627, 629, 635; Tab Q. Betts even testified that he believes it is possible that the 
monitoring wells were installed in December 2000. R.3179 at 432. In any event, it is clear 
that the monitoring wells were installed by March 2001. 
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see R.3179 at 434. As the district court noted, the purpose of the groundwater monitoring 
was to test the water levels in the soil to determine the possible depth of excavation for the 
buildings. R.2894 at 10-11 f 56 (Tab A); see R.3179 at 650, 652. 
The holes for the monitoring wells were dug with a two-man auger and were eight 
inches wide. R.3179 at 516-17; Tab Q; Tab G. To create the monitoring wells, four-inch 
wide white PVC pipe was buried in each hole, and then the holes were backfilled; the PVC 
pipe stuck out above the ground at least 12 inches. R.3179 at 319, 423, 433, 319, 517-18. 
The monitoring wells were numbered and each had a cap and was marked with an orange 
fluorescent flagged lath. R.3179 at 320, 435, 518-19. The monitoring wells were replaced in 
July 2001 with a permanent monitoring system made up of more advanced piezometers, 
which were flush with the ground and were not visible above the surface. R.3179 at 31-222. 
In addition, Chiniquy used a shovel and a sledge hammer in early June 2001 to install 
a metal weir to help measure water flow volume on the Property. R.3179 at 440-41, 468, 
526-27, 551-52; see R.3179 at 315. Safley told Chiniquy what a weir was, and gave Chiniquy 
diagrams and sketches of how to build a weir; Safley also gave Chiniquy instructions on 
where to place the weir and how to install it. R.3179 at 313, 528. The weir took only a "few 
hours" to install. R.3179 at 552. 
7. Photographic evidence and evidence regarding appraisals. 
In its findings of fact, the district court relied on an April 28, 2001 Land Appraisal 
Report by Chiniquy, as well as photographs which accompanied both the Chiniquy Appraisal 
and a later appraisal prepared in September 2001 by Chris Donaldson. R.2894 at 13-14 
fflf 72-75 (Tab A); see Tab R; Tab S; Tab T. The Chiniquy Appraisal indicates that the 
concept approval, boundary survey, wetlands delineation, and geotechnical study had been 
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completed. Tab R at REDSEA0194. Color photos attached to this Appraisal were taken 
between September 2000 to April 2001, R.3179 at 537, and show no visible signs of 
construction work or materials. R.3179 at 538. Chiniquy testified that the photos were 
consistent with how the land looked in March 2001, but more dry. R.3179 at 539. 
The Donaldson Appraisal also included color photos taken in mid-August 2001. 
R.3181 at 655-66, 766; Tab S. Near this same time, Donaldson also took other photographs 
of the Property, which were not included with the Appraisal. R.3181 at 767-68; Tab T. 
These photos show no visible signs of construction work or materials, other than the pin 
flags. R.3181 at 773. 
8. Evidence regarding animals on site. 
The district court found that livestock, including three or four horses and six or seven 
sheep, were on the Property through the spring of 2001. R.2894 at 13 ffi| 70-71 (Tab A). 
Forrest testified that Red Sea allowed neighbors to keep horses and sheep on the land for 
goodwill until the spring of 2001. R.3177 at 142. Safely testified that the livestock were 
removed at least once prior to June 15, 2001. R.3179 at 374-75. 
B. This Evidence is Insufficient To Support the District Court's Finding 
The above evidence is legally insufficient to support the district court's conclusion 
that no visible work commenced or materials were furnished prior to June 15, 2001, even 
when viewed in a light most favorable to the court below. See Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(9). In 
fact, substantial record evidence establishes that, contrary to the district court's findings, 
prior to June 15, 2001, visible on-site work was in fact commenced on the Property, and 
materials were furnished, as required for priority purposes under Utah Code § 38-1-5. 
Ill 
1. Substantial Record Evidence Establishes Work Preparatory to 
Construction was Commenced Prior to June 15, 2001 
At trial, both Klibanoff and the district court focused on the evidence that no actual 
construction occurred prior to June 15, 2001. In its Ruling, the district court expressly noted 
that actual construction had not yet commenced, R.2894 at 14 fflf 76-78 (Tab A), and that the 
work performed on the Property - including the surveying, wetlands delineations, 
geotechnical testing, and groundwater monitoring - was work which would normally be 
performed during the due diligence period or in preparation for construction. See R.2894 at 
10-11 ffi[ 55-58 (Tab A). 
All of this evidence is irrelevant, however, because as explained by this Court in this 
case, see EDSA/Ooward LLC v. Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 % 4 & n.l (Tab D), and further 
discussed in section I.C. of this brief, actual "construction" is not required under Utah Code 
§ 38-1-5. In fact, work preparatory to construction can be sufficient to satisfy the 'Visible 
commencement of work" standard, and in this case, substantial record evidence establishes 
that visible preparatory work commenced on the Property prior to June 15, 2001.5 
For example, Chiniquy testified that a lot of preparatory work was done on the 
Property, R.3179 at 529, and Betts testified that he saw "visible evidence of work relating to 
construction," R.3179 at 478. Stahl testified that there appeared to him to be a visible 
commencement of work that was performed to prepare the Property for construction. 
R.3179 at 630-31. The work performed, although preparatory for construction, was all 
related to the same project and had a continuity of purpose. R.3179 at 631. As outlined in 
5
 Forrest acknowledges that in performing this preparatory work, Red Sea did not comply 
with its agreement with Midway not to perform work until all required permits were received. 
R.3177at l24 , 172. 
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the above marshaled evidence and as the district court expressly found in its Ruling, 
preparatory work performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 included drainage and 
irrigation improvements, surveying and staking, groundwater monitoring, geotechnical 
testing, and wetlands delineations. See R.2894 at 8-14 (Tab A). 
This preparatory work on the Property was directly related to construction. The 
wetlands delineations were related to construction because they were necessary to determine 
the presence of wetlands. R.2894 at 10 \ 56 (Tab A); R.3179 at 395. The Project could not 
be built on the wedands or within ten feet of the wedands. R.3179 at 301-02. 
The surveys were also directly related to construction. Because the Property is on a 
slope, the designers needed a topographical survey in order to determine the grades and 
elevations of the roads and the buildings for the development. R.3179 at 289-90. A 
topographic survey could also reflect all the features on the project, including surface 
undulations for topography, improvements, homes, trees, and the wedands delineation. 
R.3179 at 611. Safley testified that "we had to have those surveys" because it was "the only 
way we could design the [Project." R.3179 at 288, 290. 
In addition, the control points created during the surveys were absolutely essential to 
the Project because everything that is built and designed relates to the control point. R.3179 
at 618-20. Indeed, Stahl testified that the control points were as important or even more 
important than the staking of the actual corners of the buildings because the control points 
would ultimately control the location of all improvements put on the Property. R.3179 at 
620. The control points were permanent and set for construction, and there were more 
control points than there would normally have been for a boundary survey. R.3179 at 642. 
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The geotechnical study was also directly related to construction. As the district court 
found, the geotechnical testing revealed the soil bearing capacity of the dirt and was 
necessary to determine how big the footings and foundations had to be for the buildings. 
R.2894 at 10 H 56 (Tab A); R.3179 at 292, 297-98; see R.3179 at 585. The geotechnical testing 
also shows groundwater levels and whether there is pot rock or cavities that need to be 
avoided in construction. R.3179 at 297-98, 330. 
The groundwater monitoring was also directly related to construction because the 
Property had a ground water problem that had to be monitored and addressed throughout 
design and construction of the development. R.3179 at 648-49; R.3179 at 302-03. As the 
district court found, the groundwater monitoring was necessary to determine the possible 
depth of excavation for the buildings. R.2894 at 10 1j 56 (Tab A). 
Because the water table was very shallow and as designed, the five buildings for the 
development would be set down in the ground 12 to 14 feet, EDSA designed "extensive 
groundwater collection systems that extended around the buildings, under the foundations to 
intercept and collect all of the groundwater." R.3179 at 648, 650. Further, since farmers and 
neighboring landowners in the area used the groundwater for drinking water and irrigation, 
EDSA additionally had to monitor the groundwater levels to ensure that the construction 
and excavation of the Project would not affect any surrounding property owners. R.3179 at 
318,302-03,649. 
Thus, while the district court's finding that actual construction had not commenced 
on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, may be correct, the conclusion that there had been 
no visible commencement of work prior to June 15, 2001 pursuant to Utah Code § 38-1-5 is 
not supported by the record evidence and is clearly erroneous. 
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2. Record Evidence Establishes That The Drainage Improvements 
Were Not "Ordinary Maintenance" 
The district court also found that the drainage improvements performed on the 
Property prior to June 15, 2001, constituted "ordinary maintenance," and thus could not 
constitute "visible commencement of work" under Utah Code § 38 - 1-5. R.2894 at 21 
(Tab A). The drainage improvements were directly related to construction and were far 
more extensive than simple repairs or maintenance, and thus this finding was also 
unsupported by the record evidence and clearly erroneous. 
In addition to groundwater problems, the Property had a surface water problem that 
arose from the fact that the irrigation ditches, the diversion structure, and the old irrigation 
pipe were plugged (both intentionally by neighbors and naturally), which caused the water to 
spread over the Property rather than go down a ditch. R.3179 at 291, 302-03, 389, 671. The 
Property was regularly flooded as a result of these problems. R.3179 at 304-05, 494-96, 500. 
This surface water problem directly affected Red Sea's ability to build the proposed 
development on the Property. R.3179 at 307. First, this surface water problem exacerbated 
the ground water problem because it would cause the groundwater to be measured at an 
artificially high level and thus distorted the measurements being taken with the monitoring 
wells and weir. R.3179 at 629. Second, the surface water problem also had the potential to 
distort the wetlands delineation - and thus reduce the buildable area on the Property - by 
creating "artificial" wetlands caused by flood irrigation. R.3179 at 389-92. Finally, because 
the buildings were to be built primarily on the Gygi parcel, which is where the flooding 
problem was occurring in late 2000 and the spring of 2001, R.3179 at 307, this surface water 
problem also made it difficult and undesirable to be onsite and to get work done on the 
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Project, R.3179 at 502; R.3181 at 693. Forrest testified that the Property was not buildable 
until this drainage work was done. R.3177 at 143, 289. 
After Chiniquy made initial manual improvements to the Property in late 2000, which 
included removing the check dams, filling the spreader ditches, and attempting to unclog the 
pipe, the Property appeared to dry up in January and February 2001. R.3179 at 424, 674. In 
fact, on January 10, 2001, Earthtec was able to get its drill rig and a truck on the Property 
without problem, although there was snow on the ground and the ground was likely frozen. 
R.3179 at 580, 588. When the spring runoff started, however, flooding occurred again. 
R.3179 at 429, 674-75. 
Chiniquy consulted with Safley regarding what should be done about the flooding, 
and they examined the Property and agreed the pipe should be replaced. R.3179 at 502-03. 
Before replacing the pipe, Chiniquy excavated and improved the trench by putting in a base 
of rocks at the bottom and leveling the trench so that the new pipe would not have clogging 
problems. R.3179 at 512-14, 557. This leveling work, which the district court did not 
address in its findings of fact or conclusions of law, was an improvement because much of 
the problem with the old pipe resulted from the trench slope not being even, which caused 
build-up and clogging. R.3179 at 514. Chiniquy explained that the trench had to slope 
consistendy and evenly, otherwise the pipe would not function properly. R.3179 at 514. 
Because the drainage improvements were important to the engineering design of the 
Property, EDSA supervised Chiniquy's work, including supervising and directing the 
removal of the old pipe, the excavation of the trench, and the replacement of the new pipe. 
R.3179 at 310; R.3181 at 692, 696-97. Safely testified that the drainage work was not done in 
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order to irrigate the Property, but was done as a part of the overall design for construction in 
order to prevent flooding. R.3179 at 370-71. 
Thus, the district court's finding that the drainage improvements were merely 
"ordinary maintenance" is not supported by the record evidence and is clearly erroneous. 
3. Record Evidence Establishes That The Work Performed on the 
Property Prior to June 15, 2001 Was Visible To the Prudent 
Investor 
The district court did not make specific findings as to whether each type of work 
performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 was visible. Instead, it simply found that 
the PVC pipes and pin flags were frequendy disturbed by animals on the Property and not 
"always visible," R.2894 at 10 TJ 54, and that the work crews were small and "sporadic." 
R.2984 at 21. The district court also found that the holes drilled for the wedands delineation, 
geotechnical study, and groundwater monitoring were all backfilled, R.2894 at 8 1f 42, 9 
ffij 48-49 (Tab A), that only one end of the new irrigation pipe was visible once it was buried, 
R.2894 at 12 f 66 (Tab A), and that the weir was "difficult to observe." R.2894 at 13 f 69 
(Tab A). Even assuming these facts, substantial record evidence establishes that the work 
performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 was visible to the prudent lender. 
a. The drainage improvements were visible to the prudent lender. 
Despite the fact that the new pipe was ultimately buried with only one visible end, the 
drainage improvements as a whole were visible to the prudent lender. First, the trench 
Chiniquy excavated was visible. The trench was 50-feet long and tapered from eight feet 
deep to a couple feet deep. R.3179 at 510, 513. Stahl saw both the trench and the backhoe 
Chiniquy used to excavate the trench on April 16, 2001, even though Stahl was on the 
Property to perform a topographic survey of the Guymon parcel and had not been asked to 
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locate the work being performed by Chiniquy. R.3179 at 625-27, 632. Stahl testified that 
Chiniquy "had quite an excavation" on the Property. R.3179 at 633. 
Second, prior to the installation of the new pipe, there had been abundant weeds and 
grass growing in that area, but after the installation, the "grass and the weeds and everything 
were all gone and then it was basically just dirt." R.3179 at 312. Third, Chiniquy left the old 
pipe on the Property next to where the excavation took place, assuming it would be cleaned 
up when the house was demolished; that pipe was still on the Property at the time of trial. 
R.3179 at 312, 509, 632; R.3181 at 697. Finally, the nature and accessibility of the Property 
changed in that the Property dried up and there was no further flooding. R.3181 at 698-700. 
Multiple witnesses testified to noting this visible change in the Property as a result of 
Chiniquy's work. See R.3179 at 514-15; R.3181 at 698. The drainage improvements were 
visible to the prudent lender. 
b. The wetiands delineations were visible to the prudent lender. 
Although some of the pin flags may have been disturbed at times by animals grazing 
on the Property, the wetlands delineations were visible to the prudent lender. In total, 
approximately 109 pin flags were placed on the Property to mark the wedands delineations. 
R.3179 at 399, 404-07, 425-26; see R.3179 at 300. These pin flags stood above ground by at 
least 15-16 inches, and were more extensive than the pin flags which would generally be used 
to mark an irrigation system, R.3179 at 301 (also in contrast to pin flagging for irrigation, the 
pin flags were not in a straight line for a ditch, but zigzagged quite a bit). The 51 pin flags on 
the Gygi parcel were also marked with rebar stakes that stood approximately 12-15 inches 
above the ground. R.3180 at 531, 408. 
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Multiple witnesses at trial testified that these pin flags were visible. For example, both 
Betts and Chiniquy testified that because the vegetation was very short in the uplands in 
front of the pin flag line, the pin flags were even "more visible" to someone examining the 
property. R.3179 at 409, 524. Safley testified that a person walking around the site would 
see the delineation pin flags, R.3179 at 301, and Cloward testified that the pin flags were 
"visible" on the Property. R.3181 at 694. 
Larson noticed at least 20 and maybe as many as 50 pin flags on the Property when he 
performed the geotechnical study on the Property on January 10, 2001, even though he did 
not need to locate any flags in order to perform his work. R.3179 at 576. Betts also testified 
that as of April 2001, he could still see many of the 84 initial flags from the fence located 
behind the house at the front of the Gygi parcel. R.3179 at 427. And Stahl testified that in 
April 2001, the flags from the December delineation, as well as the new flags from the April 
delineation, were "visible." R.3179 at 625. 
Indeed, at least some of the wetland delineation pin flags were visible from the roads 
adjacent to the Property. Betts testified that at least six to eight pin flags were visible on the 
Jones parcel from 200 North. R.3179 at 462-63. And while Betts may have believed the pin 
flags were "less visible" from Homestead Drive than from the fence line on the Gygi parcel, 
R.3179 at 466, Safley testified that pin flags could be seen from Homestead Drive. R.3179 at 
300; see also R.3177 at 89 (the Gygi parcel has "massive frontage" on Homestead Drive). The 
wetlands delineations were visible to the prudent lender. 
c. The surveys were visible to the prudent lender. 
The district court made no specific findings about the visibility of the survey work, 
other than to note that the stakes had "flags." R.2894 at 9 ^ 46 (Tab A). The survey work 
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was visible to the prudent lender. The survey stakes were three feet tall, R.3179 at 301, and 
Chiniquy testified that the survey stakes were visible to someone examining the Property. 
R.3179 at 528-29. The grass in the field on the Property was very low where the survey 
stakes were, R.3179 at 301, and Safley testified that a person could see the survey stakes by 
walking around and examining the site. R.3179 at 300-01. Forrest was on site five to six 
times a week and testified that he also saw survey stakes in the ground. R.3177 at 116. 
The control points created in the surveys were also visible. The control points were 
marked with 5/8 inch rebar driven into the ground and protruding flush or an inch out of 
the ground with a bright yellow plastic cap on it. R.3179 at 618. An 18-inch tall 1" x 2" 
guard stake was flagged and installed six inches into the ground next to the cap, and at least 
one orange fluorescent lath with fluorescent flagging was put next to the guard stake and 
stood three feet out of the ground. R.3179 at 618-19. Stahl testified that the reason the lath 
is painted with fluorescent paint and then flagged with a fluorescent flag is "so that people 
can see it." R3179 at 620-21; see R.3179 at 619. Cloward testified that the control points on 
the Property had two to three fluorescent laths around them and were "very visible from not 
only on the property, but from the roads and the highway." R.3179 at 674. Safley testified 
that the laths and control points were visible from Homestead Drive. R.3179 at 300-01. 
Gerald Hayward, a neighboring landowner who lived approximately 1,000 yards away 
from the Property, was driving southbound on Homestead Drive on his way to work and 
saw surveyors working on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. R.3177 at 251-52, 257; 
R.3180 at 620, 624-25. Hayward went to his friend, Dr. John Prince, who owned property 
adjacent to the Property, and asked him "what was going on in his backyard." R.3177 at 
251-52. Later, Dr. Prince walked over most of the Property with Hayward and showed him 
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drill holes used to examine the water levels. R.3177 at 258. While on the Property, Hayward 
noticed stakes with flags on them, which he assumed were survey stakes. R.3179 at 259. 
Hayward was not on the Property to examine whether there were survey stakes, and yet he 
saw them. R.3179 at 260. The survey work was visible to the prudent lender. 
d. The geotechnical study was visible to the prudent lender. 
The district court made no finding about the visibility of the geotechnical study other 
than to find that the testing holes were backfilled and not marked. R.2894 at 9 ^ 48 (Tab A). 
The geotechnical testing was visible to the prudent lender. Each testing hole was 16.5 feet 
below the surface and took 30 to 45 minutes to drill. R.3179 at 572-74 ; Tab P. Although 
the drilling rig used to drill the test holes was only on the Property for one day, Safley was 
present when Larson and his two-man crew from Earthtec drilled the Property and testified 
that the drilling rig was a "big" piece of equipment. R.3179 at 295-97. The geotechnical 
testing was visible to the prudent lender. 
e. The groundwater monitoring was visible to the prudent lender. 
Finally, the district court made no finding about the visibility of the groundwater 
monitoring, other than to find that the "well" holes were backfilled with approximately 12 
inches of PVC pipe sticking up above ground. R.2894 at 9 1^ 49 (Tab A). The groundwater 
monitoring was visible to the prudent lender. The monitoring wells were three-feet deep, 
and the PVC pipe that was buried in each well stuck out above the ground at least 12-18 
inches but perhaps as much as two to three feet. R.3179 at 319, 423, 433, 319, 517-18. The 
monitoring wells were located on the upper buildable portion of the Property and not hidden 
by growth, and as large white PVC pipe standing straight up with an orange lath next to it on 
a green field, the monitoring wells "stuck out." R.3179 at 319-20. 
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Cloward and Chiniquy testified that the monitoring wells were visible, R.3179at 523; 
R.3181 at 695, as did Betts, who testified that a person would be able to see the monitoring 
wells and "would notice" them if examining the Property, R.3179 at 446. Stahl also saw the 
monitoring wells when surveying the Property in December and April, R.3179 at 627, and 
Safley testified that the monitoring wells were even visible from Homestead Drive.6 R.3179 
at 320. The groundwater monitoring was visible to the prudent lender. 
f. People on site were evidence of work commencing. 
One of the district court's main concerns appears to be its belief that the work crews 
never exceeded three people and the work performed only took a few days at a time. See 
R.2894 at 21 (Tab A). People were continuously on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, 
however, and this served as further evidence that work was commencing. Forrest testified he 
was on site two or more times a week, primarily to show the Property to investors or buyers. 
R.3178 at 116. Hayward testified that he walked the Property with Dr. Prince. R.3177 at 
258. Cloward testified that he was on site at least a dozen times between October 2000 and 
June 15, 2001, explaining additionally that he always visited the Property before any public 
meeting and that half of those times, he was on the Property with someone else. R.3179 at 
673, R.3181 at 690-91. When Cloward was on the Property on March 27, 2001, two people 
6
 Betts also testified that he saw the two-man auger with an eight-inch bit that was 
used to drill the holes for the monitoring wells. R.3179 at 432. Chiniquy testified that he 
drove his truck onto the Property with the auger to show it to Betts on December 6, 2000, 
when Betts was performing the initial wedands delineation. R.3179 at 525. Further, 
Chiniquy and Betts identified Chiniquy's truck as being on the Property in Betts' December 
6, 2000, photographs. R.3179 at 471, 525. 
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stopped by and asked what was happening with the Property. R.3181 at 695. Safley testified 
he was onsite at least 10 times. R.3179 at 291. 
Chiniquy was out on the Property "every day." R.3179 at 498, 503-05, 519. Indeed, 
Chiniquy lived on the Property beginning in March 2001 or earlier, first on the Jones parcel 
and then on the Guymon house. R.3179 at 559-60. He moved off the Property in 
June 2002. R.3179 at 560. Chiniquy installed the monitoring wells, R.3179 at 518; he also 
initially measured the water levels in the monitoring wells on a daily basis, and later began 
checking them two times a week. R.3179 at 322, 519. Chiniquy also performed other onsite 
work, including making drainage improvements in late 2000 and then throughout the spring, 
culminating in his replacement of the pipe on April 16, 2001. Chiniquy sometimes had one 
or two manual labor helpers working for him, including one who helped him replace the 
pipe. R.3181 at 705. Chiniquy additionally built and installed the weir, and then took 
measurements from the weir.7 R.3179 at 528. 
Betts testified that he was onsite for two wedand delineations; for some period of 
time, Betts also measured the water in the monitoring wells rather than Chiniquy. R.3179 at 
464-65. Betts does not remember how often he visited the site to measure the wells because 
his company was the engineer for Midway, and he would stop by and take measurements 
7
 Importandy, Chiniquy's presence and continuous work preparatory for construction on the 
site would help impart notice to a reasonable observer of the site that lienable work was 
underway. Although the presence of a person living in a house on a site might not usually 
aid in imparting notice of work being performed on the site, here, the land was appraised as 
"vacant land" in April 2001 and as "raw ground" in September 2001. Tab R; Tab S. A 
prudent person would certainly inquire as to why there is an occupant living on property and 
performing work on property that is purportedly "vacant land"; moreover the presence and 
work of that person would be visible. 
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while doing work for the city. R.3179 at 465. However, Betts took measurements frequendy 
enough that it became cost prohibitive and Red Sea decided to have Chiniquy do it instead. 
R.3179 at 437, 464-65. 
Additionally, Earthtec, with a crew of 3 people, was on the Property drilling test holes 
for close to a full day. R.3179 at 568-69, 578. Stahl was on the Property on December 7 and 
8, 2000, with a crew of two and three people, respectively, and again on April 16, 2001, with 
a two-person crew. R.3179 at 612-14, 624-25. The presence of all of these people on the 
Property was visible evidence to the prudent lender that lienable work was commencing. 
4. Record Evidence Establishes that the Photographic Evidence 
Does Not Show the Relevant Time Frame 
Importantly, none of the pictures relied on by the district court were taken during the 
relevant time. See R.2894 at 14 ffi| 73-75 (Tab A). As the district court found, these pictures 
were taken in March/April 2001 and August/September 2001, R.2894 at 14 ffif 73, 75 fTab 
A). While argument was made that the pictures were still relevant in showing the work 
performed, see, e.g. R.3179 at 549, all of these pictures were taken either just before the 
monitoring wells were installed or after they had been replaced by the piezometers, which are 
flush with the ground and not visible. None of the pictures show the monitoring wells, 
R.3179 at 562, which witnesses agreed were located on the main buildable portion of the 
Property and were very visible. See R.3177 at 236. Further, Forrest testified that 
Donaldson's photos were taken above all of the flags and survey markers. R.3177 at 218. 
The pictures as a whole are therefore demonstrably inaccurate in showing the 
visibility of the work as a whole on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, as none of them 
reflects the most visible aspects of the on-site work performed preparatory to construction. 
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5. Record Evidence Establishes That Materials Were Furnished On 
The Property And Incorporated Into The Project 
The district court found that no building or construction materials were furnished, or 
any other materials intended to be incorporated into the Project, R.2894 at 14 |^ 79 (Tab A), 
and specifically found that the new pipe was not intended to be incorporated into the final 
construction of the Project. R.2894 at 13 1f 67 (Tab A). These findings are not supported by 
the record evidence and are clearly erroneous. 
Although Chiniquy's drainage improvements were performed on a pre-existing 
irrigation system, the drainage work was not done in order to irrigate the Property. R.3179 at 
370. Instead, all of the work performed by Chiniquy was done to dewater, drain, and dry out 
the Property to prepare it for construction. R.3181 at 697-98. Most important, the new pipe 
was in fact "an integral part of the intended [] permanent drainage plans" and "was 
implemented into the work that was continuing on or would have continued on." R.3181 at 
697-98; see R.3179 at 371. Eventually, a stream was to be put in on the north end of the 
Property and the pipe would have been cut; a "section of the pipe" that Chiniquy installed 
would have remained in the ground for the final development. R.3180 at 377-80. 
Safley testified that the weir was also necessary to construction and design of the 
Project. R.3179 at 292-93, 314. Because EDSA was required to "make sure that we 
maintained that amount of water continually through the construction and after 
construction" of the Project, R.3179 at 292-93, EDSA designed a system that actually would 
have provided to adjacent landowners after completion of the project the same amount of 
water they had received prior to any construction or improvements on the property. R.3179 
at 313. The weir would have remained on the Property throughout most of construction and 
would not have been removed until the stream going through the development had been 
completed, which would have been one of the last items to be built. R.3179 at 376. 
In addition to the weir and the 40 feet of 15-inch pipe which was furnished on site for 
the drainage improvements, another 20-60 feet of four-inch PVC pipe was furnished on site 
for the groundwater monitoring wells. R.3179 at 319, 433-34, 518. Rebar used in the 
wedands delineation was also furnished on site. R.3179 at 530-31. Furthermore, equipment 
rented and/or used on the Property included the tractor backhoe, the drill rig, and the two-
man auger. See R.3179 at 295-97, 432, 507, 515, 571. As required by Utah Code § 38-1-5, 
materials were furnished on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, and the district court's 
finding otherwise is not supported by the record evidence and is clearly erroneous. 
C. Actual Construction Is Not Required Under Utah Code § 38-1-5; 
Preparatory Work Is Sufficient To Establish Visible Commencement of 
Work 
As this Court and the Utah Supreme Court have repeatedly explained, the 
requirement that there be "commencement to do work or furnish materials on the ground" is 
construed broadly and in favor of lien claimants. See, e.g. CalderBros. Co. v. Anderson, 652 P.2d 
922, 924 (Utah 1982); Ketchum v. Heritage Mountain Development Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1220 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1989); Tripp v. Vaughn, 1A1 P.2d 1051, 1055 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). In accordance 
with this broad reading of the mechanic's lien statutes, actual construction is not required in 
order to establish 'Visible work" for priority purposes under Utah Code § 38-1-5. 
In this very case, this Court noted and rejected the argument that actual construction 
is required to establish a visible commencement of work. This Court stated: 
Klibanoff presented evidence that actual construction of the structures had 
not commenced prior to the recording of the deed. However, since such 
construction is not required'to establish priority for mechanics' liens, that 
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evidence is not determinative. See First of Denver Mort. Investors v. C. N. Zundel, 
600 P.2d 521, 525 (Utah 1979) (holding that water and sewer lines constituted 
commencement of work for priority purposes); W. Mortgage Ijoan Corp. v. 
Cottonwood Constr. Co., 18 Utah 2d 409, 424 P.2d 437, 439 (1967) ("The 
presence of materials on the building site or evidence on the ground that work 
has commenced on a structure ot preparatory thereto is notice to all the 
world that liens may have attached."). 
Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 ^ 4 & n.l (final italics in original) (Tab D). Thus construction is 
"not required to establish priority" and work "preparatory" to construction can constitute a 
visible commencement of work. Id. (Tab D); cf. Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1222 (stating that off 
site preparatory work is insufficient for mechanic's lien purposes). 
Moreover, the work commenced on the property need not provide notice of the 
precise improvement eventually to be constructed, but should provide notice "that lienable 
work is underway." Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 at f^ 22 (internal citations omitted) (Tab D); 
seeNu-TrendE/ec, Inc. v. DeseretFed. Sav. <& Loan Assn., 786 P.2d 1369, 1371 (Utah Ct. App. 
1990) (stating that the work must provide notice that "work was underway for which a lien 
could be claimed"). Lienable work, in turn, is broadly defined to include "all persons 
performing any services or furnishing or renting any materials or equipment used in 
the construction, alteration, or improvement of any building or structure or improvement to 
any premises in any manner." Utah Code § 38-1-3. Thus the work on the property must 
give notice that lienable work - which includes "improvement to any premises in any 
manner' ' - is underway and need not reveal the end product. 
Under this standard, it was clear error for the district court to base its conclusion that 
no "visible work" commenced on the fact that no actual construction occurred prior to 
June 15, 2001. As the district court itself identified in its Ruling, and as outlined in detail 
above, there is substantial evidence in the record establishing that preparatory work direcdy 
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related to construction was performed prior to June 15, 2001. The conclusion that there was 
no "visible work" as required by Utah Code § 38-1-5 should be reversed. 
D. The Work Performed on the Property Prior to June 15, 2001 Was Visible 
On Reasonable Inspection 
Whether a commencement of work is visible is determined by whether "a person 
using diligence in examining the property would be able to see [the work] and be on notice 
that lienable work was underway." Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 at ]J 22 (internal citations 
omitted) (Tab D); see Nu-Trend Elec, Inc., 786 P.2d at 1371 (requiring notice to a "reasonable 
observer of the site" that "work was underway for which a lien could be claimed"). Similarly, 
the Utah Supreme Court, as quoted in Klibanoff, has held that the work must be "sufficiently 
noticeable" to "impart notice to a prudent lender." Klibanoff, 2005 UT App at j^ 29 (internal 
citations omitted) (Tab D). Even the most lax interpretation of this standard implies more 
than a view from the road, id. at j^ 21 (Tab D), and in each of these articulations, there is an 
idea of reasonableness, prudence, or diligence. A reasonable person, a prudent lender, and a 
diligent examiner would all take the time to perform a reasonable inspection of the property 
to determine whether lienable work is underway, and under this standard, the work 
performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001, was visible. 
As outlined in detail above, the characterization that people were only onsite for a few 
days total from October 2000 through June 15, 2001, is not sustainable on this Record. 
Further, the fact that equipment such as the backhoe, drill rig, and two-man auger were only 
onsite for a day or so each does not change the fact that they were visibly in use on the 
Property prior to June 15, 2001. Moreover, the fact that Chiniquy made his drainage 
improvement on April 16, 2001, and then subsequently buried the pipe after installing it, 
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does not undo his visible commencement of work. Indeed, the Utah Supreme Court in 
Zundel htld that the location and installation of sewer pipe and water lines (months prior to 
the recording of the competing trust deed) were sufficient to establish priority under § 38-1-
5.8 First of Denver Mtg. Investors v. C N. Zundel'&Assocs., 600 P.2d 521, 523, 526 (Utah 1979). 
Nevertheless, even if visible commencement requires improvements to be 
continuously visible, there is evidence that such commencement took place. Indeed, as also 
outlined in the discussion of evidence above, the torn-out pipe left on the Property next to 
the newly excavated area, the physical changes in the character of the Property as a result of 
the drainage improvement, the pin flags and rebar used in the wetlands delineation, the 
survey stakes and control points, and the monitoring wells were all continuous visible 
evidence on the Property. All of this evidence, in addition to the other work that was visible 
on the Property for shorter periods of time, was visible on reasonable inspection of the 
Property, and some was even visible from the roads bordering the Property. 
As this Court explained in this case, the proper test for whether "visible work'5 
commenced is a totality of the circumstances test, see Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 at % 29, and 
here, when considered together, the work performed on the Property prior to June 15, 2001 
was visible to the prudent lender. The conclusion that there was no visible commencement 
of work is clearly erroneous. 
8
 Common sense requires that this be the case. Otherwise materialmen and laborers will be 
required to leave their equipment onsite and leave improvements unburied or unfinished in 
order to protect their priority interests. For instance, in Zundel, the workers would have had 
to leave part of the sewer pipe unburied until the trust deed was recorded three months later 
in order to establish priority. Such an interpretation would be contrary to the purpose of the 
mechanics' lien statute, which is "to provide protection to laborers and materialmen who 
have added directly to the value of the property of another by their materials or labor." 
Projects Unlimited, Inc. v. Copper State Thrift & Loan Co., 798 P.2d 738, 743 (Utah 1990). 
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E. Materials Were Furnished on the Property Prior to June 15, 2001 
Utah law recognizes that priority can be established either by a visible 
commencement to do work or, alternatively, by furnishing material on the ground. See Utah 
Code 38-1-5. The Utah Supreme Court has explained that "[t]he presence of materials on 
the building site or evidence on the ground that work has commenced . . . is notice to all 
the world that liens may have attached" and thus establishes priority under § 38-1-5. Western 
Mortgage, 424 P.2d at 412; see also Ca/derBros., 652 P.2d at 924 n.l; Ketcbum, 784 P.2d at 1221. 
Accordingly, by delivering and installing the pipe on the property, as well as rebar and PVC 
pipe, EDS A furnished building materials on the ground of the building site itself for the 
planned development. 
This case is similar to the situation in Zundel, where the work was performed by one 
materialman and consisted of "locating existing lines and putting in pipeline, water and sewer 
systems and storm drains." Zundely 600 P.2d at 523, 526. The Utah Supreme Court held that 
the mechanics' lien had priority over the mortgage and explained that, under the mechanics' 
lien statute, "material or labor" need not be "furnished" solely "on a building structure," and 
the statute should cover work "which not only enhances the value of the developer's land, 
but is also necessary to make residences to be built on such property habitable." Id. at 525. 
Here, new irrigation ditches were dug with a back hoe, new pipe was installed and old 
ditches and pipe were repaired. This work was done in order to make the land habitable 
and fit for construction and was a planned part of the development and was necessary to its 
progress and success. See id. at 524-25 ("The purpose of the lien statutes is to protect those 
who have added directly to the value of property by performing labor or furnishing materials 
upon it." (internal citations omitted)). Finally, not only was the pipe "furnished," meaning 
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delivered, on the ground (fulfilling the express language of § 38-1-5 for establishing priority), 
the pipe was also permanently installed on the Property as a planned and necessary part of 
the overall improvement and development.9 
Consequently, and according to the express language of § 38-1-5 and the applicable 
case law, this Court should hold that the district court's finding is clearly erroneous because 
the greater weight of the evidence establishes that materials were furnished on the ground for 
the improvement prior to the recording of the Zions' Trust Deed. 
F. Photographic Evidence Relied On By The District Court Is Irrelevant 
None of the pictures relied on by the district court were taken during the relevant 
time and none of them show the monitoring wells, which lien claimants and non-lien 
claimants (such as Betts and Stahl) alike testified were very visible. A photograph on its own 
cannot demonstrate any facts, but must be authenticated "by a witness with knowledge who 
testifies that the photograph accurately represents the scene depicted at the relevant time." 
Christopher B. Mueller & Laird C. Kirkpatrick, Evidence (1995) § 9.15, at 1147; see also C.J.S. 
9
 Utah case law is unclear as to whether the materials furnished have to also be used or 
consumed in the improvement. In Stanton Transportation Co. v. Davis, 341 P.2d 207, 211 (Utah 
1959), the Court held that "the material to be lienable must be consumed in its use on the 
property." Id. The Court in Stanton held that the mechanics' lien statute should thus not be 
extended to rental equipment. However, the legislature subsequently amended the 
mechanics' lien statute to expressly cover rental equipment. See Utah Code § 38-1-3; see also 
Graco Fishing and Rental Tools, Inc. v. Ironwood Exploration, Inc., 766 P.2d 1074, 1076-77 (Utah 
1988) (noting the amendment of the statute and its superseding affect on Stanton). The Graco 
Court questioned, but did not determine, whether Stanton s requirement that materials be 
consumed survived the amendment to the statute. See id. at 1077; cf. City Electric v. Industrial 
Indemnity Co., 683 P.2d 1053, 1057 (Utah 1984) (holding that under the payment bond statute 
a claimant need "show only that the materials were 'furnished' in connection with the 
particular project and not that the specific materials furnished were actually incorporated into 
the structure"). Regardless of whether the materials must be consumed on the property, here 
the weir and the pipe were consumed into the improvement on the ground. 
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Evidence § 992; 3 Wigmore on Evidence (3d ed.) § 793 p. 186 (as quoted in Knihalv. State, 
36 N. W. 2d 109 (Neb. 1949)). The district court's reliance on these photos was clear error. 
II. T H E VARIOUS LEGAL IMPEDIMENTS RAISED TO DEFEAT J.M. 
WILLIAMS5 CLAIM ARE WITHOUT MERIT 
A. Despite the Contractual Prohibition, J.M. Williams Could Assign Its 
Lien Claim Because at the Time of the Assignment, Red Sea Had 
Breached the Contract 
The district court erred in holding that J.M. Williams was prohibited from assigning 
its "contract and interest" to EDSA. See R.2894 at 18 (Tab A). A clause prohibiting the 
assignment of a contract does not also prevent the assignment of a cause of action for a 
breach of the contract. SME Indus., Inc. v. Thompson, 2001 UT 54 \ 11, 28 P.3d 669, declined to 
follow on other grounds by Grynberg v. Questar Pipeline Co., 2003 UT 8, 70 P.3d 1; Fuller v. Favorite 
Theaters Co. of Salt Lake, 230 P.2d 335, 336 (Utah 1951); Williston on Contracts § 74:22; 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 322. Additionally, Utah's Mechanics' Lien Statute 
expressly provides that "[a] 11 liens under this chapter shall be assignable as other choses 
in action." Utah Code § 38-1-26. Thus, despite the nonassignment clause in J.M. Williams' 
Contract with Red Sea,10 see Tab H, J.M. Williams was free to assign its cause of action for 
Red Sea's breach of those Contracts, R.3177 at 73-74. J.M. Williams' assignment to EDSA is 
10
 Additionally, the prohibition on assignments found in the February and October 
Contracts does not expressly prohibit assignment of rights (such as payment) under the 
contract. See Tab H; Tab I (prohibiting all assignment of "interest in this Agreement"). A 
prohibition on the assignment of a "contract" that does not expressly prohibit the 
assignment of rights under that contract "bars only the delegation to an assignee of the 
performance by the assignor of a duty or condition." Restatement (Second) Contracts § 322. 
Thus, despite the clause, J.M. Williams could assign its rights, including the right to receive 
payment, under the Contracts. 
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therefore effective, and the district court's ruling that the assignment fails should be reversed. 
B. The Assignment Was Supported By Adequate Consideration 
The district court erred in holding that J.M. Williams' assignment of its "contract and 
interest" to EDSA fails for lack of consideration. See R.2894 at 18. Consideration exists 
whenever a legal detriment is bargained for and exchanged for a promise, and there is 
consideration whenever a promisor receives a benefit or a promisee suffers a detriment, no 
matter how slight. DeMentas v. Estate of Talks, 764 P.2d 628, 632 (Utah Ct App. 1988) 
(stating that any detriment, no matter how economically inadequate, will support a promise). 
Here, in exchange for the assignment, EDSA agreed to pay all legal fees and court costs, and 
J.M. Williams has paid nothing in legal fees. R.3177 at 59; R.3179 at 669. This is adequate 
consideration, and the ruling that the assignment fails should be reversed. 
C. J.M. Williams5 Lien Claim Is Effective Under Utah Code § 38-1-7 
The district court also erred in holding that the mechanic's lien was unenforceable as 
to J.M. Williams' interests because it did not comply with Utah Code § 38-1-7. See R.2894 at 
19 (Tab A). At the time EDSA filed its notice, § 38-1-7 required that a notice include "the 
name, current address, and current phone number of the lien claimant." However, Utah 
Code § 38-1-26 specifically states that liens are assignable and that "the assignee may 
commence and prosecute actions thereon in his own name in the manner herein provided." 
EDSA thus could file a lien notice and can pursue J.M. Williams' assigned lien claim in its 
own name. Indeed, EDSA had its own claim in addition to that assigned it by Williams. 
Thus EDSA was the lien claimant and included, compliant with § 38-1-7, its name and 
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contact information.11 EDSA substantially complied with the lien notice statute as to its 
assigned claim from J.M. Williams, and the district court's ruling should be reversed. 
D. The Mechanics' Lien Was Timely As To J.M. Williams' Interests 
The district court ruled that the mechanic's lien was not timely filed as to 
J.M. Williams' interests. R.2894 at 19-20 (Tab A). J.M. Williams' claim needed to be noticed 
90 days after final completion of the contract, and final completion requires satisfaction of 
"all obligations contemplated by the initial agreement." Utah Code § 38-1-7; KA. McKell 
Excavating Inc. v. Wells Fargo Bank, 2004 UT 48 ^ 2, 100 P-3d 1159. Both WilUams and 
Forrest testified that they contemplated that J.M. Williams would perform work, including 
site visits and inspections as noted in the cover letter to the February Contract, Tab J, during 
the construction phase, and that as a result, the Contract has not been finally completed as of 
November 8, 2002. See e.g. R.3177 at 75-77; Tab J. 
This is true even though the February Contract states that "no construction 
administration" will be performed and includes an integration clause. Tab H. The existence 
of an integration clause is not determinative; instead, "[wjhether a written agreement is an 
integrated agreement. . . depends upon the intent of the parties." Ringwood v. Foreign Auto 
Works, Inc., 671 P.2d 182, 183 (Utah 1983). Even when a contract has an integration clause, 
11
 Even assuming, arguendo, that § 38-1-7 and § 38-1-26 did require that the lien notice list 
not only EDSA, but also J.M. Williams' name and address as a lien claimant, the error should 
not defeat the lien because Klibanoff did not demonstrate that he was misled or suffered any 
prejudice by the failure to include this information. See Projects Unlimited, 798 P.2d at 747 
(finding substantial compliance with lien notice statute unless defects in lien have misled or 
prejudiced other parties). Klibanoff did not prove by any evidence - and did not even assert 
- "any \\ claim of prejudice or being misled" by EDSA's lien notice. Id. 
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a court may examine parol and any other evidence to determine the intent of the parties as to 
integration. See Smith v. Osguthorpe, 2002 Ut. App. 361, \ 18 (2002). 
Here, the evidence shows that the parties intended both the February Contract and 
the accompanying cover letter would be given effect. Specifically, the lump sum agreed upon 
in the February Contract for services would not cover construction administration; however, 
both parties contemplated that their agreement covered site visits and inspections into the 
construction phase, which would be paid for by Red Sea at J.M. Williams' hourly rates, as 
expressed in the cover letter. R.3177 at 75-77; Tab J; Tab H. 
This Court should honor the intention of the parties, which it can do in one of three 
alternate ways. First, the Court can find that the February Contract and the accompanying 
cover letter constitute one integrated agreement and the integration clause refers not only to 
the February Contract, but also to the cover letter which accompanied and referenced the 
February Contract. Hall v. Process Instruments and Control, 866 P.2d 604, 606 (Ut. Ct. App. 
1993) ("An integrated contract is an agreement where 'the parties thereto adopt a writing or 
writings as the final and complete expression of the agreement."'). Alternatively, this Court 
could find that it was not the intent of the parties to integrate February Contract to the 
exclusion of the discussion of site visits and payment for such found in the cover letter. 
Finally, if this Court finds that the February Contract is a fully integrated agreement 
that does not allow consideration of the cover letter, then the portion of the cover letter 
explaining that inspections and site visits would be paid for by the owner and invoiced at 
standard hourly rates represents a separate contract entered into and accepted by the parties. 
It is clear that the parties intended and did agree to J.M. Williams' performing inspections 
and site visits and even to the manner of payment. Tab J. The cover letter explains that "[i]f 
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you are in agreement" with the terms explained in the letter, "please review and sign the 
attached document." Tab J. Red Sea did review and sign the attached document and so 
accepted the terms stated in the cover letter, including site visits and payment for such. 
Final completion of J.M. Williams' Contract with Red Sea had not taken place at the 
time it assigned its contract and interest to EDSA, and the district court's ruling that the 
mechanic's lien was not timely filed as to J.M. Williams' interest should be reversed. 
III. ATTORNEYS 5 FEES 
A. EDSA and Klibanoff Are Both "Successful" Parties; Therefore, The 
Case Is A Draw And The Request For Fees Should Be Denied 
Utah Code § 38-1-18(1) provides that "in any action brought to enforce any lien 
under this chapter the successful party shall be entitled to recover a reasonable attorneys' fee, 
to be fixed by the court." This provision was recently examined and applied by the Utah 
Supreme Court in a case involving a mechanics' lien foreclosure action and a counterclaim 
for damages. See A.K.&K Whipple Plumbing <& Heating v. Guy, 2004 UT 47, 94 P.3d 270 
(Utah 2004). In Whipple, the plaintiff filed a lien for approximately $30,000, and the 
defendant claimed an offset of $25,000 for alleged negligent work of the contractor. The 
trial court awarded $7,000 in offsets and "[ajfter calculating the consequences of the parties' 
respective wins and losses on their competing claims,. . . awarded a net judgment [on the 
counterclaim] totaling $527." Id. at 1} 3. The Court employed a "flexible and reasoned 
approach" and held that where one party received such a small net recovery, the case was 
essentially a "draw," so neither party could be considered "successful" for purposes of § 38-
1-18(1). Id. at fflj 4, 25-26, 30. 
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In this case, EDSA obtained judgments totaling $668,206.66 against two of the 
defendants, Red Sea and the Homestead Lodge, on EDSA's first and third causes of action 
alleging breach of contract and unjust enrichment. Therefore, while Klibanoff prevailed at 
trial on EDSA's bond claim, EDSA is the successful party on both its breach of contract and 
unjust enrichment claims. The case is therefore a draw and attorneys' fees should not be 
awarded to Klibanoff. 
Furthermore, to the extent Klibanoff could be the "successful party" for purposes of 
section 38-1-18(1), the Court should only allow a reasonable attorneys' fee related to the trial. 
This case has a long extensive history and consists of three different but equally important 
phases: (1) the discovery and summary judgment phase; (2) the first appeal phase; and (3) the 
trial phase. During the first phase, the parties conducted extensive summary judgment 
briefing, which ultimately resulted in an Order granting summary judgment to Klibanoff 
which was later reversed during the second phase by the Utah Court of Appeals. See 
Klibanoff, 2005 UT App 367 (Tab D). EDSA was therefore the "successful party" during the 
first and second phases of the case, and applying Whipple's flexible and reasoned approach to 
this set of facts dictates that Klibanoff should, at the very least, be denied attorneys' fees 
associated with this case up to September 1, 200512. The Court should reverse any award of 
12
 Moreover, the issues that were briefed included complicated and novel issues of law, 
which had not, before the appeal, been addressed by Utah's appellate courts. Without 
EDSA's appeal of the legal question involving the interplay of Utah Code §§ 38-1-3, 38-1-5, 
38-1-9, and 38-1-10, there would be no determinative case law on this subject. EDSA's 
appeal therefore served the important public purpose of establishing Utah case law in the 
heavily litigated construction industry. EDSA should therefore be found to be the 
"successful party" through the first and second phases of this case. 
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attorneys' fees to the extent such an award is based on fees for the first and second phases of 
this case. 
B. Both the Affidavits of Parsons Behle & Latimer and Hill Johnson & 
Schmutz D o Not Comply With Utah R. Civ. P. 73 
It is well-established law in Utah that an award of attorneys' fees must be based on 
the evidence and supported by findings of fact. See Cottonwood Mall Co. v. Sine, 830 P.2d 266, 
268 (Utah 1992). One who seeks an award of attorneys' fees, therefore, has the burden of 
producing evidence to buttress the requested award. See Hal Taylor Assoc, v. Unionamerica, Inc., 
657 P.2d 743, 750-51 (Utah 1982). A conclusory statement that costs were reasonable and 
necessary will not suffice to establish recovery for that expense. See Anderson v. Sharp, 899 
P.2d 1245,1250 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
Accordingly, requests for attorneys' fees "shall be supported by affidavit or 
testimony," setting forth "a reasonably detailed description of the time spent and work 
performed, including for each item of work the name, position (such as attorney, paralegal, 
administrative assistant, etc.) and hourly rate of the persons who performed the work; [and] 
factors showing the reasonableness of the fees." Utah R. Civ. P. 73(b) (2005) (emphasis 
added); see Utah R. Civ. P. 73(b)(1) (the affidavit must set forth "the basis for the award"). 
Such factors include the amount in controversy, the extent of services rendered, whether the 
attorney's billing rate is consistent with the rates customarily charged in the locality for 
similar services, and how much of the work performed was reasonably necessary to 
adequately prosecute or defend the matter. See Dixie State Bank v. Bracken, 764 P.2d 985, 989-
90 (Utah 1988). 
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The trial court must make an independent evaluation of the reasonableness of the 
requested fees in light of the parties' evidentiary submissions. See Cottonwood Mall, 830 P.2d 
at 269. A party which does not provide such evidence, even if undisputably entitled to 
recover attorneys' fees, may not recover at all, even if there is no disputed issue of material 
fact. See e.g., Dixie, 764 P.2d at 988-89; see also Regional Sales Agency, Inc. v. Reicbart, 784 P.2d 
1210, 1216 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) ("[A]n award made without adequate supporting evidence 
constitutes an abuse of discretion and must be overruled."); Bangerterv. Poulton, 663 P.2d 100, 
103 (Utah 1983) ("[T]he award of the trial court of attorney's fees and certain costs is not 
supported by any evidence in the record and is reversed."). 
The Parsons Behle & Latimer ("PB&L") Affidavit does not strictly comply with this 
rule, in that the Affidavit does not set forth the hourly rate of each of the various attorneys, 
paralegals, and "project assistants" working on the case. See R.2928. 
Furthermore, the Hill, Johnson & Schmutz ("HJ&S") Affidavit is completely devoid 
of evidence about the reasonableness of the billing rates at HJ&S and the relation of those 
rates to rates billed in the relevant legal community, and instead merely states that the hourly 
rates are "customarily charged for this type of legal work." See R.3003 j^ 5. Such evidence is 
without foundation, irrelevant, and is not specific to the legal community in Wasatch County. 
Consequently, there is absolutely no record evidence that HJ&S' rates are customarily 
charged in the relevant legal community, Wasatch County, and for similar services. The 
HJ&S Affidavit is also completely devoid of evidence relating to HJ&S' attorneys' relative 
experience, education, and, hence, no evidentiary justification for the hourly billing rates and 
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amount of work performed and charged by the attorneys. See R.3003. Thus, there is no 
evidence that the billing rates of HJ&S' attorneys was justified.13 
The HJ&S Affidavit is also simply wrong in setting forth certain billing entries. For 
instance, a billing entry dated October 29, 2003 indicates that 2.80 hours and $588 were 
billed for an HJ&S attorney who "prepare[d] for [a] hearing," went to "Salt Lake," attended 
the hearing, and then purportedly returned from Salt Lake. See R.2963, Ex. A, page 36 Entry 
Date 10/29/2003. The Court can take judicial notice of the fact that there was never any 
hearing in this matter in Salt Lake City, nor was there any hearing on October 29, 2003. 
In sum, there is simply no evidence from which the district court could have 
determined that $190,280.75 is a reasonable amount of attorneys' fees based on the PB&L 
Affidavit, nor is there any evidence from which the district court could have determined that 
$27,473.20 is a reasonable amount of attorneys' fees based on the HJ&S Affidavit. 
C. The Amount of Attorneys' Fees Awarded to Klibanoff Is Unreasonable 
Whether a fee request is reasonable is governed by the factors discussed above and set 
forth in Dixie State Bank v. Bracken, 764 P.2d 985, 989-90 (Utah 1988). Importantly, £C[a] 
court need not award the entire amount requested, but must evaluate the requested fees to 
13
 There is also no indication in the HJ&S Affidavit that counsel performed any review of 
their billing records to ensure that the amount of time being billed was not duplicative of 
time billed by Klibanoff s other team of attorneys at PB&L or whether any of its work was 
unnecessary. See R.3003. It is undisputed that Klibanoff s attorneys at HJ&S filed an 
unnecessary motion for summary judgment at the inception of this case, billed over $2,000 
for such work, and that the motion was voluntarily withdrawn by Klibanoff after EDSA filed 
its opposition to the motion. EDSA should not be required to compensate Klibanoff for 
such unnecessary work. 
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determine if a lesser amount is reasonable under the circumstances." See Hoth v. White^ 799 
P.2d 213, 220 (Utah Ct App. 1990). 
In this case, the largest portion of fees incurred by Klibanoff was during the trial and 
post-trial phase of this case. From December 22, 2005 to August 2, 2006, PB&L billed 
approximately $144,444.00 in attorney time, R.2928, and this amount is perse unreasonable 
when viewed in light of Bracken. This case was a 2 Vz day bench trial, not a jury trial, and 12-
13 witnesses testified during this time period. The primary issue at trial was the narrow, 
factual issue of whether visible work had commenced on the Property before June 15, 2001, 
and most of the evidence was prepared to address this narrow factual issue. The trial 
involved one round of pre-trial briefing, which the parties had in essence accomplished in 
their summary judgment briefing, and the post-trial work involved preparation of proposed 
findings of fact and one post-trial brief. 
This amount is also unreasonable because PB&L billed for two partners and one 
paralegal to appear at the trial. While their hourly rates are not specifically disclosed in the 
affidavit, it appears that Klibanoff s lead attorney, Laura Scott, billed $250 per hour, her 
partner, Elizabeth Whitney, billed her time at $275 per hour, and the paralegal, Karena 
Luttmer, billed her time at $110.00 an hour. See R.2928. PB&L therefore billed a total of 
$635 an hour during the trial phase of this case, and there is no evidence that this amount 
was justified for this case. Indeed, the Court would be hard-pressed to find any attorney in 
the Wasatch County or Fourth District Court community who would customarily charge 
$635 an hour for this case. 
Moreover, there is no evidence that two partner-level attorneys were needed to try 
this case. The PB&L Affidavit file on July 29, 2004 shows that during the first and second 
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phases of this case, Ms. Scott worked with an associate at PB&L and employed the assistance 
of her senior partner, John Wilson, only on one occasion for 1.00 hour. See R.1597 ^| 3 at 4. 
The PB&L post-trial Affidavit discloses that Ms. Scott handled most of the appeal work and 
worked only with an associate. There is no evidence showing the necessity of suddenly 
bringing in a co-partner plus three other associates plus a hand-full of paralegals and project 
assistants to work on the case after the appeal was decided.14 Indeed, with the exception of 
witness interviews and preparation, the analysis of legal and factual issues had already been 
performed during the first two phases of this case. 
Some of the post-trial work also appears to be unreasonable in light of the bracken 
factors. Again, there is no evidence showing the necessity for having three attorneys, 
including one associate and two partners, working on the researching, drafting, and revising 
of the post-trial brief and the proposed findings of fact. The time for associate attorney 
Scott Bell shows that he billed over 36.00 hours researching the issue of commencement of 
work from April 20, 2006 to the beginning of May 2006, when that issue had already been 
flushed out to a significant degree in the parties' briefings to the court and at trial. While 
spending an additional 36 hours researching that issue may have been determined to be 
necessary and approved by PB&L's client, is unreasonable for purposes of section 38-1-
18(1), Bracken, and Utah R. Civ. P. 73(b). 
14
 There is no evidence that the time for the additional support staff and paralegals was 
necessary. Indeed, all of the time billed by the additional support staff was for secretarial 
work, including but not limited to making copies of statutes, and the like. See R.2928. This 
kind of work is usually considered standard overhead of a law firm and should not be 
included in an award for reasonable attorneys' fees. 
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Furthermore, the post-trial PB&L Affidavit is inconsistent with the July 29, 2004 
PB&L Affidavit because the amount of fees sought in the first Affidavit from October 2003 
to June 18, 2004 was $18,039.25, see R.1594 lj 5 at 7, but the current PB&L Affidavit includes 
the greater amount of $19,064.25 for the same period, a difference of $1,025. See R.2928. 
Mr. Klibanoff is judicially estopped from seeking this higher amount. SeeJD Constr. and Dev., 
L.L.C v. Old StandardUfe Ins. Co., 2005 UT App 307 U 11, 117 P.3d 1082. 
D. To The Extent Klibanoff s Award of Attorneys' Fees Is Upheld, Such 
Fees Should Be Apportioned Among The Various Defendants 
EDSA asserted mechanic's lien claims against thirteen different defendants. While 
some of these defendants voluntarily stepped aside and agreed to waive any interest or claim 
in the case and the property at issue, as of the date of PB&L's involvement in this case, 
which by their earlier Affidavit appears to be on or about October 13, 2003, there were four 
lien claimants that had asserted or recorded mechanic's liens and other claims against the 
Property, including EDSA, the Jack Johnson Company, R /C Engineering, Inc., and Ray 
Quinney & Nebeker. As a matter of law, to the extent any fees are awarded in favor of 
Klibanoff, this Court should apportion the award among these four lien claimants on an 
equal basis. See generally Utah Code § 38-1-17 ("[A]s between the owner and the contractor 
the court shall apportion the costs according to the right of the case."). 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Appellant respectfully requests the Court to reverse the 
trial Court's July 28, 2006 Ruling and subsequent Order, and its February 27, 2007 Ruling on 
attorneys' fees and costs and subsequent Order. 
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DATED this 25th day of June 2007. 
WOOD CRAPO LLC 
Richard J. Armstrong 
Rachel A. Asbury 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant 
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Laura S. Scott 
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Post Office Box 45898 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0898 







IN THE FOUk JUDICIAL UlSTRI BKT 
WASATCH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
hDSA/CIOWAI'll l i t , 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
RED SEA DEVELOPMENT, LC; THE 
HOMESTEAD LODGE, LC; RANDAL 1 R 
HEATON; REED DEMORDAUNT; 
DANIEL KLIBANOFF; BRUCE REES; 
NATHAN B. WINTERS; R/C 
ENGINEERING, INC.; RAY, QUINNEY& 
NEBEKER; JACK JOHNSON COMPANY 
AND JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
RULING 
Case No. 030500071 
Judge Derek P. Pullan 
commence u-. Monaa>, .\[-i.. y^n and 
concluded, on Wednesday, April 19, 2006. At Trial, Plaintiff EDSA/CIoward, L I, C. 
("EDSA/Clowaid") was lepicsenled by Kichanl J Armstrong and Margaret (" Tarkington of 
Wood Crapo. Defendant Daniel Klibanoff ("Klibanoff') was represented by Elizabeth S. 
Wiiifttt"\ iiiitl huua '•! S, .ill ul 1 "arsonsBehle & Latimer. 
NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
i ••-*• . >e\ elopment. - . - -
 ;- > began to design a luxury 
condominium project in Midway, Utah called the Homestead Lodge ("The Project"). i o 
purchase the property and required water shares, Red Sea obtained a 1.3 million dollar loan from 
Zions First National Bank, which loan was secured by a Trust Deed. The Trust Deed was later 
assigned to Klibanofl^  an investor in and subsequent owner of the Project. 
EDSA/Cloward entered into an oral contract with Red Sea to perform engineering 
services on the Project. Red Sea failed to pay EDSA/Cloward. Therefore, on November 8, 2002, 
EDSA/Cloward filed a mechanic's lien against the property ("the Mechanic's Lien"). 
The issues presented in this case are: (1) whether EDSA/Cloward's lien complies with 
the Mechanic's Lien Statute, Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-1. et. seq. ("the Statute"); and (2) the 
respective priority of EDSA/Cloward's lien and the Trust Deed. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action pursuant 
to Utah Code Ann. § 78-3-4 (1) (1953, as amended). Venue is proper in Wasatch County, Utah, 
under Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-1 (1953) because the real property which is the subject of this 
action is located in Wasatch County. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
Having carefully considered the testimony and evidence presented at Trial, the Court now 
makes the following Findings of Fact: 
The Parties 
1. EDSA/Cloward is a Utah limited liability company transacting business in Wasatch 
County, Utah. EDSA/Cloward is a consulting engineering firm that specializes in water 
and water features projects. EDSA/Cloward is licensed to perform structural, electrical, 
mechanical, and civil engineering. 
2. Gregory Cloward is a member or manager of EDSA/Cloward. During the relevant period, 
EDSA/Cloward consisted of two different entities, Cloward and Associates and EDSA, 
m 
both of which performed work on the Project,,, These entities merged into EDSA/Cloward, 
3 Red Sea Development, L.C. was the owner and developer of the Project. During the 
ICICVMIII pei mil, Kennelli h>nesl ami hmolhv Shields were the principals of Red Sea. 
4. . 1\ Iiktiiotf is an individual residing in I luntsville, Alabama. 
Procedural History 
5. HDSA/CIoward filed the Complaint on February 11, 2003,,,, 
6. Klibanoll hied an A nswer on, March, 28, ,200,3 KlibanofF asserted failure to comply with 
the Statute and the statute of frauds as affirmative defenses. 
7. I In November 3: 200,3,, Klibanoff posted Bond No. 0371380 ("Bond") as alternate 
security for the Mechanic's Lien pursuant to § 38-1-28. On November 12, 2001
 ( 
Klibanoff recorded a Notice of Release of Lien and Substitution of Alternate Security in 
the Wasatch County Recorder's Office. (Plaintiff s Jbxhil 
8. Consequently, on Ja^iarv *. 2004, EDSA/Cloward filed an Amended Complaint adding 
Fidelity National Title ("Fidelity"), theprincif: \ J or .the Bond, as defend ant. 
9. Klibanoff filed an Amended A nswei on J anuary 19, 2004 Fidelity filed an. Answer on 
January 21, 2004. Both the Amended Am -
with the Statute and the statute of frauds as affirmative defenses. 
10. After the close of discover vard and Klibanoff filed cross motions I'm 
summary judgment on the issue of "visible comm- ent of work." The summary 
judgment motions did mil uddross the timeliness of the ircofclinu OI'IIH' (Via lianu. is IJIII 
or the work performed by J.M. Williams and Associates.,, Inc. ("J.M. Williams"). 
3 
11. The trial court ruled that the alleged on-site work on the Property did not constitute 
"visible commencement of work" under the Statute. The trial court entered a final 
judgment quieting title to the real property in Klibanoff on July 21, 2004. 
12. EDSA/Cloward filed a Notice of Appeal on August 13, 2004. 
13. On September 1, 2005, the Utah Court of Appeals reversed the grant of summary 
judgment in favor of Klibanoff in EDSA/Cloward, LLC v. Klibanoff, 2005 UT App. 376. 
The Court concluded that there were "disputed issues of fact" as to whether there was 
"visible commencement of work" on the Property prior to the recording of the Trust Deed 
and remanded the case for further proceedings. 
14. The Trial commenced on Monday, April 17, 2006 and concluded Wednesday, April 19, 
2006. 
The Homestead Lodge Project 
15. In 2000, Red Sea and/or the Homestead Lodge, L.C. (collectively "Red Sea") began 
efforts to design a private gated luxury condominium development on the Property to be 
known as the Homestead Lodge. 
16. To purchase the Property and water shares required for the Project, Red Sea obtained a 
$1.3 million loan from Zions First National Bank, which was secured by the Trust Deed. 
The Trust Deed was recorded in the Wasatch County Recorder's OflSce on June 15, 2001. 
(Plaintiffs Exhibit H). 
17. The Property, which is approximately 13 acres, consists of four separate parcels referred 
to as the Jones parcel, the Gygi parcel, the Homestead parcel and the Guymon parcel. 
Red Sea purchased the Jones parcel in October 2000, the Gygi parcel in January 2001, 
and the Homestead and Guymon parcels in June 2001. 
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Permits And Approvals For The Project 
fusion grai ncept) Plan Approval on 
K'bniaiv 1* > • iff s Exhibit GG). 
o u n c i j granted Piehmmary Plat Approval lor the Project on August 
:.v 2(MM v . * Hills inhibit 1)1)) 
20 oea obtained a permit troni the 11 N Army Corp of Engineers on September 20, 2001. 
(Plainlifi\s I xhibit ?'M 
.iticil granted Final Plat Approval for the Project on September 20, 
2001. (Plaintiffs Exhibit EE). 
1 ed Sea and Midway City entered, into the Development Agreement on October 1, 200] 
(Defendant's Exhibit 47) and the Preconstruction Meeting was h- LHKI1 
(i: •  (it ndant's Exhibit 19). 
23. After obtaining Final Plat Approval, Red So, was unable lo secure rons-
to begin construction of the Project, Red Sea never obtained a construction bond mu: 
building permits were never issued for the buildings, roads and other r 
the Project. Consequently, none of the buildings, roads, landscaping or othei 
improvements designed by EDS A/Cloward for the Prqje<~ d. 
Oral Contract Between Red Sea And EDSA/Cloward 
24# In the fall of 2000, Red Sea leased property from I'DNA/i 'imv;ml in .in niliii < iniiiiiliii}' 
owned by Cloward in Provo, Utah. 
25^ At tflaj 'time, Forrest and Shields on behalf of Red Sen t i t lna i into -in i »i aJ agi cement 
with EDSA/Cloward. The terms of the Agreement were that EDSA/Cloward would 
provide services thiough all lis e phases ol t oi ^ 
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preliminary design phase; (2) the initial study phase; (3) the plans and specifications 
phase; (4) the construction phase, including construction administration and construction 
management; and (5) the start-up and commission phase. 
26. Red Sea and EDSA/Cloward agreed that such services would be compensated on an 
hourly basis and paid monthly as the work progressed. 
27. Red Sea and EDSA/Cloward contemplated that the entire Project, from the beginning of 
the design work through the completion of construction, would take approximately two 
years or more depending on the approval process. The parties contemplated that the 
construction phase itself would take approximately 15 to 18 months. 
28. Although EDSA/Cloward had a standard written agreement that it used for projects of 
this magnitude, the parties did not memorialize any part of their agreement in writing. 
Written Contract With J.M. Williams 
29. J.M. Williams and Associates, Inc. ("J.M. Williams") is a structural engineer and 
architectural firm and is licensed to perform these services. 
30. EDSA/Cloward had previously hired J.M. Williams or the firm at which James Williams 
worked to provide structural engineering services on other projects. 
31. EDSA/Cloward introduced J.M. Williams to the Project. 
32. On February 16, 2001, J.M. Williams entered into a contract with Red Sea to perform 
structural engineering services for the Homestead Lodge. That contact provides that J.M. 
Williams will perform the following services: "structural engineering construction 
documents (w/ mech. and electrical design build), no construction administration 1-10 
plex unit, and 1 club house." (Plaintiffs Exhibit M, Sec. B). 
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33. As consideration for J.M. Williams' services, Red Sea agreed to pay J.M. Williams an 
). 
34 • !•- February 16, 2001 contract was <*•  * integrated agreement between the parties" which 
"supeiscdi'|il| iill |i» i miydliciliuiih, ii'inesenlatioi iim I 'in* agreements, written., or oral ' 
(Plaintiffs Exhibit M, Sec. 4.6). 
Ill' mi mi mi .ii I I y, the Febi oai \ I <» Ji M > I contract could not be assigned! without the express written 
i i I'-mf of Red Sea. (Plaint iff"s Exhibit M Sec 4 2). 
A cover letter accompanied the b el -. »*». %ontract. (Plaintiffs Exhibit L). 
While not a part of the written conn act, the letter leiterates that the contract fee does not 
inch ide "site visits and any construction administration" and that "site visits are not 
included in our fee.'" 
Mr. James Williams testified that if Red Sea had wanted J.M. Williams to provide 
construction administration services, a new contract would have been i equii eel ( I I 
71:15-24.) 
3g^  On October 26, 2001, J.M. "Williams and Red Sea cnlom 1 mil * Ji sivnnd ^rmnem 
relating to the Homestead Lodge. The parties agreed that a pre-casl concrete could be 
usecj j l l s t ea (} 0 f "cast-iii-place.7'5 
0JC>. The October .26, 2001 agreement is, in practical effect, an amendment to the February 16, 
2001 agreement. 
40. 1 ike the February 16, 2001 agreement, the October 26, 2001 agreement cannot be 
iisstgtin,! wit In nil Ihc impress wnllrii coiisnil mil Uvd »Stia. 
Visible Commencement Of Work Prior To June 15,2001 
41. For EDSA/Cloward's Mechanic's Lien to have priority over the Trust Deed, 
EDSA/Cloward must prove "visible commencement of work" under the Statute. 
EDSA/Cloward, LLC. v. Klibanoff, 2005 UT App. 376, % 16, 122 P.3d 646; see also E. W. 
Allen and Assocs. Inc. v. Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp., 776 F.Supp. 1504, 1508 (D. Utah 1991). 
As to this issue, the Court finds as follows: 
Surveying, Wetlands Delineation, Soil Testing, And Water Monitoring 
42. On December 6, 2000, Matt Betts of Pentacore delineated the wetlands on the Gygi and 
Jones parcels ("Gygi Delineation"). In connection with the Gygi Delineation, Pentacore 
drilled 11 sampling holes on the Gygi parcel and three sampling holes on the Jones parcel 
with a handheld auger. After examining the samples, Betts backfilled the holes and 
marked their locations with "pin flags" - 18-inch wires with an orange three-inch by 
three-inch flag affixed to the top. 
43. Pentacore also placed 51 flags along the wetlands delineation line on the Gygi parcel and 
approximately 33 pin flags along the wetlands delineation line on the west side of the 
Jones parcel. When imbedded in the ground, the pin flags stood above ground by 
approximately 15 to 16 inches. 
44. Rich Chiniquy, the project manager for Red Sea, marked the 51 pin flags on the Gygi 
parcel with rebar stakes that stood above ground by approximately 12 to 15 inches. 
There were no flags on the rebar. 
45. Of the 33 pin flags on the Jones parcel, only 6 to 8 would have been visible from 200 
North. 
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46. On December 7 and 8, 2000, John Stahl of Cornerstone, Inc. ("Com.ersto.ne") visited the 
• n- ; . » |he lones * " ; - »ii 
wit!: the topographical Mirve\ i omerstone placed approxtmaieh M stakes with flags on 
-established •! to S ronliol points " Two mil 
the control points were located on the Gygi parcel One control point was located on, the 
JoiH'.s (I'ltu nil I I mi ill in toiiliol I inn mills ivcn" io< iilci! oil o( 1 he IVopnl Ill k'londaiil's 
Exhibit 32). 
Il I III I i in in in i ill "i III "ilNJI! lutitiitei Jesting A. Migmecung, 1" ( ( i ^ i l l i t a ") iliiilli ill < iiptill 
sampling holes on the Gygi and Jones parcels in order to conduct a geotechnical study of 
the soil and subsurface conditions of the Property, w hich in tiii m, wa s i equired to 
determine engineering loads am- ?. -n^i >< moisture drainage systems. 
i ^ wi.i- annea win . ,. drilling rig which was brought onto the 
Pfopenv loriMnt-.* - :-.i , s-*ivontfjictor. The holes were backfilled and not marked. 
jn or abou* .„. , ^id Chiniquy used a hand-held an^.n lo dull K to IJ 
eigin-m- M ^ ?de "well'' holes to monitor the ground water on the Gygi parcel PVC pipes 
were placed in the holes 'which were backfilled, leaving the pipe to stick up 
approximately 1,2: inches above the ground. The wells were marked with lathe stakes 
with orange ties at the top. 
yj. Groundwater measurements in the "monitoring wells" were taken manually by sticking a 
tape measure into the PV C to the level, of the water,,, 
51 -jte p v c pipes were not intended to be permanent ground water monitors. The PVC 
pipes were replaced with permanent monitoring wells sometime after June 15, 2001. 
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52. On April 16, 2001, Stahl visited the Property to perform a certified boundary survey of 
the Property. In connection with the boundary survey, Cornerstone placed one additional 
stake with a flag on the corner of the Guymon parcel 
53. On one or two days in April 2001, Betts visited the Property to conduct a wetlands 
delineation on the Guymon parcel. Betts placed eight pin flags delineating the wetland 
area in the southeast corner of the Guymon parcel and used a handheld auger to drill three 
sampling holes which Betts backfilled and marked with pin flags before leaving the 
Property. 
54. The stakes, pin flags and lathes were placed on the Property over a four and a half month 
period. Once placed, the pin flags were frequently knocked over or eaten by the animals. 
Therefore, not all of the markings were visible on any given date. The PVC pipes were 
also subject to being knocked over by the animals. 
55. The Real Estate Purchase Contracts for the Property provided for surveys and other tests 
to be done by Red Sea during the due diligence period and prior to the closing on the 
Property. The Real Estate Purchase Contracts further provided that if Red Sea was not 
satisfied with the results of the surveys and tests, Red Sea would not be required to close 
on the Property. Red Sea's obligation to purchase the Property was also subject to 
Midway City's granting approval for the Project. 
56. The wetlands delineations, temporary groundwater monitoring, and geotechnical testing 
were all in the nature of soil testing. The wetlands delineations involved the testing of 
soils to determine the presence of wetlands. (TT 395:20-23.) The geotechnical testing 
involved the testing of soils to determine the bearing capacities of the soil and how big 
the footings and foundations had to be for the buildings. (TT 292:2-7.) The ground 
water monitoring involved the testing of the water levels in the soils to determine the 
possible liepllli oil oxeavalioii loi llic IHJII<IIII|',S HI' OSO 10, ()S»M?".-4 ) 
57. I he .surveys, wetlands delineations, ground water monitoring and geotechnical testing 
\ 
Moundu v su; - ex iop< -urapliical survey and wetland^ iiHmeation were needed so that 
! .; «nine where to locate tne ouuaings on the Property. 
58. ' The surveys, wetlands delineation, ground water monitoring and geotechnical testing 
were prerequisites to obtaining preliminary and final approvals for the Project from 
Midway City and the required permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. These 
permits were required in advance of commencing construction. 
Work On The Existing Irrigation Ditch On The Property And Weir 
59. There is an existing irrigation ditch that runs north to south along Homestead Drive, 
which abuts the west side of the Gygi parcel. There is a concrete "diversion structure" in 
the irrigation ditch in the northwest corner of the Gygi parcel The diversion structure 
has metal gates that can be pushed down to direct the flow of the water either to the south 
in the irrigation ditch running along Homestead Drive or to the east along the north 
boundary of the Gygi parcel. 
60. Running east from the diversion structure is an old underground pipe located along the 
north boundary of the Gygi parcel. The old pipe carried irrigation water, when diverted 
through the diversion structure, east for approximately 40 feet The old pipe was buried 
with only the east end of the pipe exposed Water would fl :» • tlii oi igli the old pipe into a 
roughly dug out irrigation ditch that ran eastward along the north boundary of the Gygi 
I 
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61. To provide water for their livestock which grazed on the Gygi parcel, the neighbors 
diverted the water in the irrigation ditch on the north boundary of the Gygi parcel, forcing 
it to flow southeast over the parcel instead of continuing east in the irrigation ditch to the 
wetlands. 
62. Over time, the diversion structure and irrigation pipe filled with dirt, silt, and debris. The 
concrete box in the diversion structure deteriorated and the irrigation pipe cracked. As a 
result, water flowed over the structure and across the Gygi parcel rather than through the 
irrigation pipe and ditch. 
63. This flow of water over and across the Gygi parcel created an "artificial wetland" on the 
parcel. Red Sea wanted to dry out this artificial wetland to obtain a more favorable 
wetlands delineation. 
64. In October 2000, Rich Chiniquy, the project manager for Red Sea who lived on the 
Property, used a shovel to remove two "check dams" in the irrigation ditch on the north 
boundary of the Gygi parcel. The check dams - which were made from debris manually 
moved into the ditch - diverted water from the ditch southeast across the Gygi parcel. 
This allowed neighbors to water their livestock grazing on the Gygi parcel. 
65. On April 16, 2001, Chiniquy replaced the old clogged and leaking pipe with a new plastic 
15-inch pipe approximately 40 feet in length. The total cost of this pipe was 
approximately $307. He rented a backhoe, removed the old pipe, replaced it with new 
pipe, then reburied the pipe and returned the backhoe in the morning. This work was 
completed in one day. (Plaintiffs Exhibit II). 
66. After the new pipe was reburied, only the east end of the pipe was visible. 
ffi0 
67. The new pipe was not intended to be incorporated into the final construction or systems 
of the Project, but was necessary to dry out the Gygi parcel and prevent the development 
of artificial wetlands. 
68. EDSA/Cloward failed to submit any plans or drawings showing that the pipe was to be 
incorporated into the final construction of the Project. 
69. Sometime in June 2001, Chiniquy spent two hours installing a flat metal weir on the 
Guymon parcel using a shovel. The weir was a temporary device used to monitor the 
flow of water onto a neighbor's property. Once installed, the weir was almost completely 
buried in the ditch and would be difficult to observe. The weir would not have been 
incorporated into the Project. 
Livestock On The Property 
70. Livestock, including three or four horses and six or seven sheep, were on the property 
priorto June 15, 2001. (TT 374:13-25,423:9-14.) 
71. Livestock remained on the property through the spring of 2001. (TT 143:20-24, 606:8-
12.) 
Photographs And Appraisals Of The Property 
72. On April 28, 2001, a Land Appraisal Report for the Property was prepared by Chiniquy, 
which included color photographs of the Property ("Chiniquy Appraisal"). It identifies 
the Property as "vacant land:" 
The project has minimal wetlands and has been delineated. The boundary 
of the property and the wetlands have been identified through a 
delineation and a Surveyf]. A Geotechnical Soils Study was performed on 
the property. All Concept/Vicinity plans have been submitted and 
approved by Midway City Planning Commission & Council. Preliminary 
requirements for submission are complete including a majority of the 
required items for Final Approval. 
73. The color photographs included in the Chiniquy Appraisal are fair and accurate 
depictions of the Property in March and April 2001. These photographs do not show any 
visible signs of the commencement of work or the presence of any building materials on 
the property. 
74. On September 17, 2001, Christopher T. Donaldson of Brown, Chudleigh, Schuler, 
Donaldson and Associates prepared an appraisal of the Property for Zions Bank 
("Donaldson Appraisal"), which included color photographs of the Property taken in 
mid-August, 2001. (Defendant's Exhibit 12). Donaldson took additional color 
photographs of the Property at the same time. (Defendant's Exhibit 57). 
75. The color photographs included with the Donaldson Appraisal as well as the additional 
color photographs taken by Donaldson at that time are fair and accurate depictions of the 
Property during the period of August through September 20, 2001. Other than several 
pin-flags, these photographs do not show any visible signs of the commencement of work 
or the presence of any building materials on the Property. 
76. Orange netting and silt fencing were not placed on the Property until October 2001. 
77. The corners of the buildings and roads were not staked until October 2001. 
78. Prior to June 15, 2001, there had been no excavation (except that done to replace the 
irrigation pipe), buildings and roads had not been staked, roads had not been cut, footings 
and foundations had not been poured, and there were no construction materials that had 
been delivered to or stored on the Property. 
79. There were no building or construction materials, or any other materials that were 
intended to be incorporated into the Project on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. 
Final Completion Of Contract Duties 
80. By September 20, 2001, EDSA/Cloward had completed the first three phases of its 
contract, including all site engineering, all architectural and engineering work, the final 
working drawings, and the renderings for the Project. (Defendant's Exhibit 20). 
EDSA/Cloward had yet to perform the fourth and fifth phases of its contract with Red 
Sea. 
81. Williams completed its services as required by the February 16, 2001 contract prior to 
September 10, 2001. At that time, J.M. Williams invoiced Red Sea $119,842.45 pursuant 
to Invoice No. 01035 dated September 10, 2001. (Plaintiffs Exhibit P). 
82. Williams completed its services as required by the October 26, 2001 contract prior to 
November 13, 2001. At that time, J.M. Williams invoiced Red Sea $1,000.00 pursuant to 
Invoice No. 01211 dated November 13, 2001. (Plaintiffs Exhibit P). Thereafter, the 
only amounts J.M. Williams invoiced Red Sea for work of any kind was for $250.00 for 
a pressure reducing box pursuant to Invoice No. 01177 dated October 10, 2001 and for 
$367. 68 for printing costs for extra sets of plans pursuant to Invoice No. 02-123 dated 
March 29, 2002. 
83. Red Sea accepted the services of both EDSA/Cloward and J.M. Williams without 
complaint. 
EDSA/Cloward's Oral Agreement b Modified 
84. From the fall of 2000 through June 3, 2002, Red Sea made only two monthly payments 
of amounts invoiced by EDSA/Cloward: one for $3,150.00 paid on October 17, 2000 and 
the second for $551.41 paid on February 9, 2001. (Defendant's Exhibit 8). 
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85. As of July 31, 2001, Red Sea owed EDSA/Cloward approximately $186,000.00 and 
EDSA/Cloward began making frequent demands for payment. (Plaintiffs Exhibits T, W 
and Q). 
86. Red Sea acknowledged its failure to pay as required by the Agreement. Sometime in the 
fall of 2001, Red Sea and EDSA/Cloward modified the terms of their agreement. Red 
Sea agreed to pay EDSA/Cloward at the time construction financing for the Project was 
obtained, or upon the sale of the Project. EDSA/Cloward accepted these new terms of 
payment and agreed to continue to provide services on the Project. 
Red Sea Fails To Secure Construction Financing 
87. In November 2001, Zions bank informed Red Sea that it would not provide any 
construction financing for the Project. 
88. By June 2002, Red Sea had failed to obtain construction financing from other sources. 
89. Acting on the assurances of Red Sea, EDSA/Cloward continued to perform work on the 
Project after June 3, 2002. Although this work consisted primarily of providing copies of 
plans and drawings to potential buyers, it was nonetheless related to the Project. 
90. Because Red Sea did not obtain construction financing, and therefore did not begin actual 
construction of the Project, EDSA/Cloward did not perform any construction 
administration or construction management services for the Project. 
The Mechanic's Lien and Trust Deed 
91. On September 26, 2002, Zions Bank recorded a Notice of Default of the Trust Deed. 
(Defendant's Exhibit 18). 
92. On November 8, 2002, EDSA/Cloward recorded the Mechanic's Lien in the Wasatch 
County Recorder's Office. (Plaintiffs Exhibit X). 
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93. The Mechanic's Lien states that EDSA/Cloward "furnished the last labor, materials 
and/or equipment on June 3, 2002." 
94. The Mechanic's Lien identifies EDSA/Cloward as the Claimant and provides 
EDSA/Cloward's address and telephone number. 
95. The Mechanic's Lien does not include any of the required information for the services 
performed by J.M. Williams on the Project. Specifically, the Mechanic's Lien does not 
include the date when the first and last labor or service were performed by J.M. Williams, 
the name, current address, and current phone number of J.M. Williams, or the signature 
of a representative of J.M. Williams. 
J.M, Williams5 Purported Assignment to EDSA/Cloward 
96. On January 6, 2003, J.M. Williams purported to assign the February 16, 2001 and 
October 26, 2001 contracts to EDSA/Cloward. (Plaintiffs Exhibit K). 
97. J.M. Williams did not obtain the written consent of Red Sea to assign the contracts. The 
January 6, 2003 letter of assignment is not signed by a representative of Red Sea. 
98. In attempting to assign its contracts to EDSA/Cloward together with any mechanic's lien 
rights associated with those contracts, J.M. Williams intended for EDSA/Cloward to 
collect money from Red Sea, to pay EDSA/Cloward's attorneys' fees, and to then pay the 
balance of anything collected to J.M. Williams. 
99. EDSA/Cloward received no benefit from the purported assignment and J.M. Williams 
did not receive any consideration for its purported assignment. 
100. J.M. Williams - which had not been paid upon completion of its contracts with Red Sea -
did not itself record a mechanic's lien for any outstanding amounts. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Having made the foregoing Findings of Fact and considered the arguments of counsel, 
the Court now makes the following Conclusions of Law: 
JJS/L Williams - Assignment and Mechanic's Lien 
J.M. Williams' purported assignment of the February 16, 2001 and October 26, 2001 
contracts to EDSA/Cloward is not effective. The January 6, 2003 letter from J.M. Williams to 
Cloward in which J.M. Williams purportedly assigned his "contract and interest" to 
EDSA/Cloward and any alleged oral agreement to assign fail for lack of consideration. Even if 
this were not the case, the purported assignment fails because Red Sea never approved the 
assignment in writing as required by both J.M. Williams' contracts. Therefore, at the time 
EDSA/Cloward recorded its Mechanic's Lien on November 8, 2002, EDSA/Cloward did not 
hold an assignment of contract rights, lien rights, or of any amounts owed by Red Sea to J.M. 
Williams. 
Even if the assignment were effective, the mechanic's lien was not timely filed as to J.M. 
Williams' interests. To claim benefits under a mechanic's lien, a party must file a written notice 
to hold and claim a lien within 90 days of final completion of the contract. Utah Code Ann. § 
38-1-7 (l)(a) (2006). Final completion of Williams' work under the February and October 2001 
contracts occurred by September 10, 2001 and November 13, 2001, respectively. The Court has 
found that the incidental services later provided by J.M. Williams did not extend final 
completion of the contracts. Even if this were not the case, the last date J.M. Williams provided 
services on the project was March 29, 2002. Here the mechanic's lien was not filed until 
November 8, 2002, and was therefore untimely as a matter of law. Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-7 
(l)(a)(2006). 
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Finally, the mechanic's lien is unenforceable as to J.M. Williams because it does not 
substantially comply with the statute. The mechanic's lien statute requires lien claimants to 
provide a statement setting forth information concerning the name and address of the lien 
claimant, the time when the first and last labor was performed, the amount of the lien claim, and 
the signature of the lien claimant. Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-7 (2) (2006). No information 
concerning J.M. Williams or its work on the Project was included in the mechanic's lien, and 
therefore the mechanic's lien is unenforceable as to J.M. Williams' interests. 
Timeliness Of EDSA/Cloward's Mechanic's Lien 
EDSA/Cloward's Mechanic's Lien was timely filed on November 8, 2002. The statute 
requires that a person file a mechanic's lien within 90 days from the date of final completion of 
the original contract. Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-7 (2006). Final completion occurs when all 
obligations contemplated by the agreement are satisfied, and cessation of work does not mean 
final completion. R.A. McKell, 2004 UT 48, If 13-14, 100 P.3d 1159. 
Admittedly, on its face EDSA/Cloward's Mechanic's Lien appears untimely. The lien 
asserts that EDSA/Cloward last performed work on the Project on June 3, 2002. EDSA/Cloward 
did not file the lien until November 8, 2002, more than 60 days late under the statute. However, 
final completion of EDSA/Cloward's contract with Red Sea never occurred. The fact that 
EDSA/Cloward last performed work on the Project on June 3, 2002 does not mean that all of the 
contractual obligations were fulfilled at that time. See id at ^ 13. The terms of the contract were 
that EDSA/Cloward would provide services through all five phases of the Project, and by June 3, 
2002, the final phases were still incomplete. EDSA/Cloward never performed construction 
administration or construction management on the Project because Red Sea was unable to obtain 
construction financing or find a willing buyer for the Project. Furthermore, EDSA/Cloward 
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continued to perform work on the Project after June 3, 2002. This work was directed primarily 
at marketing the Project to potential buyers, but was nonetheless connected with the Project. 
Because cessation of work does not equate with final completion and EDS A/Cloward never 
fulfilled all of the terms of the contract, the Court finds that the Mechanic's Lien as to 
EDSA/Cloward's interests was timely filed. 
Visible Commencement of Work 
The Trust Deed has priority over the Mechanic's Lien because there was no "visible 
commencement of work" or furnishing of material on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. 
Mechanics' liens "relate back to, and take effect as of, the time of the commencement to do work 
or furnish materials on the ground . . . and have priority over any lien, mortgage, or other 
encumbrance" which may have attached subsequently to the time of the commencement to do 
work or first material furnished on the ground. Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-5 (2006). The policy of 
notice requires the commencement of work to be visible and on the site itself. Ketchum v. 
Heritage Mountain Dev. Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1224 (Utah Ct App. 1989). Ordinary and 
necessary maintenance and mere repairs do not constitute commencement of work under §38-1-
5. CalderBros. Co. v. Anderson, 652 P.2d 922, 924-25 (Utah 1982); EDSA/Cloward, LLC v. 
Klibanojf, 2005 UT App 367, % 24, 122 P.3d 646. Surveying, staking, and soil testing alone do 
not constitute visible commencement of work, but may contribute to putting a reasonable 
observer on notice that lienable work is underway based on the totality of the circumstances. 
Klibanoff, 2005 UT App at f 29 (quotation omitted); Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1228. 
To determine whether the commencement of work is visible, a person must use 
reasonable diligence in examining the premises. K W. Allen &Assocs., Inc. v. Fed. Deposit Ins. 
Corp., 116 R Supp. 1504, 1509 (D. Utah 1991) (citing CalderBros., 652 P.2d at 924). What 
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constitutes reasonable diligence depends on the circumstances. For a .25 acre lot, reasonable 
diligence may require nothing more than looking at the land from the property boundary. For 
multi-acre parcels, diligent examination may require reasonable access to portions of the 
property where work has purportedly commenced or materials have purportedly been furnished. 
On appeal from the order granting summary judgment, the Klibanqff court viewed the 
facts in the light most favorable to EDSA/Cloward and held that irrigation improvements and 
orange fencing on the premises, when considered together with surveying, staking, and soil 
testing, may constitute visible commencement of work. 2005 UT App at f 29. However, the 
evidence of visible work presented at trial by EDSA/Cloward was markedly less extensive and 
less persuasive. 
The irrigation improvements that EDSA/Cloward performed on the Property - replacing 
a clogged and leaking pipe and clearing check dams - were not visible commencement of work, 
but ordinary maintenance of an existing irrigation system. The old pipe was replaced and buried 
in one day with only the east end visible. Even in combination with the surveying, staking, 
temporary groundwater monitoring, and geotechnical testing, this ordinary maintenance on the 
existing irrigation system was not sufficient to put a reasonable observer on notice that lienable 
work was underway. 
Work crews appeared on the Property sporadically and never exceeded three people. 
The work performed did not take more than a few days at a time and occurred over several 
months. Test holes and water monitoring wells were dug, hut then backfilled. Livestock, 
including three or four horses and six or seven sheep, remained on the property through the 
spring of 2001, and frequently knocked over the pin-flags. Given the totality of the 
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circumstances, the Court concludes that these activities do not combine to put a reasonable 
observer on notice that lienable work was underway. 
Similar to the soil preparation, surveying, and soil samples performed in Ketchum, the 
surveying, staking, temporary groundwater monitoring, and geotechnical testing that occurred on 
the Property do not of themselves constitute visible commencement of work under the Statute. 
784 P.2d 1217, 1227. Rather, these activities were more akin to due diligence performed in 
connection with the purchase of property generally. 
In Klibanoff, the court ruled that the placement of orange fencing on the Property and the 
staking at the corners of buildings could contribute to a finding of visible commencement of 
work on the Property. 2005 UT App at ffi[ 29-30. However, orange fencing was not placed on 
the Property until after June 15, 2001. Similarly, the corners of the buildings to be constructed 
were not staked. Excavation work for the foundations of the buildings was not done until after 
June 15, 2001. Roads had not been staked or cut, footings and foundations had not been poured, 
and there were no construction materials delivered to or stored on the Property. There were no 
building or construction materials or any other materials that were to be incorporated into the 
Project on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. 
CONCLUSION 
EDSA/Cloward's mechanic's lien was timely filed. However, there was no visible 
commencement of work on the Property prior to June 15, 2001. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. EDS A/Cloward' s Second Cause of Action for foreclosure of the Mechanic5 s Lien is 
hereby dismissed with prejudice and on the merits; 
2% 
2. EDSA/Cloward's Third Cause of Action for declaratory judgment is hereby 
dismissed with prejudice and on the merits; 
3. The Bond is hereby released; 
4. Title to the Property is hereby quieted in Klibanoffs successor-in-interest; and 
5. KlibanofFis hereby awarded reasonable attorneys' fees and costs as established by an 
affidavit to be submitted within twenty (20) days of this Order. 
The Court requests that counsel for Klibanoff prepare an Order and Judgment consistent 
with this decision. 
DATED this %%_ day of July, 2006. 
BY THE COURT: 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
WASATCH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
EDSA CLOWARD, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
RED SEA DEVELOPMENT, LC, THE 
HOMESTEAD LODGE, LC, ZIONS FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK, RANDALL R. HEATON, 
REED DEMORDAUNT, DANIEL 
KLIBANOFF, SURETY BOND NO. 0371380, 
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE, 
INTERNATIONAL FIDELITY INSURANCE 
COMPANY, BRUCE REES, R/C 
ENGINEERING, INC., RAY QUINNEY, & 
NEBEKER, JACK JOHNSON COMPANY, and 
JOHN DOES, 1-20, 
Defendants 
RULING 
Case No. O^tRCDll 
Judge Derek P. Pullan 
A bench trial of this matter commenced on Monday, April 17, 2006 and concluded on 
Wednesday, April 19, 2006. At Trial, Plaintiff EDSA/Cloward, LLC was represented by Richard J. 
Armstrong and Margaret C. Tarkington of Wood Crapo. Defendant Daniel Klibanoff was represented 
by Elizabeth S. Whitney and Laura S. Scott of Parsons Behle & Latimer. 
On September 18, 2006, the Court entered its order and final judgment in favor of Defendant 




now before the Court is determine the amount of those attorney's fees and taxable costs. 
Defendant Klibanoff has filed two fee affidavits. Those affidavits demonstrate that he incurred 
attorneys' fees payable to (1) Parsons Behle & Latimer in the amount of $190,280.75; and (2) Hill, 
Johnson & Schmutz, L.C. in the amount of $27,473.20. 
This case involved a mechanic's lien for $800,000.00. The case presented unique and complex 
issues of fact and law. Mounting an aggressive and thorough defense by seasoned litigators was clearly 
justified. The fee affidavits set forth in reasonable detail the legal work actually performed. That work 
was reasonably necessary to defend this action. The hourly billing rates for the attorneys performing the 
work are consistent with the hourly rates billed in Utah by attorneys of similar experience for similar 
legal work. The Court orders that Klibanoff be awarded attorneys' fees in the amount of $217,753.95. 
The Court awards costs to Klibanoff in the amount of $482.68. Copy costs and transcription 
costs are not recoverable under Rule 54(d). 
Pursuant to section 38-1-28 of the Utah Code, Klibanoff recorded a notice of release of lien and 
substituted a bond as alternate security. Klibanoff argues that the premium he paid to secure the bond is 
a recoverable cost under Rule 54(d). 
It is not clear whether Klibanoff or Fidelity National Title Insurance Co. paid the bond premium, 
nor is the amount paid certain. The fee affidavit submitted by Hill, Johnson & Schmutz lists the cost of 
Bond No. 0371380 at $7,498.00. The fee affidavit submitted by Parsons Behle & Latimer lists the cost 
of Bond No. 0371380 at $25,977.00. 
This uncertainty is sufficient grounds to deny the request. Even if this were not so, the Court is 
not persuaded that amounts paid for alternate security are costs recoverable under Rule 54(d) or section 
2 
38-1-17 of the Utah Code. URCP 54(d) (costs allowed as of course to the prevailing party); Utah Code 
Ann. 38-1-17 (as between the owner and contractor, court shall apportion costs according to the right of 
the case). 
The owner of any interest in real property that is subject to a mechanic's lien may record a 
notice of release of lien and substitution of alternate security. Utah Code Ann. 38-1-28(1). By posting 
alternate security, an owner may transfer the subject property unencumbered during the pendency 
litigation. Certainly this course of action may be economically sound in many cases, but incurring the 
cost of a bond is not required. The decision to post alternate security is in the discretion of the owner. 
For these reasons, the Court denies Klibanoff s request to recover costs paid to post alternate 
security under section 38-1-28. 
The Court requests that counsel for Klibanoff prepare an order consistent with this ruling. 
DATED this ffi day of February, 2007. 
otfP 
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Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0898 
Telephone: (801) 532-1234 
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ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS TO DEFENDANT 
DANIEL KLIBANOFF 
Case No. 030500071 
Judge Derek P. Pullan 
This matter came before the Court on February 27, 2007. Pending before the Court were 
Parson Behle & Latimer's Affidavit of Attorneys' Fees and Memorandum of Costs (PB&L 
Affidavit") and Hill, Johnson & Schmutz's Amended Affidavit of Stephen Quesenberry 
("Quesenberry Affidavit"), which were filed by Defendant Daniel Klibanoff ("Klibanoff) on 
August 16, 2006. Plaintiff EDSA/Cloward, LLC ("EDSA") filed its Memorandum in Opposition 
to Affidavit of Attorneys Fees and Memorandum of Costs on September 8, 2006. Klibanoff filed 
his Reply Memorandum on October 2, 2006. 
949186 1 
After considering the affidavits and memorandum filed by the parties, the Court issued its 
Ruling on February 27, 2007 awarding Klibanoff attorneys' fees in the amount of $217,753.95 
and costs in the amount of $482.68. The Court directed counsel for Klibanoff to prepare an 
Order consistent with its Ruling. 
Based on the Ruling and other good cause appearing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that 
Klibanoff is awarded his attorneys' fees and costs in the amount of $218,236.63. 
DATED this _2J day of March, 2007. 
BY THE CQ£JRT: 
Derek P. Pullan 
fourth Pjfstrict Court Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this >" ^ May of March, 2007,1 caused to be mailed, first class, 
postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS TO DEFENDANT DANIEL KLIBANOFF, to: 
Richard J. Armstrong 
WOOD CRAPO, LLC 
500 Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Stephen Quesenberry 
J. Bryan Quesenberry 
HILL, JOHNSON & SCHMUTZ, L.C. 
4844 N 300 W, Suite 300 
Provo,UT 84604 
•, JA/u^U'v xiU^-
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This opinion is subject to revision before 
publication in the Pacific Reporter. 
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L.IJ W) IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
ooOoo 
EDSA/CLOWARD, L.L.C., 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
v. 
Daniel Klibanoff; Red Sea 
Development, L.c.; The 
Homestead Lodge, L.C.; Zions 
First National Bank; Randall 
R. Heaton; Reed Demordaunt; 
Bruce Rees; Nathan B. Winters; 
R/C Engineering, Inc.; Ray, 
Quinney, & Nebeker; Atlas 
Machinery Company; Komatsu 
Equipment Co.; Jack Johnson 
Company; and John Does 1-20, 
Defendants and Appellee. 
OPINION 
(For Official Publication) 
Ccise No. 20040695-CA 
F I L E D 
(September 1, 20 05) 
2005 UT App 367 
Fourth District, Heber City Department, 030500071 
The Honorable Donald J. Eyre Jr. 
Attorneys: Richard J. Armstrong, Salt Lake City, for Appellant 
John B. Wilson and Laura S. Scott, Salt Lake City, 
for Appellee 
Before Judges B^nch, Greenwood, and Thorne. 
BENCH, Associate Presiding Judge: 
fl Plaintiff EDSA/CLOWARD (EDSA) appeals an order granting a 
summary judgment motion in favor of Defendant Daniel Klibanoff, 
We reverse. 
BACKGROUND 
%2 From October 2000 through June 2002, EDSA provided services 
and materials worth $555,432.46 for a thirteen acre planned 
development (the property) located in Midway, Utah. Ken Forrest 
and Tim Shields, the developer's managers, initiated the project 
/ wi. 
f 
\ i *• 
and intended to develop the property into a private gated luxury 
condominium resort. 
f3 Forrest and Shields arranged a commercial loan with 
Defendant Zions First National Bank (Zions) to fund the project. 
The loan, secured by the "Land Purchase Loan Trust Deed, 
Assignment Rents and Security Agreement" (the deed), closed on 
June 13, 2001. Zions recorded the deed on June 15, 2 0 01, and 
later assigned the deed to Klibanoff. Although EDSA did not 
record its Notice of Mechanic's Lien against the property until 
November 2 0 02, the Jack Johnson Co. recorded its own notice on 
June 12, 2 0 01, three days before the deed was recorded. 
f4 In his deposition, Forrest stated that prior to June 15, 
2001, the date Zions recorded the deed, "every day stuff was 
getting done" on the property. M. Gregory Cloward, EDSA's 
principal, added that a "[p]redominate part of our work is work 
for on-site facilities." EDSA provided or supervised the 
following on-site work prior to the recording of the deed: 
irrigation work consisting of new irrigation ditches, a new 
irrigation pipe, reparation of the existing system, and 
installation of groundwater monitoring systems; orange fencing; 
surveys and survey stakes; and digging of test holes.1 
[^5 In October 2000, in order to proceed with the development, 
EDSA used a backhoe to dig new ditches and install a new 
irrigation pipe to dry up the property. The irrigation pipe is 
approximately twenty four inches in diameter, and many parts of 
the pipe are still visible. In January 2001, for days at a time, 
drilling rigs were used to drill holes and install groundwater 
monitoring systems. A groundwater hydrologist installed 
1. In addition, EDSA prepared various plans, specifications, 
designs, and drawings for the development. The parties concede 
that the preparation of this off-site work does not constitute 
commencement of work under the Mechanics' Liens Statute; thus, it 
is not necessary to discuss this work in detail. Klibanoff 
presented evidence that actual construction of the structures had 
not commenced prior to the recording of the deed. However, since 
such construction is not required to establish priority for 
mechanics' liens, that evidence is not determinative. See First 
of Denver Mort. Investors v. C.N. Zundel, 600 P.2d 521, 525 (Utah 
1979) (holding that water and sewer lines constituted 
commencement of work for priority purposes); W. Mortgage Loan 
Corp. v. Cottonwood Constr. Co., 18 Utah 2d 409, 424 P.2d 437, 
43 9 (1967) ("The presence of materials on the building site or 
evidence on the ground that work has commenced on a structure or 
preparatory thereto is notice to all the world that liens may 
have attached." (emphasis added)). 
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permanent PVC pipes to monitor the groundwater levels. These 
four inch pipes were partially in the ground, but were visible. 
The drilling rigs were also used to drill bore holes and gather 
and test soil samples. Even though Klibanoff contends that the 
irrigation work was only to repair clogged ditches and fix broken 
pipes, Cloward stated that "such work was done for the purpose of 
making the property habitable and was more than just reparation 
of existing drainage ditches." He also noted that the "issue of 
groundwater and monitoring the groundwater was a key component to 
the development of the project at issue. . . . " Forrest added 
that "this work was a definite improvement to the property . . . 
[and] also enhanced the value of the property." 
1J6 In April or May 2001, orange plastic fencing was placed 
"everywhere" on the property. EDSA presented evidence that the 
fencing was not the type homeowners use to protect against 
trespassers, but rather is used when constructing on real 
property. Forrest stated that "it connote[s] survey or borders 
or typically those type of things. It would indicate somebody is 
doing some sort of work on the property." 
1(7 EDSA surveyed the property multiple times. Survey stakes 
were placed all over the property. The stakes were big markers 
generally three feet tall, with flags and permanent brass caps. 
Corners of the planned buildings were also marked. Additionally, 
hundreds of pin flags, approximately two feet tall, were placed 
to delineate the wetlands. 
f8 Shields stated that he saw visible work and heavy equipment 
on the property prior to June 15, 2001. He further noted that 
the work on the property directly related to the building of the 
complex. However, Klibanoff presented evidence that two 
witnesses did not observe any work on the property in February 
2001. Additionally, Forrest admitted that once the installation 
of the pipe in October and drilling of the holes in January were 
"finished, nothing [EDSA] did constituted building on the site 
that would be visible to a layman." 
f9 This case involved multiple parties, causes of action, 
claims, and cross-claims. This appeal, however, includes only 
two parties, EDSA and Klibanoff. EDSA sought enforcement and 
foreclosure of its mechanic's lien. Klibanoff filed a quiet 
title counterclaim and cross-claim alleging priority of his 
interest in the property through the deed. EDSA filed a motion 
for partial summary judgment. The next day, Klibanoff filed a 
motion for summary judgment seeking dismissal of EDSA's cause of 
action. Klibanoff later filed a separate summary judgment motion 
regarding his quiet title counterclaim and cross-claim. 
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if 10 The district court heard oral arguments and then issued a 
ruling denying the summary judgment motions. However, the court 
permitted further briefing and evidence in regards to the Jack 
Johnson lien. Both parties submitted further memoranda and EDSA 
also submitted a motion for reconsideration. The district court 
again conducted oral arguments, and at the conclusion of the 
hearing, denied EDSA's motion for reconsideration and granted 
Klibanoff's motion for summary judgment. EDSA now appeals. 
ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
ifll First, EDSA asserts that the district court erred in ruling 
that record notice does not establish priority under the Utah 
Mechanics' Liens Statute. See Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-1, et seq. 
(2001) . Second, EDSA asserts that the district court erred in 
holding that, as a matter of law, EDSA did not commence visible 
work on the property, pursuant to Utah Code section 38-1-5, prior 
to the recording of the deed. See Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-5 
(2001) . In reviewing a summary judgment "we examine the court's 
legal conclusions for correctness," and "we view the facts and 
all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most 
favorable to the non-moving party." Smith v. Four Corners Mental 
Health Ctr., 2003 UT 23,ff2, 13, 70 P.3d 904. We "will allow the 
summary judgment to stand only if the movant is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law on the undisputed facts." Kilpatrick 
v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding, 909 P.2d 1283, 1289 (Utah Ct. App. 
1996). 
ANALYSIS 
I. Record Notice 
fl2 EDSA asserts that pursuant to Utah Code section 38-1-9(2) of 
the Mechanics' Liens Statute, record notice provides priority 
over other encumbrances. See Utah Code Ann § 38-1-9(2) (2001). 
Section 38-1-9(2) provides that "[f]rom the time the claim is 
filed for record, all persons are considered to have notice of 
the claim." Id. The Jack Johnson Co. recorded its lien on June 
12, 2 001, three days prior to when Zions recorded its deed. 
EDSA's lien has the same priority as the Jack Johnson lien 
because of the equal footing provision of Utah Code section 38-1-
10. See Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-10 (2001) ("The liens for work and 
labor done or material furnished as provided in this chapter 
shall be upon equal footing. . . . " ) . Thus, if record notice 
does establish priority, EDSA's lien would have priority over the 
deed. 
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Ul3 Klibanoff asserts that priority is exclusively governed by 
Utah Code section 38-1-5. See Ketchum Konkel v. Heritage 
Mountain Dev. Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1220 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) 
(noting that " [p]riority of mechanics' liens, including 
architectural liens, is governed by Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-5"). 
Section 38-1-5, titled "Priority--Over other encumbrances," 
states: 
The liens herein provided for shall relate 
back to, and take effect as of, the time of 
the commencement to do work or furnish 
materials on the ground for the structure or 
improvement, and shall have priority over any 
lien, mortgage or other encumbrance which may 
have attached subsequently to the time when 
the building, improvement or structure was 
commenced, work began, or first material 
furnished on the ground . . . . 
Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-5 (emphasis added). This section on 
priority does not mention record notice. 
Kl4 EDSA does not dispute that section 38-1-5 establishes 
priority. Rather, it contends that because section 38-1-9 states 
that recording a lien provides notice to "all persons," it 
creates an alternative method of priority.2 Utah Code Ann. § 38-
1-9(2). However, EDSA concedes that actual notice, pursuant to 
the holding in Ketchum, does not establish priority under the 
statute. See Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1224. Therefore, the mere use 
of the term "notice" in section 38-1-9 does not establish a 
method of priority, particularly given that section 38-1-5 
specifically uses the term "priority." 
2. EDSA asserts that Morrison v. Carey-Lombard, 9 Utah 70, 33 P. 
238 (1893), supports its claim that record notice provides 
priority. A previous version of the Mechanics' Liens Statute, 
which applied in Morrison, contained a section that allowed 
subcontractors to file a separate statement to attach the lien 
prior to commencement of work as an additional safeguard. See 
id. at 240. This section is not in the current version of the 
statute, and thus, EDSA's reliance on this case is misplaced. 
Further, the Morrison court held that once a principal or 
subcontractor "has done work or furnished material, and then 
filed the statement provided for in section 10 . . . his lien is 
complete and superior to every incumbrance . . . subsequent to 
the date of commencing to do work or to furnish material." Id. 
at 239. Thus, in contrast to EDSA's assertion, Morrison supports 
the conclusion that commencement of work provides the priority 
date, and record notice merely preserves and perfects the lien. 
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Hl5 The Ketchum court confirmed that, regardless of actual 
notice, visible work or materials must be present to establish 
priority. See id. EDSA claims that Ketchum does not apply 
because it discussed whether actual notice, not record notice, 
establishes priority. See id. Though Ketchum may not be 
controlling, its reasoning is very persuasive.3 
Kl6 First, the Ketchum court reasoned that "had the legislature 
intended priority under section 38-1-5 to be affected by actual 
notice, it could have so stated but did not." Id. "The best 
evidence of the true intent and purpose of the legislature in 
enacting a statute is the plain language of the statute." Lieber 
v. ITT Hartford Ins. Ctr., Inc., 2000 UT 90,^7, 15 P.3d 1030. As 
with actual notice, "[t]he priority section makes no mention of 
record notice." E.W. Allen & Assocs., Inc. v. FDIC, 776 F. Supp. 
1504, 1507 (D. Utah 1991). "Presumably, the Utah legislature had 
the opportunity to use the record notice system for establishing 
easily ascertainable priority dates for mechanics' liens but did 
not." Id. Therefore, "physical notice of work on the property 
must be present before mechanics1 liens have priority over other 
third parties, especially lenders." Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1222. 
fl7 The conclusion that record notice does not establish 
priority does not nullify section 38-1-9, as EDSA asserts. 
Section 38-1-9 requires a lien to be recorded in order to perfect 
and preserve the lien. See generally Projects Unlimited v. 
Copper State Thrift, 798 P.2d 738, 750 (Utah 1990) . By 
perfecting a lien through record notice, a mechanic creates 
rights against the owner. See Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1221. In 
contrast, by establishing priority through commencement of 
visible work, the mechanic has rights against third parties. See 
id. ("The distinction between the rights of mechanics against the 
owner of the property where no priority issue exists and the 
adjustment of relative priorities of third parties in the 
property is crucial."). Thus, in order to perfect a lien and 
create priority as to other third parties, the lienor must record 
and commence visible work. 
3. In Ketchum, the court concluded that off-site architectural 
work does not qualify as commencement of work under section 38-1-
5, and therefore, does not establish priority. See Ketchum 
Konkel v. Heritage Mountain Dev, Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1220-24 
(Utah Ct. App. 1989). This is important to consider because if 
we were to hold that record notice creates priority, it would 
arguably allow off-site architectural work to establish priority 
through filing. This would be contrary to the holding in 
Ketchum. 
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fl8 Second, the Ketchum court reasoned that if actual notice 
established priority, "all mechanics' liens for work performed on 
the project, not just the work of the architect, would suddenly 
take priority over a secured lender with the consequent adverse 
impact on construction financing." Ketchum Konkel v. Heritage 
Mountain Dev. Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1224 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). 
Likewise, if record notice established priority, because of the 
equal footing provision of Utah Code section 38-1-10, architects 
could simply record prior to the lender and gain priority for all 
mechanics' liens. See Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-10 (2001). Although 
Utah has extended protection to engineers and architects, the 
legislature did not overturn the common-law requirement of 
visible, on-site commencement of work to establish priority. See 
Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1222. 
fl9 Since record notice does not establish priority, EDSA's lien 
did not gain priority over the deed simply through the recording 
of the Jack Johnson lien. In order for EDSA's lien to have 
priority, there must have been visible commencement of work in 
accordance with section 38-1-5 before the deed was recorded. 
II. Commencement of Work 
f2 0 EDSA next argues that the district court erred in 
determining as a matter of law that EDSA did not commence on-site 
visible work or furnish materials on the ground prior to the 
recording of the deed. The on-site work EDSA provided or 
supervised included the following: irrigation work consisting of 
new irrigation ditches, a new irrigation pipe, reparation of the 
existing system, and installation of groundwater monitoring 
systems with permanent PVC pipes; placement of orange netting 
throughout the property; and, surveying, staking, and soil 
testing. As explained above, evidence of "visible work on the 
property or the presence of materials" establishes priority by 
"giving notice that [lienable] work has commenced." Id. at 1221; 
see also Calder Bros. Co. v. Anderson, 652 P.2d 922, 923 n.l 
(Utah 1982) ("Generally, the presence of building materials upon 
the land or other visible evidence of work performed provides 
notice to any interested party that work has commenced."); 
Western Mortgage Loan Corp. v. Cottonwood Constr., 18 Utah 2d 
409, 424 P.2d 437, 439 (1967) ("The presence of materials on the 
building site or evidence on the ground that work has commenced 
on a structure or preparatory thereto is notice to all the world 
that liens may have attached."). 
1(21 Whether the work and materials provided adequate notice 
depends on if a reasonable person would know by looking at the 
land that lienable work is underway. See Nu-Trend Elec, Inc. v. 
Deseret Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, Inc., 786 P.2d 1369, 1371 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1990). Questions of reasonableness are typically 
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questions of fact. See Taylor v. Johnson, 15 Utah 2d 342, 393 
P.2d 382, 385 (1964). Summary judgment is appropriate only when 
"reasonable persons could not disagree about the underlying facts 
or about the application of the governing legal standard to the 
facts." Berenda v. Langford, 914 P.2d 45, 54 (Utah 1996). The 
district court held that, as a matter of law, there was no 
"commencement of work" prior to the recording of the deed. We 
disagree. 
A. Irrigation Improvements 
f22 EDSA asserts that the district court erred in holding that 
as a matter of law the irrigation work was not of the nature 
"that a person using reasonable diligence in examining the 
property would be able to see it and be on notice that lienable 
work was underway." E.W. Allen & Assocs., Inc. v. FDIC, 776 F. 
Supp. 1504, 1509 (D. Utah 1991) (citing Calder Bros., 652 P.2d at 
924 n.l). It contends that the irrigation ditches and pipe 
constituted visible work and "furnish[ing] materials on the 
ground for the structure or improvement." Utah Code Ann. § 3 8-1-
5 (2001) . Klibanoff argues, citing Calder Bros., that the work 
provided was "ordinary and necessary maintenance rather than the 
commencement of an improvement" and thus did not provide adequate 
notice of lienable work. Calder Bros., 652 P.2d at 924-25. 
However, the Calder Bros. court did not conclude as a matter of 
law that the repairs did not establish priority. Rather, the 
court held that the record supported the district court's factual 
determination that the work in that case did not provide adequate 
notice. See id. 
1|23 EDSA asserts that the work in this case is more analogous to 
the improvements in First of Denver Mortgage Investors v. C.N. 
Zundel, 600 P. 2d 521 (Utah 1979) rather than the repairs present 
in Calder Bros. The work in Calder Bros. consisted of the 
cutting of weeds and two trees, the grouting of cracks in a 
building, and the painting of the building. See Calder Bros., 
652 P.2d at 923. "At no point up to and including the time 
Calder Bros.' mortgage was recorded, was it evident from the 
inspection of the premises that improvements had been commenced" 
and "[n]o materials were delivered to the premises prior to the 
recording of the Calder Bros.' mortgage." Id. at 924. In^ 
contrast, the court in Zundel determined that the improvements of 
"locating existing lines and putting in pipeline, water and sewer 
systems and storm drains," established the priority date for the 
mechanics' liens. Zundel, 600 P.2d at 523, 526. 
f24 In the present case, EDSA dug new ditches with a backhoe, 
installed a new irrigation pipe, repaired old pipes and ditches, 
and installed groundwater monitoring systems with drilling rigs. 
Though Klibanoff asserts that the irrigation work was limited to 
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repairing broken pipes and clogged ditches, EDSA presented 
evidence that the work "was more than just reparation of existing 
drainage ditches," but was visible improvements to the property. 
Therefore, because it is not clear whether the irrigation work 
amounted to mere repairs or improvements that would provide 
notice of lienable work, summary judgment is not proper. See 
Berenda, 914 P.2d at 54. 
f25 Klibanoff further argues that because the pipe installation 
took place months before the recording of the deed4 and was not 
part of the overall project plan, it did not constitute visible 
commencement of work for priority purposes. See Nu-Trend Elec. 
v. Deseret Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, Inc., 786 P.2d 1369, 1371 
(Utah Ct. App. 1990). "For priority of a mechanic's lien to 
relate back to the beginning of the work for which the lien is 
claimed, the work must all be part of the same project; in other 
words, the work must have a continuity of purpose such that a 
reasonable observer of the site would be on notice that work was 
underway for which a lien could be claimed." Nu-Trend Elec., 786 
P.2d at 1371; see also Fields v. Daisy Gold Mining Co., 25 Utah 
76, 69 P. 528, 530 (1902) (noting that a lien relates back to the 
furnishing of the very first materials as long as the furnishing 
was part of a continuous contract or a single development). 
f26 EDSA asserts that the permanently installed pipe was a 
"planned and necessary part of the overall improvement and 
development." It contends that it created the plans for the 
irrigation improvements along with the plans for the rest of the 
development. Klibanoff argues that the irrigation plans were 
incidental and not part of an improvement envisioned by the 
developer. "[T]he question whether work is for the same project 
. . . is a question of fact," and where there are disputed issues 
4. Although not specifically articulated, Klibanoff suggests 
that the time lag amounts to material abandonment. "For the 
priority of a mechanic's lien to relate back to the commencement 
of the work, the work must be performed without material 
abandonment." Nu-Trend Elec., Inc. v. Deseret Fed. Sav. & Loan, 
Ass'n, Inc., 786 P.2d 1369, 1371 (Utah Ct. App. 1990) (quotations 
and citation omitted). "[I]n order to determine whether a 
material abandonment has occurred, an inquiry into intention must 
be made." Ketchum Konkel v. Heritage Mountain Dev. Co., 784 P.2d 
1217, 1226 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). " [W]hat constitutes a 'material 
abandonment' sufficient to prevent relation back of mechanics' 
liens under section 38-1-5 is a complex inquiry." Id. Because 
it is such a fact-sensitive question, whether there was a 
material abandonment after the installation of the pipe cannot be 
decided as a matter of law. See Nu-Trend Elec., 786 P.2d at 
1371. 
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of fact, summary judgment is not proper. Nu-Trend Elec., 786 
P.2d at 1371-72.5 
B. Orange Fencing 
1|2 7 Citing National Lumber Co. v. Farmer & Son, Inc., 87 N.W.2d 
32 (Minn. 1957), Klibanoff argues that the orange plastic fence 
as a matter of law cannot constitute visible commencement of 
work. However, National Lumber Company does not support 
Klibanoff's assertion. In fact, the Minnesota court noted that 
"there can be no doubt" that the fence constituted an actual 
visible improvement on the property. Id. at 35. However, the 
court confirmed the lower court's ruling, where the record 
justified the conclusion that because the fence was severable and 
separable from the later work, it did not constitute the 
beginning of the improvements. See id. at 36. Thus, whether a 
protective fence constitutes an improvement and establishes 
adequate notice depends on the facts of the case. 
f2 8 Klibanoff asserts that the fencing in this case did not 
provide adequate notice of lienable work because homeowners 
typically use the fence to discourage trespassing. However, EDSA 
presented evidence that the fence is not "something that a 
homeowner would throw up on their property," but rather is used 
to "connot[e] survey or borders or typically those type of 
things." Further, the fencing was "everywhere" and "would 
indicate somebody is do[ing] some work on the property." Thus, 
where reasonable persons could differ whether the fence provided 
notice that lienable work was underway, the issue cannot be 
decided as a matter of law. See Berenda v. Langford, 914 P.2d 
45, 54 (Utah 1996). 
5. Klibanoff also asserts that because the irrigation work took 
place on a small lot, which was to remain wetlands, rather than 
where construction of buildings would take place, the irrigation 
work was severable and separate. However, EDSA presented 
evidence that the irrigation work related to drying up the 
property for the benefit of the entire development, and thus, the 
issue cannot be decided as a matter of law. See First of Denver 
Mortgage Investors v. C.N. Zundel, 600 P.2d 521, 526 (Utah 1979) 
(noting that the work benefitted the entire subdivision and thus 
was not an "off-site" improvement); Nu-Trend Elec., Inc. v. 
Deseret Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n, Inc., 786 P.2d 1369, 1371-72 
(Utah Ct. App. 1990) (stating that whether work is for the same 
project is a question of fact). 
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C. Surveying, Staking, and Soil Testing 
1(29 EDSA asserts that the district court erred in finding that 
as a matter of law the surveying, staking, and soil testing did 
not constitute visible commencement of work. The court in 
Ketchum held that "surveying, staking, and soil testing do not 
constitute a visible on-site improvement as required by Utah law 
for relation back under sections 38-1-5 and -10." Ketchum Konkel 
v. Heritage Mountain Dev. Co., 784 P.2d 1217, 1228 (Utah Ct. App. 
1989). Standing alone, this work would not constitute 
commencement of work; however, it was not the only visible work 
on the property. The Ketchum court, citing Tripp v. Vaughn, 747 
P.2d 1051 (Utah Ct. App. 1987), stated that "the court concluded 
that the staking, which was the only visible manifestations of 
the surveyor's work, was not 'sufficiently noticeable or related 
to actual construction to impart notice to a prudent lender,•" 
Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 1227 (emphasis added) (quoting Tripp, 747 
P.2d at 1055). The Ketchum court also cited First of Denver 
Mortgage Investors v. C.N. Zundel, 600 P.2d 521 (Utah 1979), 
stating that "the Utah Supreme Court . . . implied that surveying 
and staking alone was not sufficient for commencement of work 
under section 38-1-5," Id. (emphasis added) (citing First of 
Denver Mortgage Investors v. C.N. Zundel, 600 P.2d 521, 526 (Utah 
1979)). Thus, even though staking, surveying, and soil testing 
alone would not constitute visible commencement of work, when 
considering all the work together, they may contribute to putting 
a "reasonable observer . . . on notice that [lienable] work was 
underway." Nu-Trend Elec., 786 P.2d at 1371; see also Ketchum, 
7 84 P.2d at 1226 (implying that although staking alone does not 
commence work, it may defeat a material abandonment claim by 
giving notice to a third party that the "work was continuing" or 
that the initial project had not ceased). 
1J30 Finally, the Ketchum court noted that the staking in Tripp 
did not relate to actual construction. See Ketchum, 784 P.2d at 
1227. There is evidence in the present case that the stakes 
delineated not only the property boundaries but also the corners 
of all the buildings to be constructed. Thus, EDSA asserts that 
the stakes went beyond mere surveying, and actually prepared the 
land for construction. Klibanoff argues that the survey work did 
not delineate street or lot lines but rather was for preparation 
of maps and plans. Thus, there remain other facts relating to 
the extent of the staking, which cannot properly be settled on 
summary judgment. See Kilpatrick v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding, 909 
P.2d 1283, 1289 (Utah Ct, App. 1996). 
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CONCLUSION 
K31 Under the Mechanics1 Liens Statute, record notice does not 
provide priority, but rather, visible commencement of work 
pursuant to section 3 8-1-5. However, because there are disputed 
issues of fact whether EDSA commenced visible work or furnished 
materials on the property prior to the recording of the deed, 
summary judgment is not proper. 
113 2 Accordingly, we reverse the summary judgment and remand for 
further proceedings. 
Russell W. Bench, 
Associate Presiding Judge 
H33 WE CONCUR: 
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Sen* Sy: Red sea Mortgage, --• — , 
02/16/2001 FRI 10:29 FAX oOl 575 6456 J.M. WILLIAMS & ASSOC 1&G03/0C 
3 
an 
J.M. WILLIAMS and Associates, Inc. 
57 West South Temple, #210, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101.801.575.6455 
k-j—| 1433 South State St / Parvenu Plaza, Oram, Utah 84087,801.229.2014 
Date: ff-lfo-Ol 
Job No: O u ) 3 ^ 
fad 'beq Development
 f L C hereinafter CLIENT, a(n) L.£. 
does hereby authorize J.M. WILLIAMS and Associates, Inc., hereinafter ENGINEER, a corporatior 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah, to perform the services setforth below, subjac. 
to the terms and conditions set forth below and on the reverse aide hereof. 
A. Client Information (complete all items): 
Name: C f a l ^ i > pew.kpriUfcn-fc LC 
Representative: |c»>7 FOrTBWt 
Address: 2(*<iC M tMlwre^H* Ayg. 
City: F n w a , _ 'State I R a U 
QwnarofPraaartvlnvniw.rl; flfr^ ^pTxXu9Ar^Y^Wt 
Phone: ttsl-Zn'Z-Cmi 
aP SVgW-
6. Project Description (attach Schedule If necessary): 
ProJectName: T h e Mame*sfecid LexiOsg: 
Location: /MI^U^IA
 f IVfoU ^ 
Estimated Completion Date: 
Description of Engineer's 
Service: frWtomA gHtfMWflgr*lrV\ Q ^ s W h V v * riaCfltttti rvlces: CttAittOttlV tf ffiArVv ftri-
fwnrfmi<r^»t aJmniesjfrtifw rrtf.rfr?« 
Compensation: 







Estimated Pee t 1 0 4 , 6 4 6 ' ^ 
) multiplier. • Salary cost and Reimbursable Expenses times ( 
"JSL Lump Sum 
• Hourly Rate 
Principal: S100/HR Sr. CAD Operator. S45/HR 
Project Engineer. S7S/HR CAD Operator S40/HR 
Professional Engineer: SeyHR Clerical: S3»HR 




Percentage of Construction Cast. 
-% 
2. CLIENT shall pay a retainage fee of $_ „, which fee shall be paid in full prior 
3 
to commencement of the work herein contemplated. Said fee shall be applied to 
CLIENTS final payment for the services provided hereunder. 
D. CLIENT has read and understood;the terms and conditions set forth on the reverse side hereof 
and sprees that such Items are hereby incorporated into and made a part of fri* agreement 
E. Having read, understood and agreed to the foregoing, CLIENT and ENGINEER, by and through 




Date _ . 
J.M, WILLIAMS andAssoelates, Inc. 
•2.- ?£ - *>/ 
3@5&H%S!i 
-fr'/fe-tM 
i cremo m\u \*\jnui i ivnc 
ARTICLI-1 Qf-riNinoNs 
I I Salary Cos! 
The direct payroll expense lor each employee engaged on the Project (computed by dividing the 
annual payroll cost (I.e. annual wages or salary) (or sudt employee by 2001 hours), multiplied by 
1.15 to cover payroll taxes and insurance incident to employment, multiplied by the number of 
hours worked by such employee on the Project. The direct payroll expense lor overtime hours 
worked by an employee on the Project shall be multiplied by J .725 (i.e., 1.5 x 1.15), provided 
that CLIENT has authorized such overtime. 
1.2 Reimbursable Expenses 
Reimbursable expenses are in addition to compensation for the consultant's services and include 
expenditures made by the ENGINEER, its employees or its consultants in the interest of the 
Project. Reimbursable Expenses include but ore not limited lo: 
12.1 Expense of transportation, subsistence and lodging when traveling in connection with 
the Project. 
1.2.2 Expense of long distance or to! telephone calls, telegrams, messenger service, Held 
office expenses, and Ices paid for securing approval of authorities having jurisdiction 
over the Project, 
1.2.3. Expense of ail plotting, printing and reproduction, postage and handling of 
drawings, specifications, reports or other Project-reialed instruments of service 
of the ENGINEER. 
1.2.4 Expense of computer time including charges for proprietary programs. 
1.2.5 Expense of preparing perspectives, renderings or models. 
1.2.6 Expense of professional RabiBty insurance dedicated exclusively lo (his project or the 
expense of additional insurance coverage or limits requested by lite owner or architect 
in excess of thai normally carried by Hie consultant. 
ARTICLE 2. COMPENSATION 
2.1 Invoicing Procedure 
CLIENT will be invoiced as services are performed, and at the end of (he first calendar month 
loQowing the effective dale of this Agreement, and at the end of each calendar month thereafter. 
Such invoices shafl reOed biding for work performed by ENGINEER during the month invoiced. 
Payment on an invoice is due upon receipt of the invoice by CLIENT. In (he event of a dispute 
regarding a billing; CLIENT shad pay a | undisputed amounts as per (his Article. 
2.2 Laic Payment 
ENGINEER may assess a carrying charge of 1.5 percent per month on invoice amounts due and 
not paid within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice, which charge CLIENT warrants will be paid 
on demand. ENGINEER may m its sole discretion, suspend or terminate its services under this 
Agreement should CLIENT not satisfy any amount invoiced within forty-five (45) days of the date 
of invoice. ENGINEER farther reserves (he right (o withhold any instruments of its service, or 
copies thereof, from CLIENT on any project pending payment on CLIENT* outstanding 
indebtedness. 
ARTICLE 3. SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
3.1 Additional Services 
Services not expressly or impiicilly included with (hose herein specified, as determined by 
ENGINEER, are not covered by (his Agreement. Such services may be provided only upon 
execution of amendment in compliance with this Agreement. 
3.2 Termination for Cause 
This Agreement may be terminated by cither party upon seven (7) days written notice should the 
other party fail substantially to perform in accordance with this Agreement through no fault of the 
party initialing the termination. 
3 J . Termination Without Cause 
This Agreement nuy be le/miflaied by CLIENT iipon at leaa^ seven (7) days notice loENQNEER 
in the event that the Project is permanently abandoned. 
3.4 Termination Adjustment: Payment 
If this Agreement is terminated through no fault of the E^O^EEI^CXIEN^slwll, upon request, 
pay ENGINEER for services performed and Reimbursable Expenses incurred in accordance with 
(his Agreement, plus a Termination Adjustment equalling fifteen percent (15%) of the estimated 
lee remaining lo be earned at the time of termination to account for ENGINEERS rescheduling 
adjustments, reassignment of personnel and related costs incurred due lo termination. Should 
CLIENT so lerrnuuUe this Agreement, ENGINEER reserves (he right to complete such of its 
services and a report on the services performed lo dale of termination to the extent that 
ENGINEER, in its sole judgment, deems necessary to place its Dies in order anoVor to protect 
ENGINEER'S professional reputation, for which an additional termination charge lo cover the cost 
thereof in an amount not in excess of thirty percent (30%) of the charges incurred prior lo the dale 
of termination shaft be paid by CLIENT upon ENGINEER'S request. 
3.5 Construction Estimates 
Estimates of construction cosi, material quantities and construction lime estimates provided by 
ENGINEER under this Agreement are subject to change and are contingent upon factors over 
which ENGINEER has no control. ENGINEER does not guarantee the accuracy of such estimates. 
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3.G Limitation on 1 jability 
CLIENT limits ENGINEER'S liability to CI JENT. contractors, subcontractors and their agents, 
employees, consultants, owners, and future owners, and homeowner associations, which may 
arise from or be due directly or indirectly to the professional acts, errors anuVor omissions of 
ENGINEER, its agents, employees or consultants such lhal ENGINEER'S aggregate liability lo 
such parties docs not exceed SI .00. CLIENT limits ENGINEER'S liability to ail other third 
party daiins which may arise from or be due directly or indirectly lo such acts, errors and/or 
omissions such that ENGINEER'S total aggregate liability to all parties for such acts, errors 
amVor omissions does not exceed S1.00. CLIENT limits ENGINEER'S Babifily lo CLIENT 
and all third parties which may arise from or be due directly or indirectly to ENGINEER'S non-
professional acts, errors, or omissions such that ENGirCERs lotal aggregate liability to all 
parties for ail acts, errors anoVor omissions, professional or otherwise, docs not exceed £ 1.00. 
CLIENT shall Indemnify ENGINEER its agents, employees and consultants for liability in excess 
of the limits stated herein. For purposes of computing liability, liability shad include defense 
costs and attorneys fees. Prior to the beginning of performance of services hereunder, these 
limits may be increased up to ENGINEER'S then effective coverage limits upon CLIENTs 
written request and agreement to pay an additional fee of 1/496 of the amount of any increase 
in coverage. 
3.7 Limited Warranty 
ENGINEER warrants that its findings, recommendations, specifications or advice provided 
hereunder will be promulgated and prepared in accordance with the standards of the 
consulling engineering profession and his personal judgement. ENGINEER makes no other 
warranty or representation, expressed or implied, and CLIENT hereby expressly waives the 
same. Liability under this warranty is expressly limited as per Section 3.6. 
3.8 Design Services Only 
II is agreed lhal the professional services of (he ENGINEER do not extend to or indude the 
review or site observation of the contractor's work or performance. It is further agreed that 
the CLIENT will defend, indemnify and hold harmless (he ENGINEER from any data or 
suit whatsoever including, but not limited to all payments, expenses or costs involved, 
arising from or alleged to have arisen horn the contractor's performance or the failure of the 
contractor's work to conform to the design intent and the contract documents. The 
ENGINEER agrees to be responsible for his own or his employees' negflgent acts, errors 
or omissions. 
3.9 Ownership of Documents 
All original tracings, notes, data and other documents are instruments of professional 
service and shall be the property of ENGINEER. Modification, or use oo other projects, 
of such instruments of service, or copies thereof, without ENGINEER'S prior expressed 
written consent shall be at CLIENT* sole risk. CLIENT shaft hold harmless, indemnify and 
defend ENGINEER as to any and all claims arising out of any such non-permissive 
modification or use. 
3.10 CLIENT Information 
ENGINEER shall have the right to rely on any and alt information supplied to ENGINEER 
by or through CLIENT or its representative, and shall not have a duty to verify the accuracy 
of such information unless otherwise agreed herein, CLIENT shall hofd harmless indemnify 
and defend ENGINEER as to any daims related directly or iridirectly, to ENGINEER'S use 
of or a reliance on any such information. 
ARTICLE 4. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
4.1 Applicable Law 
This agreement shall be interpreted and enforced according to the laws of the State of Utah. 
4.2 Assignment; Subcontracting 
Neither CLIENT nor ENGINEER shall assign its interest in this Agreement without the 
written consent of the other. ENGINEER may subcontract any portion of the work to be 
performed hereunder without such consent. 
4.3 Force Majeure 
Any delay or default in the performance of any obligation of either party under this 
Agreement resulting from any cause(s) beyond said party's reasonable control, shall not be 
deemed a breach ol this Agreement. The occurrence of any such event shall suspend the 
obligations oi said party as long as performance is delayed or prevented thereby. 
4.4 Attorney's lrees 
CLIENT shall reimburse ENGINEER for any and all costs incurred in the collection of 
CLIENT'S overdue account, including reasonable attorney's fees. In Hie even! that CLIENT 
unsuccessfully asserts a claim against ENGINEER, at law or otherwise, for any alleged acl, 
error and/or omission, professional or otherwise, alleged to arise out of or be due directly 
or indirectly io ENGINEER'S performance of the professional services herefor contracted, 
CLIENT shall pay all costs, including reasonable attorney's fees, incurred by ENGINEER 
or its assignee(s) or subrogee(s) in defending against said daim. 
4.5 Severability Waiver 
In the event any provisions of this Agreement shall be held lo be invalid and unenforceable, 
the remaining provision shall remain valid and binding upon the parties. One or more 
waiver of any lenn, condition or other provision of this Agreement by either party shall not 
be construed as a waiver of a subsequent breach of Hie same or any oilier provision. 
4 (5 Amendments. Merger 
Tin's Agreement may be amended only by written instrument expressly referring hereto and 
duly signed U> i lie parties. This .Agreement constitutes (he entire and integrated agreement 
between the parties hereto and supercedes all prior negotiations, representations and-'or 
agreements, written or oral. 
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Jfen J.M. WILLIAMS and Associates, Inc. 57 West South Temple, #210, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101, 801.575.6455 1433 South State St / Parvenu Plaza, Orem, Utah 84097.801.229.2014 
Date: October 26
 f 2001 
Job No: 01211 
Refl Sea Pgyglopfflfint Ti P _, hereinafterCUENTp a(n). 
dolss hereby authorize J.M. WILLIAMS and Associate*, Inc., hereinafter ENGINEER, a corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah, to perform the eervices set forth below, subj^cj 
faihe terms and conditions set forth below and on the reverse side hereof. 
B, 
Client Information (complete all Items): 
Name* Red Sea Devttlnpmpnf 
Representative: 




Owner of Property Involved;. 
State Otah Zlo B4604 
Project Description (attach Schedule If necesaary): 
Project Name: The Homestead fcodge, Precast Alternate 
Location: ^^—^^^^^^.^^—^^ 
Estimated Completion Date: . 
Description of Engineer's 




1. Basle (check and complete one (1)): Estimated Fee $^ 
0
, Salary cost and Reimbursable Expenses times ( 
9
 mmm Lump$um 
0
 x Hourly Rate 
Principal/Engineer: S100/HR 
Project Engineer: $B5/Hi? 
Professional Engineer: >7ff/HR 
Staff Engineer/Designer. 160/HR 
J multiplier. 
6r. CAD Operator fSSfHR 
GAD Operator; $4S/HR 
Clerical; iffiHR 
Percentage of Construction Cost. 
CLIENT shall pay a retalnage fee of im 
so 
O o o 
< 
GO 
Q _, which fee shall be paid In full prior w
0. 
to commencement of the work herein contemplated. Bald fee shall be applied to 
CLIENTS final payment for the eervices provided hereunder. 
CLIENT hss read and understood thy terms end conditions s%i forth on the rivers? side hereof 
and agrees that sqch items qfe hereby Incorporated Into and made p part of thfe agreement 
$- Having read, understood and agreed to the foregoing, CLIENT and ENGINEER, by and through 
their authorized representatives, have subscribed their names hereon effective the T.1? day of 
CLIENT 
Tttio "\*fc\W d-bM ssociates, Inc. ML 
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J. M. WILLIAMS and Associates 
57 West South Temple, Suite 210 - Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 - 801.575.6455 
1433 South State Street / Parvenu Plaza, Orem, Utah 84097 - 801.229.2014 
DATE: FEB. 16,2001 
TO: KEN FORREST / RED SEA DEVELOPMENT, LC. 
FROM: JAMES M WILLIAMS, P.E., S,E, 
J.M. WILLIAMS and ASSOCIATES, INC. 
RE: THE HOMESTEAD LODGE 
CC: GREG CLOWARD / CLOWARD AND ASSOCIATES 
Transmitting a total of 5 pages (including this page) 
Attached is the contract for the structural engineering and design services for the 
Homestead Lodge at Midway, Utah. 
The proposed structural engineering services include; design of floor plans and elevations, 
local and state building code compliance, preparation of architectural drawings, structural 
engineering calculations and drawings, specifications (all sections other than mechanical 
and electrical), and schematic drawings for mechanical and electrical which are to be 
design-build by the contractor. 
The proposed fee does not include; civil engineering services, surveying sen/ices, 
landscape design services, pool design services, geotechnical services, mechanical 
engineering, nor electrical engineering, nor does it include renderings, site visits, and any 
construction administration. 
It is our intent that the mechanical and electrical be design-build, by the contractor. In the 
event that the city requires a mechanical and electrical engineer, then their services shall 
be contracted and paid for directly by the owner. 
Site visits and inspections are not included in our fee. Any inspections required by the 
building department, city, or owner, shall be paid for by the owner, and will be invoiced per 
our standard hourly rates. 
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Based on the proposed fee, the owner agrees to limit our liability to $1.00. Please read the 
terms and conditions of the contract for additional information. 
Any additional services requested by the owner, building department, etc.will be invoiced 
at our standard hourly rates, with prior approval from the owner. Additional services may 
include, but are not limited to; minor adjustments to repeated building due to site grading, 
color and material selections, submittal reviews, shop drawing reviews, site inspections, 
bank pay requests, construction administration, construction options, etc... 
We will invoice monthly with 18% interest on all past due amounts (see contract). We shall 
paid in full in the first construction draw. 
If you have any questions, or need additional assistance at this time, please contact our 
office. 
The building will be designed as a 10-unit condominium per your instructions. If in the 
future the building design is to change to an 8-unit condominium, then that will constitute 
a change in scope, and we will invoice hourly for making the needed modifications / 
changes. 
The building will follow the intent of the schematic / preliminary drawings and sketches that 
have been prepared by Jack Johnson Company. It is my understanding that Red Sea 
Development has paid for the use of this design. The actual design will vary from these 
original sketches in order to comply with the building codes. Changes will also be made 
as needed for construction considerations, as well as for design considerations. 
Preliminary drawings will be submitted to Red Sea Development for approval prior to 
preparing the final construction documents. 
If you are in agreement, please review and sign the attached contract The signed contract 
will act as a notice to proceed. 
We are looking forward to working on this project with you, and are prepared to start as 
soon as we receive the signed contract. 
Salt Lake City Facsimile 801575.6456 
Orem Facsimile 801.229.2015 
EDSA00081 
TabK 
J.M- WILLIAMS and Associates, Inc, 
363 South 50Q East, Suite 210, Salt Lake City, Utah 84102, 801.575.6455 
1433 South State Street / Parvenu Plaza / Orem, Utah 84097, 801.229.2014 
January 6, 2003 
EDSACIoward 
Attn: Gregg Cloward 
2696 North University Ave. Suite 290 
Provo, Utah 84604 
tel: 801-375-1223 
fax:801-377-3118 
Re: Red Sea Development 
The Homestead Lodge 
Midway, Utah 
Dear Greg, 
For and in behalf of J.M, Williams and Associates, Inc, I assign the contract and interest 
for J.M. Williams and Associates, Inc to EDSACIoward for the Homestead Lodge 
Project located in Midway, Utah. 
Respectfully yours, 
James M Williams, P.E., S.E. 
V _ ^ ' 
M. WILLIAMS and Associates, Inc 
63 South 500 East, Suite 210 







This Agreement regarding the development of the Homestead Lodge Condominiums is 
entered into this /*~ day of Qdohr 2001 by and between the City of Midway, a Utah 
municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as "City" and The Homestead Lodge, L.C., a Utah 
limited liability company, hereinafter referred to as the 'Developer," 
RECITALS 
A. City, acting pursuant to its authority under Utah Code Annotated § 10-9-101 et 
seq., in compliance with section 02.1006.03 F.3. of the Midway City Zoning Ordinance and in 
furtherance of its land use policies, goals, objectives, ordinances, resolutions, and regulations has 
made certain determinations with respect to the proposed Homestead Lodge Condominiums and, 
in exercise of its legislative discretion, has elected to enter into this agreement. 
B. Developer is the owner of certain real property known as Assessor's Parcel 
Number OMI-Oa^O-ty D 3 f 0 - 1 ^ ^ - 0 . 0 2 ^ - 0 , hereinafter referred to as the "Property." 
This Property is legally described on Exhibit *A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
C The Property is subject to the City's Zoning Ordinance and is currently zoned 
RR-1-15. Developer and city desire to allow Developer to make improvements to the Property. 
D. The improvements and changes to be made to the Property shall be consistent 
with the cuixent Zoning Ordinance of the City and the City's current General Plan. 
E. Hie City's governing body has authorized execution of this Agreement by 
Resolution No, 2001 Z1^. to which this Agreement is attached. 
F. The City has authorized the negotiation of and adoption of development 
agreements under appropriate circumstances where proposed development contains outstanding 
features which advance the policies goals and objectives of the City's General Plan, preserves 
and maintains the open and rural atmosphere desired by the citizens of the City, and/or 
contributes to capital improvements which substantially benefit the City. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
I. Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference. 
II- No Third Party Agreements Nor Rights. Developer understands, acknowledges 
and agrees that the City is not a party to any third party agreement nor are any of the terms, 
conditions or benefits conferred by this Development Agreement intended to be of any benefit to 
any prospective lender or any party that is not a signatory of this Agreement. Any third party 
who relies upon this Agreement is at risk, and the City makes absolutely no representation that 
the benefits herein are assignable to or for the benefit of any third party without the expressed 
written approval of the Mayor and Council of the City. 
HI. Permitted Uses Of The Property. The permitted uses for the Property shall be 
those uses specifically listed in the City's Zoning Ordinance and those conditional uses 
specifically approved by the City. 
IV. TenxL This Agreement shall be effective as of the date of recordation and shall 
continue in full force and effect for the life of the project and/or any buildings thereon. 
V. General Provisions. 
A. Notices. All Notices, filings, consents, approvals, and other 
communication provided for herein or given in connection herewith shall be validly given, filed, 
made, delivered or served if in writing and delivered personally or sent by registered or certified 
U.S. Postal Service mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid to: 
If to City: The City of Midway 
75 North 100 West 
P.O. Box 277 
Midway City, Utah 84049 
Attention: Mayor 
If to Developer: The Homestead Lodge, L.C 
2696 North University Avenue 
Suite 255 
Provo, Utah 84604 
Attention: Tim Shields 
Or to such other addresses as either party may from time to time designate in writing and deliver 
in like manner. Any such change of address shall be given at least ten (10) days before the date 
on which the change is to become effective. 
B. Mailing Effective. Notices given by mail shall be deemed delivered 
seventy-two (72) hours following deposit with the U.S. Postal Service in the manner set forth 
above. 
C. Waiver. No delay in exercising any right or remedy shall constitute a 
waiver thereof and no waiver by the parties of the breach of any provision of this Agreement 
shall be construed as a waiver of any preceding or succeeding breach of the same of any other 
provision of this Agreement. 
D. Headings. The descriptive headings of the paragraphs of this Agreement 
are inserted for convenience only, and shall not control or affect the meaning or construction of 
any provision of this Agreement 
E. Authority. The parties to this Agreement represent to each other that they 
have full power and authority to enter into this Agreement, and that all necessary actions have 
been taken to give foil force and effect to this Agreement. City and Developer represent and 
warrant to each other that each party is folly fonned and validly exists under the Laws of the 
State of Utah, and that each party is duly qualified to do business in the Sate of Utah and each is 
in good standing under applicable state laws. The Developer and the city warrant to each other 
that the individuals executing this Agreement on behalf of their respective parties are authorized 
and empowered to bind the parties on whose behalf each individual is signing. Developer 
represents to the City that by entering into this Agreement, Developer has bound the Property 
and all persons and entities having a legal or equitable interest to the terms of this Agreement 
F. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including exhibits, constitutes the 
entire agreement between the parties. 
G. Amendment of this Agreement, This Agreement may be amended in 
whole or in part with respect to all or any portion of the Property by the mutual written consent 
of the parties to this Agreement or by their successors in interest or assigns. Any such 
amendment of this Agreement shall be recorded in the official records of the Wasatch County 
Recorder's Office. 
H. Severabililtv. If any of the provisions of this Agreement are declared void 
or unenforceable, such provision shall be severed Scorn this Agreement, which shall otherwise 
remain in foil force and effect, provided that the fiindamental purpose of this Agreement and the 
Developer's ability to complete the project is not defeated by such severance. 
L Governing Law and Choice of Venue. The laws of the State of Utah shall 
govern the inteipretation and enforcement of this Agreement. The parties shall agree that the 
venue for ahy action commenced in connection with this Agreement shall be proper only in a 
court of competent jurisdiction located in Wasatch County, Utah, and the parties hereby waive 
any right to object to such venue. 
J. Remedies. If any party to this Agreement breaches any provision of this 
Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall be entitled to all remedies available at both law and in 
equity. 
K. Attorneys' Fees and Costs. If any party brings legal action either because 
of a breach of this Agreement or to enforce a provision of this Agreement, the prevailing party 
shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 
L. Binding Effect. The benefits and burdens of this Agreement shall be 
binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors in interest and assigns. This Agreement shall be incorporated by 
reference in any instrument purporting to convey an interest in the Property-
M Assignment. The rights of the Developer under this Agreement may not 
be transferred or assigned, in whole or in part except by written approval of the City. Developer 
shall give notice to the City of any proposed or requested assignment at least thirty (3)) days 
prior to the effective date of the assignment. City shall not unreasonably withhold its consent to 
assignment 
N. No Agency Created. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create any 
partnership, joint venture, or agency relationship between the parties. 
O. Termination by Developer. In the event that Developer, within one year 
of the date hereof elects not to, or is unable to, proceed with the development outlined in this 
Agreement, the Developer may terminate this Agreement. 
VI. City's Obligations, The City assures that the Developer may construct a 
residential Planned Unit Development on the Property in accordance with the plans submitted to 
the City and in accordance with the current ordinances of the City and the laws of the State of 
Utah, According to such plans and specifications, Developer may construct up to 50 units. The 
City understands that the Developer may choose to lower the number of units while enlarging the 
remaining ones and agrees to such changes provided that the total gross building areas of the 
buildings will not increase above and will remain consistent with the dwelling unit plans 
approved for the project. Without limiting the foregoing, the City also assures that the 
convertible space designated in the plans submitted to the City may be developed in accordance 
with the zoning ordinances applicable at the time this Agreement is signed regardless of when 
the convertible space is converted to residential units. 
VII. Developer's Obligations. In addition to the provisions of the Declaration of 
Condominium of the Homestead Lodge Condominiums, recorded in the Office of the Wasatch 
County, Utah Recorder, Developer agrees to the following: 
A. In the event of failure or neglect on the part of the owners, successors, or 
assigns to maintain the water and sewage facilities, common areas, landscaping or other 
improvements in good condition, the City may perform the necessary work and for that purpose 
may enter upon the land and do the work and charge the cost thereof, including reasonable 
attorneys7 fees, to the owners or their successors or assigns. 
B, The owners, successors, or assigns will reimburse the City for all costs 
which the City incurs in performing the work necessary under paragraph VII, A. of this 
Agreement 
C The Developer will construct and maintain the project in accordance with 
approved plans and in accordance with City standards and current zoning ordinances. 
D. As part of the project, Developer will construct a six (6) foot wrought iron 
fenee with stone pillars around the residential and recreational facilities sufficient to inhibit 
humans of all ages from entering onto adjacent properties. 
E. Developer has installed fourteen (14) monitoring wells dispersed across 
the Property and on property currently owned by John Prince. In the event that the development 
of the Property as proposed by Developer negatively impacts the surfece water on John Prince's 
property, as evidenced by the monitoring wells, Developer will replace a like amount of water in 
accordance with the plan approved by the City's engineer. 
F. Developer agrees and understands that Developer will supply plans and 
obtain any and all required permits under City, County, State or Federal regulations before 
commencing any work or improvements and that the Developer will pay all applicable fines as 
required, 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the 
day and year first above written: 
For Midway City: 
ATTEST: 




APPROVED AS TO 
CITY OF MIDWAY 
an Utahjjlunicipal corporation 
By: 
City Attorney 
For The Homestead Lodge, L.C 




STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF WASATCH ) 
On this ^^^ScpttmbiflT 2001, personally appeared before me Tim Shields, 
whose identity is personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) 
and who by me duly sworn (or affirmed), did say that he is the Manager/Member of the 
Homestead Lodge, L.C, and that said document was signed by him in behalf of said entity by 
authority of its operating agreement (or of a Resolution of its members), and said Tim Shields 
acknowledged to me that said entity executed the same. 
VALERIE C.BOETTCHER 
tiQiwmK'SwicimH 
»96N. UNIVERSITY AVE. #220 
PBOVO, UT 84604 
COMM. EXP 7-10-2005 
EXHIBIT A 
Real Property Description 
The real property located in Wasatch County, State of Utah, and more particularly described 
as follows: 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, 
TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, SALT ALKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, WASATCH 
COUNTY, UTAH, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING ATA FENCE CORNER ON THE EAST LINE OF HOMESTEAD ROAD, SAID 
FENCE CORNER BEING NORTH 01°56'44" WEST 1056.97 FEET ALONG THE SECTION 
LINE AND EAST 968.61 FEET (NORTH 1056.34 FEET AND EAST 933.80 FEET BY RECORD) 
FROM A WASATCH COUNTY BRASS CAP MARKING THE WEST QUARTER 60RNER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN 
AND RUNNING THENCE ALONG SAflD FENCE SOUTH 87M3 W EAST 1388.01 FEET 
(SOUTH 87°43'00" EAST 1387.42 FEET BY RECORD); THENCE SOUTH 13°40'00" WEST 
5061 FEET (SOUTH 13°40'00" WEST 47.00 FEET BY RECORD) TO A FENCE CORNER; 
THENCE NORTH &6°30'00" WEST 60.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 2 6 W 0 0 " WEST 195.00 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 59°00'00" WEST 178.00 FFET; THENCE NORTH 87°25'00" WEST 
101.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 23°15700" WEST 84.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 87643'00" 
EAST 58.67 FEET; THENCE ALONG THE WEST LINE OF CREEK PLACE 
SUBDIVISIONAND ITS EXTENSION SOUTH 07,04,28" WEST 304.25 FEET TO THE 
CENTERLINE OF 200 NORTH STREET; THENCE ALONG SAID CENTERLINE SOUTH 89° 
37'42" WEST 285.14 FEET; THENCE NORTH OOWSS" EAST 183.39 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
89°53'25" WEST 118.77 FEET TO AN EXISTING FENCE AS DESCRIBED IN THAT 
PROPERTY RECORDED IN BOOK 149 AT PAGE 177 OF THE WASATCH COUNTY 
RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID FENCE NORTH 00W35" EAST 137.75 FEET (NORTH 
00°04'05" EAST BY RECORD) TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID PROPERTY; 
THENCE ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE AND THE NORTH LINE OF SAJDD PROPERTY 
NORTH 87°43'00" WEST 575.77 FEET; THENCE NORTH 0lo30'00" EAST 150.00 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 87°43'00" EAST 3.96 FEET TO SAID EAST LINE OF HOMESTEAD ROAD; 
THENCE ALONG SAID EAST LINE NORTH 0l°30'00" EAST 252.50 FEET TO THE POINT 
OF BEGINNING. 
E a 3 4 E S l B 0 5 0 7 P O S B 9 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
This Agreement regarding the development of the Homestead Lodge Condominiums is 
entered into this l*~ day of Dctofar 2001 by and between the City of Midway, a Utah 
municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as "City" and The Homestead Lodge, L.C., a Utah 
limited liability company, hereinafter referred to as the "Developer," 
RECITALS 
A. City, acting pursuant to its authority under Utah Code Annotated § 10-9-101 et 
seq., in compliance with section 02.1006.03 F.3. of the Midway City Zoning Ordinance and in 
furtherance of its land use policies, goals, objectives, ordinances, resolutions, and regulations has 
made certain determinations with respect to the proposed Homestead Lodge Condominiums and, 
in exercise of its legislative discretion, has elected to enter into this agreement. 
B. Developer is the owner of certain real property known as Assessors Parcel 
Number OMI-O^O-Oy 0^0-1^^-0.02^0, hereinafter refeixed to as the "Property." 
This Property is legally described on Exhibit *An attached hereto and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
C. The Property is subject to the City's Zoning Ordinance and is cuirently zoned 
RR-1-15. Developer and city desire to allow Developer to make improvements to the Property. 
D. The improvements and changes to be made to the Property shall be consistent 
with the current Zoning Ordinance of the City and the City's current General Plan. 
E. The City's governing body has authorized execution of this Agreement by 
Resolution No. 2 0 0 / 2 5 ^ to which this Agreement is attached. 
F. The City has authorized the negotiation of and adoption of development 
agreements under appropriate circumstances where proposed development contains outstanding 
features which advance the policies goals and objectives of the City's General Plan, preserves 
and maintains the open and rural atmosphere desired by the citizens of the City, and/or 
contributes to capital improvements which substantially benefit the City. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
L Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference. 
IT No Third Party Agreements Nor Rights. Developer understands, acknowledges 
and agrees that the City is not a party to any third party agreement nor are any of the terms, 
conditions or benefits conferred by this Development Agreement intended to be of any benefit to 
any prospective lender or any party that is not a signatory of this Agreement. Any third party 
who relies upon this Agreement is at risk, and the City makes absolutely no representation that 
the benefits herein are assignable to or for the benefit of any third party without the expressed 
written approval of the Mayor and Council of the City. 
III. Permitted Uses Of The Property. The permitted uses for the Property shall be 
those uses specifically listed in the City's Zoning Ordinance and those conditional uses 
specifically approved by the City. 
IV. Terni. This Agreement shall be effective as of the date of recordation and shall 
continue in full force and effect for the life of the project and/or any buildings thereon. 
V. General Provisions. 
A. Notices. All Notices, filings, consents, approvals, and other 
communication provided for herein or given in connection herewith shall be validly given, filed, 
made, delivered or served if in writing and delivered personally or sent by registered or certified 
U.S. Postal Service mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid to: 
If to City: The City of Midway 
75 North 100 West 
P.O. Box 277 
Midway City, Utah 84049 
Attention: Mayor 
If to Developer: The Homestead Lodge, L.C. 
2696 North University Avenue 
Suite 255 
Provo, Utah 84604 
Attention: Tim Shields 
Or to such other addresses as either party may from time to time designate in writing and deliver 
in like manner. Any such change of address shall be given at least ten (10) days before the date 
on which the change is to become effective. 
B. Mailing Effective. Notices given by mail shall be deemed delivered 
seventy-two (72) hours following deposit with the U.S. Postal Service in the manner set forth 
above. 
C. Waiver. No delay in exercising any right or remedy shall constitute a 
waiver thereof and no waiver by the parties of the breach of any provision of this Agreement 
shall be construed as a waiver of any preceding or succeeding breach of the same of any other 
provision of this Agreement. 
D. Headings. The descriptive headings of the paragraphs of this Agreement 
are inserted for convenience only, and shall not control or affect the meaning or construction of 
any provision of this Agreement. 
E. Authority. The parties to this Agreement represent to each other that they 
have full power and authority to enter into this Agreement, and that all necessary actions have 
been taken to give full force and effect to this Agreement. City and Developer represent and 
warrant to each other that each party is fully formed and validly exists under the Laws of the 
State of Utah, and that each party is duly qualified to do business in the Sate of Utah and each is 
in good standing under applicable state laws. The Developer and the city warrant to each other 
that the individuals executing this Agreement on behalf of their respective parties are authorized 
and empowered to bind the parties on whose behalf each individual is signing. Developer 
represents to the City that by entering into this Agreement, Developer has bound the Property 
and all persons and entities having a legal or equitable interest to the terms of this Agreement 
R Entire Agreement This Agreement, including exhibits, constitutes the 
entire agreement between the parties, 
G. Amendment of this Agreement. This Agreement may be amended in 
whole or in part with respect to all or any portion of the Property by the mutual written consent 
of the parties to this Agreement or by their successors in interest or assigns. Any such 
amendment of this Agreement shall be recorded in the official records of the Wasatch County 
Recorder's Office. 
H. Severability. If any of the provisions of this Agreement are declared void 
or unenforceable, such provision shall be severed from this Agreement, which shall otherwise 
remain in full force and effect, provided that the fundamental pwpose of this Agreement and the 
Developer's ability to complete the project is not defeated by such severance. 
L Governing Law and Choice of Venue. The laws of the State of Utah shall 
govern the interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement. The parties shall agree that the 
venue for any action commenced in connection with this Agreement shall be proper only in a 
court of competent jurisdiction located in Wasatch County, Utah, and the parties hereby waive 
any right to object to such venue. 
J. Remedies. If any party to this Agreement "breaches any provision of this 
Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall be entitled to all remedies available at both law and in 
equity. 
K. Attorneys' Fees and Costs. If any party brings legal action either because 
of a breach of this Agreement or to enforce a provision of this Agreement, the prevailing party 
shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 
L. Binding Effect, The benefits and burdens of this Agreement shall be 
binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, legal 
representatives, successors in interest and assigns. This Agreement shall be incorporated by 
reference in any instrument purporting to convey an interest in the Property. 
M. Assignment. The rights of the Developer under this Agreement may not 
be transferred or assigned, in whole or in part except by written approval of the City. Developer 
shall give notice to the City of any proposed or requested assignment at least thirty (3)) days 
prior to the effective date of the assignment. City shall not unreasonably withhold its consent to 
assignment 
N. No Agency Created. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create any 
partnership, joint venture, or agency relationship between the parties. 
O. Termination bv Developer. In the event that Developer, within one year 
of the date hereof, elects not to, or is unable to, proceed with the development outlined in this 
Agreement, the Developer may terminate this Agreement. 
VI. City's Obligations. The City assures that the Developer may construct a 
residential Planned Unit Development on the Property in accordance with the plans submitted to 
the City and in accordance with the current ordinances of the City and the laws of the State of 
Utah. According to such plans and speciJBcations, Developer may construct up to 50 units. The 
City understands that the Developer may choose to lower the number of units while enlarging the 
remaining ones and agrees to such changes provided that the total gross building areas of the 
buildings will not increase above and will remain consistent with the dwelling unit plans 
approved for the project. Without limiting the foregoing, the City also assures that the 
convertible space designated in the plans submitted to the City may be developed in accordance 
with the zoning ordinances applicable at the time this Agreement is signed regardless of when 
the convertible space is converted to residential units. 
VII. Developer's Obligations. In addition to the provisions of the Declaration of 
Condominium of the Homestead Lodge Condominiums, recorded in the Office of the Wasatch 
County, Utah Recorder, Developer agrees to the following: 
A. In the event of failure or neglect on the part of the owners, successors, or 
assigns to maintain the water and sewage facilities, common areas, landscaping or other 
improvements in good condition, the City may perform the necessary work and for that purpose 
may enter upon the land and do the work and charge the cost thereof, including reasonable 
attorneys' fees, to the owners or their successors or assigns. 
B. The owners, successors, or assigns will reimburse the City for all costs 
which the City incurs in performing the work necessary under paragraph VII. A. of this 
Agreement. 
C The Developer will construct and maintain the project in accordance with 
approved plans and in accordance with City standards and current zoning ordinances. 
D. As part of the project, Developer will construct a six (6) foot wrought iron 
fence with stone pillars around the residential and recreational fecflities sufficient to inhibit 
humans of all ages from entering onto adjacent properties. 
E- Developer has installed fourteen (14) monitoring wells dispersed across 
the Property and on property currently owned by John Prince. In the event that the development 
of the Property as proposed by Developer negatively impacts the surfece water on John Prince's 
property, as evidenced by the monitoring wells, Developer will replace a like amount of water in 
accordance with the plan approved by the City's engineer. 
F. Developer agrees and understands that Developer will supply plans and 
obtain any and all required permits under City, County, State or Federal regulations before 
commencing any work or improvements and that the Developer will pay all applicable fines as 
required. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the 
day and year first above written: 
For Midway City: 
ATTEST: 
By: <&JL>V~<K^< 
CITY OF MIDWAY 




APPROVED AS TO 
By: ^^P^di^r^^T 
City Attorney 
For The Homestead Lodge, L.C 
The Homestead Lodge, L.C ,^ a Utah Limited Liability 
Company 
Its: #»wwt/gy 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF WASATCH ) 
On this **/^jCylimhvr 2001, personally appeared before me Tim Shields, 
whose identity is personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) 
and who by me duly sworn (or affirmed), did say that he is the Manager/Member of the 
Homestead Lodge, L.C., and that said document was signed by him in behalf of said entity by 
authority of its operating agreement (or of a Resolution of its members), and said Tim Shields 
acknowledged to me that said entity executed the same. 
VALERIE C.BOETTCHER 
KOtMrmK'STAIMUTAH 
Vm N, UNIVERSITY AVE. 1220 
PROVO.UT 84604 
COMM, EXP 7-10-2005 
EXHIBIT A 
Real Property Description 
The real property located in Wasatch County, State of Utah, and more particularly described 
as follows: 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, 
TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, SALT ALKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, WASATCH 
COUNTY, UTAH, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A FENCE CORNER ON THE EAST LINE OF HOMESTEAD ROAD, SAID 
FENCE CORNER BEING NORTH 0r56'44" WEST 1056.97 FEET ALONG THE SECTION 
LINE AND EAST 968.61 FEET (NORTH 1056.34 FEET AND EAST 933.80 FEET BY RECORD) 
FROM A WASATCH COUNTY BRASS CAP MARKING THE WEST QUARTER 60RNER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 3 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN 
AND RUNNING THENCE ALONG SAID FENCE SOUTH 87'43'00" EAST 1388.01 FEET 
(SOUTH 87°43'00" EAST 1387.42 FEET BY RECORD); THENCE SOUTH DMO'OO" WEST 
50-61 FEET (SOUTH 13M0'00" WEST 47.00 FEET BY RECORD) TO A FENCE CORNER; 
THENCE NORTH 86°30'00" WEST 60.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 26°00'00" WEST 195.00 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 59W00" WEST 178.00 FFET; THENCE NORTH 87°25'00" WEST 
101.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 23°15'00" WEST 84.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 87°43'00" 
EAST 58.67 FEET; THENCE ALONG THE WEST LINE OF CREEK PLACE 
SUBDIVISIONAND ITS EXTENSION SOUTH 07'04'28" WEST 304.25 FEET TO THE 
CENTERLINE OF 200 NORTH STREET; THENCE ALONG SAID CENTERLINE SOUTH 89° 
37'42" WEST 285.14 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00606'35" EAST 183.39 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
89°53'25" WEST 118.77 FEET TO AN EXISTING FENCE AS DESCRIBED IN THAT 
PROPERTY RECORDED IN BOOK 149 AT PAGE 177 OF THE WASATCH COUNTY 
RECORDS; THENCE ALONG SAID FENCE NORTH 00°06'35" EAST 137.75 FEET (NORTH 
00*04'05" EAST BY RECORD) TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID PROPERTY; 
THENCE ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE AND THE NORTH LINE OF SAID PROPERTY 
NORTH 87o43'00" WEST 575.77 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01°30*00" EAST 150.00 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 87°43,00" EAST 3.96 FEET TO SAID EAST LINE OF HOMESTEAD ROAD; 
THENCE ALONG SAID EAST LINE NORTH 01°30'00" EAST 252.50 FEET TO THE POINT 
OF BEGINNING. 
E a 3 4 £ E l B 0 5 0 7 P 0 6 6 9 
1425 West 3100 South 
West Valley, Utah 84119 
March 26, 2001 
To whom it may concern: 
RE: Availability of Qwest Facilities. 
This letter concerns the provision of telephone facilities for. 
Development: The Homestead Lodge 
Location: 306 North Homestead Rd 
Midway, Utah 84049 
Represented by: Red Sea Development 
2696 North University Ave #255 
Provo, Utah 84604 
Phone-801/375-0779 
Fax -801/375-0782 
Site plans for the above development have been presented to Qwest for review. Qwest 
Communications is a regulated public utility. If the developer elects to establish Qwest 
facilities within said development then service will be provided to the proposed 
development in accordance with the applicable tariffs on file with the Utah Public 
Service Commission. 





UTILITY - WILL SERVICE L E T T E R 
March 26. 2001 
Rich Chiniquy 
Red Sea Development 
2696 North University Avenue #255 
Provo, Utah 84604 
To w h o m it May Concern: 
Re: Homestead Lodge 
Heber Light & Power will provide electrical services by the fall of 2001 to 
the proposed development currently known as Homestead Lodge, located 
at approximately 306 North Homestead Drive. Midway. Utah. 
Should you have any questions or require additional information, please 




31 Sou/A 100 Wes/ Jfe6erG//y, Q//oA 84032 (435)654-1581 fax (435) 654-1682 
AT&T 
Red Sea Development 
2696 N University Ave #255 
Provo, Utah 84604 
March 28,2001 
To whom it may concern: 
This letter is to acknowledge that the developer of The Homestead Lodge has 
contacted AT&T Broadband about their intention to build. Located at approximately 
306 N Homestead Rd Midway Utah. This letter is not to be considered a contract 
or guarantee of service. Please be advised that we require a minimum of 90 days 
for project approvals. Please direct all maps, information or questions to Shelly 
Jensen, Construction Supervisor 801-270-9216 Ext. 7719. 
Thank you, 
AT&T Broadband 
801-270-9216 ext 7719 
801 270-9219 Fax 
4124 S 500 W 
Murray, Ulah 84123 
UUESTMh 
West Center Street 
PO Box 39 
Heber UT 84032 0039 
Tel 435 654 3600 
March 23, 2001 
Red Sea Development 
2696 N University Ave #255 
Provo Ut, 84604 
RE: The Homestead Lodge 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Questar Gas Company is presently accepting applications for commercial and residential gas use 
renderable under the Company's firm rate schedule. Availability of gas and acceptance of 
applications are subject to the Questar Gas Tariff, on file with the Public Service Commission of 
the State of Utah, as the same may be amended from time to time. 
Your application specifying the exact requirements for the above referenced project will be 
considered according to the applicable tariffs in the "Conditions of Service", a section of the 
Utah Natural Gas Tariff. 
We are delighted that you are considering natural gas for your development and look forward to 
serving your energy needs. If I can be of further assistance or answer any questions you may 
have, please don't hesitate to call me. 
Sincerely, 
Craig J. Sargent 
Construction Specialist 
435-654-6187 
Official Natural Gas Supplier to the 
2002 Olympic Winter Games 
Water Shares, Certificates and evidence of payment 
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Red Sea Development 
Project Portfolio 
Founded in 1999 by Ken Forrest and Tim Shields, Red Sea Development specializes in 
multi-family condominium development. Mr. Forrest has been developing condominiums 
in Utah for the past 10 years. Mr. Shields brings years of financial and project 
management experience to the company. The following is a partial list of projects 




















$ 7.0 mil 
$ 6.5 mil 
$18.0 mil 
$ 4.0 mil 




*Represents projects in varying stages of construction or approval 
**Represents Projects where we only assisted in marketing and sales 
TabM 
XlVyiYJUC/CJ J. Jt/-nLJL/ JUV/J^VTJLL* 
PRECONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE MINUTES 
October 2, 2001 
Tuesday at 10:00 AM 
Horrocks Engineers 
728 West 100 South #2 
Heber City, UT 84032 
ATTENDANCE LIST: Eugene Owens and Don Young with Midway City, Brent Safley with Cloward and Associates, 
Legan Howard, Terry Howard, and Jerry Bradshaw with Bradshaws, Rich Chiniquy with Redsea Development, Greg 
May with GKM Contractors and Scott Kettle, Spencer Park and Wes Johnson with Horrocks Engineers. 
I PROJECT ADMINISTRATION 
A.. MIDWAY CITY : 100 West 75 North 
Midway City, Utah 84049 
Office: 435-654-3227 
Public Works: Don Young 
Shop: 654-1555 
Mobile: 435-671-1820 
B. CITY ENGINEER: 
C. CONTRACTOR: 
Horrocks Engineers 
728 West 100 South #2 
Heber, UT 84032 
Phone: 435-654-2226 Fax: 435-657-1160 
Wesley Johnson: 801-368-6509 
Spencer Park: 801-368-4415 
Inspector: Mark 
GKM 
13836 South Magic Wand Street 
Draper, UT 84020 
Greg May: 801-573-3411 
Bradshaw 
4275 North Thanksgiving Way 
Lehi, UT 84043 
Phone: 801-766-5663 
Fax: 801-766-8661 
D. DEVELOPER: Red Sea Development 
2696 North University Ave. 255 
Provo, UT 84604 
Phone: 801-375-0779 
Fax: 801-375-0782 
Rich Chiniquy: 801-636-5094 
E. PROJECT 
ENGINEER: EPSA Cloward and Associates 
2696 North University Ave. Suite 290 
Provo, UT 84604 
Phone:801-375-1223 
Fax:801-377-3118 
Brent SaHev: 801-785-6194 
:\Midwa> Gty\OI03-68\Doc\Homestead Lodge Precon.wpd 
Developer for his approval prior to submitting to the Engineer. The following is a 
tentative list of suppliers: 
1. Asphalt Mixes 
2. Backfill Material (sand) 
3. Bedding Material 
4. Pipe, Fittings, and Specials 
5. Traffic Phasing Plan 
6. Pipe and Manhole testing 
An asphalt mix design is required two working days before paving. 
C. Cleanup: The Developer is required to keep the public roads clean as the work 
progresses. 
D. Amount of Open Trench on Public Roads: Due to property access and safety, the 
developer should backfill all open trenches to the pipe head, at the end of each 
production day. Public road trenches to be closed every night. 
E. Property Owner Access, School Bus Access, Dust and Mud Control: Developers 
responsibility to keep property access open. If there is a necessary road closure 
contact the City Engineer 24 hours prior to the closure. 
F. Sanitation Facilities: Provided by the developer. 
G. Compaction Control and Testing: To be provided by the Developer. Test intervals 
should not exceed 200 feet or one set of tests per working day. The test results will 
be sent to the engineer within 48 hours of the test and verified by the City inspector. 
H. City Notifications: Any Cut Permits required from Wasatch County and Midway City 
will be obtained by the Developer. Developer needs to contact the local Police 
Department 48 hours in advance of construction taking place. Have the Police 
Department notify both the local Ambulance and Fire Department. UDOT Permits 
also required. 
I. Testing: Water. 50 PSI above rated operating pressure and disinfection tests. 
Sewer. Video inspection required in addition to pressure test. 
Storm: Visual 
Pipe will be class 50 ductile. 
V MATERIALS 
A Pipe Stabilization: 
B. Pipe Bedding: 
C Backfill: 
D. Road base: 
E. Asphalt road: 
H \Midwny Gt \0 'H *»S J)<x\Homt'\te id I od«e IVcion wpU 
TabN 
The Homestead Lodge 
Midway, Utah 




















Application to be made 4-27-01 
Estimated early to mid June 2001 
Approved 
Approved 
Needs assessed, all under contract, partially acquired. 
Completed and paid 
(Cornerstone Inc., John, SLC, Utah) 
Surveys and delineations completed and paid 
(Pentacore EPG, Midvale, Utah, Matt Betts) 
Completed and paid 
(Earth Tec, Orem, Utah) 
Completed and paid 
(Fidelity Title, Provo, Utah, Charlie Stewart) 
Approved 
(Cloward and Associates, Aquatic Engineering Specialists, Provo, Utah) 
Completed and partially paid, balance due at construction loan closing 
(EDSA, Landscape Engineers, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.) 
Estimated completion May 1*, 2001. Current, paying as agreed. 
(Cloward and Associates, Aquatic Engineering Specialists, Provo, Utah) 
Estimated completion of final working drawings May Is1,2001. Floor plans 
approved by developer. Current, paying as agreed. 
(J.M. Williams and Associates, SLC & Provo, Utah, James Williams P.E.. S.E.) 
Completed. Current, paying as agreed. 
(J.M Williams and Associates, SLC & Provo, Utah, James Williams P.E., S.E.) 
Completed, Current, paying as agreed. 
(Legal Team: Craig Carlile, Ray Quinney & Nebeker, SLC, Utah; Brian Greene, 
Greene and Associates, Provo, Utah) 
Believed to be completed but not signed until final working drawing bids are 
secured 
(L & T Construction, Lou Bankhead, Provo, Utah) 
2696 N. University Avenue Suite 255 Provo, UT 84604 Main: (801) 375 0779 Fax:(801)375 0782 
ZIONS00348 
46 ^ 






9 months (March 2002) for Phase 1, based on a June 2001 start Phase II 
completion estimated at 6 months from start (sales dictated) 
Final selection phase 
Estimated closing June 2001 Application process currently under way with 
several lenders 
Immediately commenced upon final plat and construction loan approval 
Estimated June 2001 
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I /"Vl I W T W W I 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801) 225-3363 
Boring No / 
ivjc7u v v t o i £.uu\j vjv-zvj i n ^ i u o V^VJL/CIN, UTAH 84401 
Phone (801)-399-9516 *** Fax (801^399.0^9 
ETE Project No -
 00£„ j / f | Project Name L ^ ^ j £+J^<L 
Test Pit No Elevation- Datum. 
Test Pit/ Hole Location* 5c ^  ,r//c p/* <rf* •-> 





Logged By: /*f.^ 
Date-
First Check 3 , ST ' Date* / /V< * ; 
/A/o/ 






(Soil Type* "Density,: Moistta*, Oolnr) 
M- UL Ttft*: I <•/f! cfg^^. ^ r ^ e^ctiCi-j /oo*-^ sn*,s k EtrJn 
fev-*wn 
J L * . /Li g-^i C/*y } < g^A*-^  1 S**<^ ; 44; <6^^Cr^  r r f V ^ - l ^ 
cX 
7 ^ ^Tri*~*y 
-& ^,~A- r^/A^,» m ^ . <r/, / y , ^ * *g •£ 
P ^ i ^ < U ^ tn<~TW^ f o klC&c*^ 
- vV7*c^ * & ejr«**ft(l\f 
' Cf4 fcrr,r i^^\€^ iAAi/cU ZrA C\-cr~ * r^t.^J 
6 - nnuiM nibt-Xr C<LA«A^ ^ 
_£r«yf/(y 
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TORS VANE DEPW 
X 1A Ll 
^ r 
F_ iU 
/dp- Z»ofSZ ^ & TS^ 2£ 
ik 7,Z* I W 1*1*1 
-^mple Types: 
ET-IRF-77/REV 1/1-99 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801) 225-3363 
ETE Project No ($£„ fa % 
Boring No z. 
, fcWWW W W W , ! , TTI WW V V J U U I N , U | f±fr\ 5 4 4 0 
Phone (801)-399-9516 *** Fax (8Cm.39Q.Qflz 
Project Name A *lcs £+j~/* ^ 
Test Pit No Elevation* ^ ^ Datum: 
Test Pit/ Hole Location: S^-c r ,U Pi* 
Driller/ Excavator RiC «^> 
Drill Rig / Equipment / ) W / 2 Q A*TK 
Water Table-
Logged By ///, L 
Date 










Second Check- Date 
SOSL DESCRIPTION 
(SaiJType^ Density,: Moisture polar) 
.£//, ^ Dr^A.n'/£~£ /l»s-c t^yi**.'s / 
Q*rU 
15 ~ ' 3 ' /3-»*fc ZZfi^ ^ ^ y <T/T ^ / . /? i / /7o< 
^ K d / i / - , ( k r / r k>n^^ "7 
f SCis-* /. e/tf. 
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< • / 
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s
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I i l l * 5* L fl^U-J IP* ~/*'l CScic 
?•* •<.g.7 
/ » ' -?5«P/2 
/£ £. 44^ 
-ample Types; 
Standard Penetration Shelby Block Sample Disturbed Bag Sample 
ET-IRF-77/REV 1/1-93 
•"•»• x*—i.i, w i v—%i i w - r w w f 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801) 225-3363 
j Boring No " ^ 
i aso vvco i ^oau owu i n wi uo """ u ^ u t N , UTAH 8440' 
Phone (801)-399-9516 *** Fax (8QjV^QQ.Qfl/1< 
ETE Project No . ^ ^ -£({ | Project Name / , y , fcr / ^ ^ c 
Test Pit No Elevation Datum 
Test Pit / Hole Location s e g r. k # * 1 
Driller/Excavator £d« 
Drill Rig / Equipment /H;a> 4 . E 
T" 
Logged By />Uf,L< 
Date 'llol&l 





w e | Second Check Date* 
SOIL DESCRIPTION 
(Sail Type* Pens*tyT Moisture-, Colnr) 
IL5 . yy '^7 
1L^_ j^£ CL-wL (•'*"!) *"''^U j <**<4f lM<^6*~ <r~*-t(^ Ztn?^ 
f« L < - Q ^ ^ 
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A£ £. ^ 5 , L 
3, w , 5 
7 ^ ^ . 5 ^ 7 r«j «-/,»*•, - /// / &c**~ k>7,* R. IAJHUA 
' - J - ^ /o' p ^JLJJQL 
z,M /£_ r. 4-H-
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r> | Standard Penetration Shelby Block Sample Disturbed Bag Sannple 
ET-IRF-77/REV 1/1-99 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801 )*22 5^3363^' 
Boring No : V 
ivjszu VVLVJ j 4 U J U VJWU mfr iuo VJOUCIN, u [ / \H 84401 
Phone (801)^399-9516 *** Fax (801^399.(^9 
ETE Project No :
 Oo£-£(g | Project Name' Li^ j ^ U j ^ c 
Test Pit No Elevation: Datum: 
Test Pit/ Hole Location* £ <^<^ ^A M. 
Driller/ Excavator g.C. 
Drill Rig / Equipment' £ > / ^ a 4 J < 
Logged By: / ^ , Z,. 
Date- ///Q/O/ 
Water Table: First Check* ^lo^JL Date: 
DEPTH (fee!} 
{rrarn To SOIL SYMBOL 
Second Check: Date: 
HKTL 
SOIL DESCRIPTION 
(Sail Type* Density,: Moisture Colnr) 
/& ga**: | fAcuj^^ j » j i w / 6 5 i /66'K- ,tVnis} 
TV -fif£k hr*t*"\ 
If (?,/ £><^  /yr^Mj rlsui*^^ &/{- . stlbLf) J-^^^r 
•hO'tf^f , C>r<t<~] -~ £ » ^ > n ^ ^ 
_ b«~c***i-cr ^yn/c b Cc-frf /TCC*J S*~ L^^-^.^rCx^fch 
?c (qui £ ' 
ir? u>c 6?-&<» 
7 
L>CeL-i — \6i ^y. 
a 
• * * • 
Sample Information: 
SAMPLE" 
*>" s ^ ' 
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%
'TYFe s' * TORS.VANS' " ' 
««pur^ 
DEPTH: rtpn 
, '-or i 
zK. H-'S, /fa 
13. re 
• t - 1 ^ * 
ii. 
JL. 6*\ &C-***s<.(\ z. )& l IM, II 
^mple Types: 
Standard Penetration Shelby 8locK Sample Disturbed Bag Sample 
ET-IRF-77/REV 1/1-99 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801) 225-3363 
1596 WEST 2650 SOUTH #108 *** OGDEN, UTAH 8440 
Phone (801)-399-9516 *»* Fax (80lV3flg. 984-
ETE Project No . # > £ > #% \ Project Name ^ j ^ ^ J< 
Boring No 5 Test Pit No . Elevation Datum 
Test Pit/Hole Location- 5 " c ^ ^ , y ^ / ^ 4& * 
Driller/Excavator M, 
Drill Rig / Equipment / > / ^ Q A . t . 
Logged By K > 7 , C < 
Date* lll^k fai 






(SflilType? Density, Moisttff^ Colnr) 
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B E P W s< c ' ' TORS V<ANE 
^mple Types: 
Standard Penetration Shelby Block Sample Disturbed Bag Sample 
ET-IRF-77/REV 1/1-99 
Phone (801) 225-5711 *** Fax (801) 225-3363 
ETE Project No
 /tX£ -
Boring No ^ 
i o»o wees i ^DOU OVJU m f f i u o — VJVJUCIN, UTAH 84401 
Phone (801)-399-9516 *** Fax (8Q1)-399-Qfl49 
Project Nam 
Test Pit / Hole Location 
Test Pit No : 
e
 L U ^ UJif^ 
Elevation- Datum* 
<H ts\ 
Driller/ Excavator R.^c 
Drill Rig / Equipment X)~Yl*> A$~* 
Water Table 
Logged By: y/),j, 
Date: 










Second Check. Date: 
-SC8L DESCRIPTION 
(SaifTyper Density,. Moisture Color) 
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{ W ^ hro 
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Boring No Z 
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Phone (801)-399-9516 w Fax (801).399-9fi4 
Test Pit No Elevation 
7 * 
Datum* 
Test Pit/Hole Location* £t^ ^ ic frU* 
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 t 
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. / / / * / < 
Logged By / K L * 
Date* / Vd b\ 








 f Moisture Colnr) 
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Stanaard Penetration Shelby Block Sample Disturbed Bag Sample 
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From: Timothy Shields [timshieldsl ©hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 07, 2000 5:03 PM 
To: dkljb@hlwaay.net 
Daniel, 
Hope all's well in Alabama. Ken told me he spoke with you yesterday and 
brought you up to speed on what we're up to. Thanks again for your patience 
and long-suffering with us I promise we will make it up to you soon! The 
Midway project keeps looking better and better I spent all day drilling 3' 
deep holes through 6 inches of frozen ground up on the site yesterday with 
the water engineer getting the property delineated for wetlands. Fortunately 
he liked me and ended up giving us a very favorable delineation, which will 
give us about an extra 1-2 acres more useable ground than we'd originally 
been approved for. We should also have Harrison bought out by the time we 
come down there. 
We're all looking forward to seeing everybody again after Christmas. I 
really appreciate your friendship and support You are a total stud! I'm 
glad we'll get to see you again in January for the film festival Maybe 
your new calling in life will be as a famous movie producer! 
See you soon. 
Tim 
Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com 
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APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY 
LOCATED AT: 
306 N Homestead Rd 
Metes & Bounds - See Leqal Attached 
Midway, Utah 84049 
FOR: 
Red Sea Development 












Summary Appraisal Report 
nea oea uev. 
=ile No. 04232001THL 
I Borrower Red Sea Development Census Trad 113005 Map Reference Wasatch County 
I Property Address 306 N Homestead Rd 
I City M i d w a y County W a s a t c h State U tah Zip Code 6 4 0 4 9 
I Legal Description Me tes & Bounds - S e e L e g a l A t t a c h e d 
I Sale Price $ N A Date of Sale E s c r o w Loan Term 3 0 _ 
.yrs 
I Actual Real Estate Taxes $ 0 .00 
I Lender/Client Red S e a Deve topmen t 
(yr) .oan charges to be paid by seller S None 
Property Rights Appraised _ J Fee 
Other saies concessions None 
Leasehold j De Minimis PUD 
I Occupant Vacant Land Appraiser Rich A. Chintquy 
1 Red Sea Development is the current owner of this property. 
Address 2696 N University Ave #255. Provo, UT 84604 
instructions to Appraiser Fee Simple 
I Location 
I Built up 
I Growth Rate 
I Property Values 
I Demand/Supply 
I Marketing Time 
I Present Land Use 
L J Urban 
_ j j Over 75% 




: Under 3 Mos. 
65% 1 Family 5% 2-4 Famiiy 
0% industrial 10% Vacant 
_j Suburban 
_ j 25% to 75% 
^ J Steady 
3 Stable 
; •,: in Balance 
2 4-6 Mos. 
_5%Apts. 15% I 
% 
• Rurai 





'__: Over 6 Mos 
londo 10% Commercial 
I Change in Present Land Use 
I Predominant Occupancy 
I Single Family Price Range 
I Single Family Age 
U Not Likely 
(*) From vacant 
~~2 Owner 
150K 
; Ukety (") 
To 
L l j Taking Place {*) 
SFR7Condo/Comm. 
5 % Vacant 
to S 2,0OOK 
0 yrs. to 40 yrs. 
Predominant Value $ 300K 
Predominant Age _ 3-5 yrs. 
Good Avg. Fair Pcxr 
Employment Stability 
Convenience to Employment 
Convenience to Shopping 
Convenience to Schools 
Adequacy of Public Transportation 
Recreational Facilities 
Adequacy of Utilities 
Property Compatibility 
Protection from Detrimental Conditions 
Police and Fire Protection 
General Appearance of Properties 
Appeal to Market 
I Comments including those factors, favorable or unfavorabie: affecting marketability (e.g. public parks, schools, view, noise): The subject parcel is 13.13 acres just North 
I of 200 North and Homestead Rd. in Midway City and is being lapped by new construction throughout the area. Project is located just off 
Homestead Rd. a few blocks south of H o m e s t e a d Golf Course/Resort. The Property immediately North is approximately 8+ acres and a new 
large home is being built- this ground was of fered at 2 million for development purposes. This area rs currently experiencing steady growth 
I Dimensions See Plat Map 
I Zoning classification 
I Highest and best use 
Public 
RR-1-15 High Density Residential 4.7 units/acre 
13.62 Sq. Ft. or Acres 
Present Improvements 
. Comer Lot 
do not conform to zoning regulations 
._.; Present use 
Other (Describe! 
Other (specify) High Density Residential as per zoning 
OFF SITE IMPROVEMENTS 






Topo Slight Slope through East side of lot 
Private Size 13.62 
Shape Irregular See Plat 
. Public .._ Private View Average - Mountain. Lake Panoramic 
\ Curb/Gutter 
Street Lights _ 
Drainage Appears adeguate 
Underground Elect & Tel. __ j> jdewj ik t t i t  _ Is the property located in a HUD Identified Special Flood Hazard Area 1 No YesJ 
I Comments (tavoraoie c unfavoraDie including any apparent adverse easements, encroachments, or other adverse conditions): No adverse conditions were noted at the time 
1 inspection Wetlands are not considered unfavorable due to their location and purposed development will not be affected by Wet lands 
I The undersigned has recited three recent sales of properties most similar and proximate to subject and has considered these in the market analysis. The description includes a dollar 
I adjustment reflecting market reaction to those items of significant variation between the subject and comparable properties. If a significant item in the comparable property is superior 
I to or more favorable than the subject property, a minus (•) adjustment is made thus reducing the indicated value of subject; if a significant item in the comparable is inferior to or less 
I favorable than the subject property, a plus (+) adjustment is made thus increasing the indicated value of the subject. 
ITEM SUBJECT PROPERTY COMPARABLE NO. 1 COMPARABLE NO.; COMPARABLE NO., 
I Address 3 0 6 N H o m e s t e a d R d 
Midway 
Homes tead Rd Approx. 800 N. 
Midway 
378 N Homestead Rd 
Midway 
Pine Canyon Rd 
Midway 
I Proximity to Subject 5 blocks North Approx Next Property North, 4 Blocks +/-
P I Sales Price NA 577,080 S 2,000,000 $ 2.800.000 
Price 176,000 235,294 233,527 
l a Data Source Inspection Mat te rhom Development Mickleson & Horrocks Fitzgerald/Homestead Inc. 
Date of Sale and 
Time Adjustment 
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION !+(-$$ Adjust 
Escrow Closed 11/98 
DESCRIPTION j + H S Adjust DESCRIPTION 
FSBO 12/00 -200,000 FSBO 11/00 
)$ Adjust 
-280.000 
A-G(Gotf Course) Average (non Golf) +229.000 A-G(Gotf Course) A-G(Golf Course) 
Average/Mnts Average/Mnts Average/Mnts Average 
Acres 13.62 Acres 4.58 Ages -1,850,000 6.6 Acres 1.425,000 11.99 Acres +300.000 
Wt,El,Gas Wt,Ei,Gas Wt.EI.Gas Wt.EI.Gas 
Zoning HDR{4.7 Units/Acre) HDR 4.7Units/Acre HDR 4.7Unfts/Acre HDR 4.7 Units/Acre 
Water Shares 19 Shares Midway 9 Shares Midway +150,000 Unknown - Minimal Unknown - Minima! 
sales or Nrancint 
Concessions 
The subject property 
is not listed per MLS 
See attached See attached See attached 
Net Adj. (Total) M±. :S 2,229,000 $ 1,225,000 20.000 
indicated Value 
of Subject $ 2,806,080 $ 3,225,000 2,820.000 
Comments on Market Data: The subject is located in an Average-Good area located along Homestead Golf Course with 424 ft of frontage. Strong 
development, pre-zoned growth potential. $205K/acre acreage adjustments based on average sales price per acre for comp#1-6 - see sales 
price per acre and location adjustment. C o m p # 1 adjusted $50K/acre for non golf course Location. 
Comments and Conditions of Appraisal: The appraisal is subject to the limits and conditions set forth in the Limits and Conditions. Present land use 
descr ibes property wrthin the subject 's market. Comp#1 is being devetoped into resort property, however due to its non golf course location an 
addit ional S50.000 per acre was adjusted to bring this comp back into range. See attached detail reagrding land sales/listings. 
I Final Reconciliation: The market approach was considered the the best indicator of value. The subject according to all data found public and 
1 pr ivate-appeais to value at approximately $205K per acre or $2,800,000. 
AS DEFINED, OF SUBJECT PROPERTY AS OF April 23 19 2001 to be $ 2,800,000 
| Appraiser^) Review Appraiser (If applicable) 
Form LND — 'TOTAL 2000 for Windows" appraisal software by a ia mode, inc — 1-800-ALAMODE 
_ i . Did
 : Did Not Physically inspect Property 
REDSEA00192 
M A H K t l UAIA ANALTd ta 
Red Sea D<=v 
File No 0*232001THL 
ITEM I SUBJECT PROPERTY COMPARABLE NO 4 COMPARABLE NO 5 COMPARABLE NC R 
I ACCPSS 306 N Homestead Rd 
Midway 
585 W e s t 1070 N 
Midway 
890 W Lime Canyon R d 
Midway 
500 N Homestead Rd 
Midway 
I Proximity to Subject 7 B locks «•/- 1 Mile +/- 2 Blocks +/ 
ISamsp-ci NA 255 000 iS 161000 1 93^ 35: 
|Pnc 167 763 220 8 5 0 185 0001 
I Data Source Inspection H o m e s t e a d Inc MLS3638629 f W C M L S ) Bntt Mathwch-The Homestead 
I Date of saie and 
iTi"!" AdjUSt^en* 
DESCRIPTION DESCRmON - H - . ' S Adjust ASCRIPTION f i - 'SAdjus? DtSCRrQN - - S AQiu; 
Escrow Closed 9/96 Listed 9/12/00 PSBO 3/01/01 - '90 0CCJ 
I Locator A-G(Golf Course) A-G(Gotf Course) A-G(Views) A-G(Gotf Course) 
Average/Mnts Average/Mnts Average/Mnts Average/Mnts 
I Acres 13 62 Acres 1 52 Ages -2 450 OOP 0 729 Acres <-2 600 OOP 10 71 Acres +650 000 
I Utilities Wt El Gas Wt El Gas WLEI Gas Wt Ei Gas 
Zoning HDR(4 7 Units/Acre) HDR 4 7 Units/Acre HDR 4 7Unrts/Acre HDR(4 7 Unrts/Acn 
Water Shares 19 Shares Midway Turned in for Utility +150 000 Turned in for Utility * 150 000 2 Shares *300 000 
Sales or Financing 
Concessions 
The subject property 
is not listed per MLS 
Cash to Seller Listing Smith Association 
For Sale by Owner 
Net Ad; [Total) K + 2 600 000 $ 2750000 760 000 j 
Indicated Value 
of Subject $ 2 855 000 j$ 2 911000 ,S 2 " 4 ' 350 } 
Comments Mr Horrocks offered land for sale at market value 12/00 to interest developers including Homestead Inc and Red Sea Development 
The pnce is based on units/acre golf course frontage local listing agent analysis 
Brrtt Mathwich president and CEO of Homestead Golf Course provided me wrth information regarding the pnvate offenng of for sale by owner 
11 99 acres along the golf course between hote#17 and Ptne Canyon Rd Mr Jay Fitzgerald owns the property 
Large net/gross adiustment percentages are to be expected for this type of appraisal as exact comparable are limited The appraiser provided 
2 sales and 1 public listing and 3 for sales by owner properties wrthm the same zone and approximately 1Q blocks Many of these properties 
would be anticipated to be developed taking advantage of the 4 7 units per acre allowed considenng architecture borus 
hn) LND fAC — T0TAL 2000 for Windows appraisal solware bv a !a node inc — ' 800 ALAM0DE REDSEA00193 
Borower dent Red Sea Development 
P-opertv Address 306 N Homestead Rd 
City Midway 
Lender Red Sea Development 
• — -
County Wasatch State Utah 
" » v 042220': 1 ^ 
Zip Code 84049 ' 
Additional comments for the subject and comparabies 
Land sale #1 is probabty the most viable sate du* to acreage however the location factor must De faken into account The 
appraiser estimates **& at $50 000-$ 100 000 per acre based on land listings along Goff Course and Non-Gotf Course 
parcels Location adjustments were required for comp#l only Actual adjustments to comparable #1 were made a* the low 
end of estimated location drfferences All sates and listings have access to the base 3 7 units or 4 7 units Der 3cre wrth 
Swiss Theme bonus Properties used for companson in this report have land values based on RR 1 15 zone wrth 3 7 to 4 7 
untts/acre densrty allowance regardless oi how they use the property 
AJI land sales and listings are located within close proximity of the subject property and compete along the golf course The 
subject property as situated along fairway/green of #11 of the Homestead Gotf Course and Tee Box #12 is a average to 
good location constdenng the nature of the resort development 
Resort property acreage sates are somewhat limited in part due to Utah s Non-disclosure market however the appraiser 
used the most viable sales based on similar acreage zoning and golf course location as the sub/ed 
The subject has 19 water shares valued at $15 000-18 000 totaling $285 000 to $342 000 Comp#1 was sold wrth 9 shares 
of Midway water Comp#2/3 have minimal water however no adjustments were made as the appraiser was unable to 
confirm this information Comp#4/5 are smaller parcels which turned in water and have access to culinary water for »heir 
specified need and were adjusted at $150 000 to account for the value diffemce Comp#6 has 2 shares of Midway Irnqation 
and would require an estimated 13 shares of additional water to compete wrth the subject for a similar densrty project 
therefore a $300 000 adjustment was made 
For Sale By Owner (FSBO) and Itsted properties through agent were reduced by a margin of 10% as list pnces range 0-10°o 
higher than actual sates and averaging around 5°o therefore comp#2 3 & 6 were adjusted accordingly Comp#5 is a smaller 
property and other small properties of this type were selling for full value and therefore no adiustment 'or listing reductior was 
made 
The appraiser included work sheets for each comparable addinq detail to land appraisal report 
The subject has progressed through Project Approval process wtiile no specific value has been given rt does provide s o ™ 
evidence of investment and future value The following sections reports approval proqress 
Project Approval 
The protect has minimal wetlands and has been delineated The boundary of the property and wetlands have been identified 
through a delineation and a Surveyed A Geotechnical Soils Study was performed on the property All Concept / Vicinity 
plans have been submitted and approved by Midway City Planning Commission & Council Preliminary requirements for 
submission are complete including a majority of required items for Final Approval 
com SbP — TCTAL 2000 fo Aindows appra <al aoftwa1-0 ov a a fode mc — 800 ALAMOOE 
REDSEA00194 















Date of Sale 
Sales Price 
Financing 
Cash Equivalent Sales Price 
Verification 





4.58 Acres or 199,504 sq.ft. 
Generally level with some variation 
Irregular 
Residential Resort (RR) 




Bob Fuller (Buyer) 
UNITS OF COMPARISON: 
Sales Price/Acre $126,000 
REMARKS: 
This propertv is located directl) west of the subject site. It was purchased for the 
development of the Zermatt Resort, which is currently under construction. 
REDSEA00195 















Date of Offering 
List Price 
Financing 
Cash Equivalent Sales Price 
Verification 
3"S \ Homestead Drive 
\iid\\a\. Utah 
ONfl-0280-8-034-034 
Rae Horrocks & Franklin Mickelson 
6 66 Acres or 290,110 sq ft -*• -
Slight Slope to the East 
Irregular 
RR-1-15, Residential Resort (RR) 




Mr Mickelson (Seller) 
UNITS OF COMP4RISON: 
Sales Price/Acre $235,294 
REMARKS: 
This property is located directly North of the subject site. It is hsted for sale by 
owner. The owner will built an approximately 2 million dollar lodge style home similar 
to picture shown under properties Surrounding Subject as property to the North. This 
FSBO has about 400' of frontage to the golf course also along hole #11. 
REDSEA00196 




Parcel or ID Number 
600 N. Homestead Drive ('ApproximateK) 
Midway, Utah 
OMI-0211-0-027-034 (7.25 Acres) 











11.99 4cres or 522,284 sq. ft - -
Nearly Level 
Irregular 
RR-1-15: Residential Resort (RR) 
Water Rights Not Verifiable - Assume None 
TRANSACTION: 
Date of Offering 
List Price 
Financing 





Jay Fitzgerald (Seller) through 
Britt Mathwich (Pres./CEO Homestead Inc.) 
UNITS OF COMPARISON: 
Sales Price/Acre $233,527 
REMARKS: 
This property is located North and East of the subject site on Pine Canyon Road, 
which is the next main road running North/South Like Homestead Rd. to the East. It is listed 
for sale by owner. This FSBO has about 800-900' of frontage to the golf course along Tee 
box and hole #18. 
REDSEA00197 















Date of Offering 
List Price 
Financing 
Cash Equivalent Sales Price 
Verification 
UNITS OF COMPARISON: 
Sales Price/Acre 




The Homestead Inc. 
1.52 Acres or 66.211 sq. ft4-'-. 
Nearly Level 
Irregular 









This property adjoins the Homestead Golf Course on the #8 hole. It was purchased to 
add dimension to the hole and later resold. 
REDSEA00198 
















Date of Offering 
List Price 
Financing 
Cash Equivalent Sales Price 
Verification 
UMTS OF COMPARISON: 
Sales Price/A ere 




Prudential (PC) \iart\ Gravhili 
0 ^QAcresorjl 798 sq ft 
Sloping towards Golf Course 
Irregular 





Mart) Gravbill (435) 649-7171 
5220.850 
REMARKS: 
This property is resort recreational property adjacent to the golf course. This property 
is listed with the Wasatch County MLS service #638629 
REDSEA00199 




Parcel or ID Sumber 














10.71 Acres or 466.528 sq. ft + '-. 
Nearly Level 
Irregular 
RR-1-15; Residential Resort (RR) 
2 Shares Mid\va\ Irrieation. 
TRANSACTION: 
Date of Offering 
List Price 
Financing 




Seller ma\ finance 
Elaine Smith (801)272-4576 
Ken Smith (801)278-4576 
UNITS OF COMPARISON: 
Sales Price/Acre $185,000 
REMARKS: 
This property adjoins the Homestead Golf Course on the #10 hole/Green and Tee Box 
#11. This property was recently listed for sale by owner at $185,000/acres. 
D E F I N I T I O N O F M A R K E T V A L U E : The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions 
requisite to a fair sate, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowtedgeabty and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this 
definition is the consummation of a saJe as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer anc seller are 
?yp*cai!y motivated; (2) both parties are well informed of wen advised, and each acting in what he considers his own best-interest (3) a reasonaDie time is allowed 
for exposure in the open market (4) payment Is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the once 
represents Ihe normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing CM- sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with 
thesaJe, 
* Adjustments to the comparabies must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are necessary 
for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are readily identifiable 
since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing adjustments can be made to the 
comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional lender that is not already involved in the 
property or transaction. Any adjustment shouid not be calculated on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession 
but the doHar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's reaction to the financing or concessions based on the 
appraiser's judgement. 
STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS AND APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION 
C O N T I N G E N T A N D L I M I T I N G C O N D I T I O N S : The appraiser's certification that appears in the appraisal report is subject to the following 
conditions: 
1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title to it. The appraiser assumes that 
the title is good and marketable and, therefore, will not render any opinions about the title. The property is appraised on the basis of it being under responsible 
ownership. 
2. The appraiser has provided a sketch In the appraisal report to show approximate dimensions of the improvements and the sketch is included only to assist 
the reader of the report in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination of its size. 
3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (or other data sources) and has noted 
in the appraisal report whether the subject site is located in an identified Special Flood Hazard Area. 8ecause the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes 
no guarantees, express or implied, regarding this determination. 
4. The appraiser w i not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question, unless specific arrangements to do 
so have been made beforehand. 
5. The appraiser has estimated the value of the tend in the cost approach at its highest and best use and the improvements at their contributory value. These 
separate valuations of the land and Improvements must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if they are so used 
6. The appraiser has noted in the appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, needed repairs, depreciation, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic 
substances, etc.) observed during the Inspection of the subject property or that he or she became aware of during the normal research involved in performing 
the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in the appraisal report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the property or 
adverse environmental conditions (including the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) that would make the property more or less valuable, and 
has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied, regarding the condition of the property The 
appraiser will not be responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such 
conditions exist. Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, the appraisal report must not be considered as ar 
environmental assessment of the property 
7 The appraiser obtained the information, estimates, and opinions that were expressed m the appraisai report from sources that he or she considers to be 
reliable and believes inem to be true and correct. The appraiser does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such Items that were furnished by other 
parties. 
8 The appraiser will not disclose the contents o( the appraisal report except as provided for m the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 
9. The appraiser has based nis or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject lo satisfactory completion, repairs, or 
alterations on the assumption that completion of the improvements will be performed in a workmanlike manner. 
10. The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender/client specified in the appraisal report can distribute the appraisal report 
(including conclusions about the property value, the appraiser's identity and professional designations, and references to any professional appraisal 
organizations or the firm with which the appraiser is associated) to anyone other than the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; the mortgage 
insurer; consultants; professional appraisal organizations; any state or federally approved financial institution; or any department, agency, or instrumentality 
of the United States or any state or the District of Columbia; except that the lender/client may distribute the property description section of the report only to data 
collection or reporting service(s) without having to obtain the appraiser's prior written consent. The appraiser's written consent and approval must aiso 
be obtained before the appraisal can be conveyed by anyone to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media. 
Freddie Mac Form 439 $-93 Page 1 of 2 
Form ACR — TOTAL 2000 for Windows" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-SOO-ALAMODF. 
Fannie Mae Form 1004B 6-93 
REDSEA00201 
A P P R A I S E R ' S C E R T I F I C A T I O N : The Appraiser certifies and agrees that 
1. ! have researched the subject market area and nave selected a minimum of three recent sales of properties most simiiar and proximate to the subject property 
for consideration in the sales comparison analysis and have made a dollar adjustment when appropriate to reflect the market reaction to those items of significant 
variation, if a significant item in a comparable property is superior to, or more favorable than, the subject property,! have made a negative adjustment to reduce 
the adjusted sales pnce of the comparable and. if a significant item in a comparable property is inferior to, or less favorable than the subject property, I have made 
a positive adjustment to increase the adjusted sales price of the comparable. 
2. I nave taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value in my development of the estimate of market value in the appraisai report. I Have not 
knowingly withheld any significant information from the appraisai report *n£! believe, to the best of my knowledge, that all statements and information in the 
appraisai report are true and correct 
3. I stated in the appraisai report only my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which are subject only to ^t contingent 
and limiting conditions specified in this form. 
•V i navs m present or prospective interest in the property that is me suDject to this report and! have no present or prospective personal interest or bias with 
respect to me participants in the transaction i did not base, either partially or completely, my analysis and/or the estimate of market value in the appraisai report 
on the race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national ongin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the present 
owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property 
5. I nave no present or contemplated future interest In the subject property, and neither my current or future employment nor my compensation for performing this 
appraisal is contingent on the appraised value of the property 
5, I was not required to report a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client or any related party, the amount of the value estimate, 
the attainment of a specific result, or -hs occurrence of a subsequent event in order to receive my compensation and/or employment for performing the appraisal.! 
did not base the appraisal report on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the need to approve a specific mortgage loan. 
7. ! performed this appraisal in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisai 
Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place as of the effective date of this appraisal, with the exception of the departure provision of those 
Standards, which does not apply. I acknowledge that an estimate of a reasonaole time for exposure in the open market is a condition in the definition of market value 
and the estimate I developed is consistent with the marketing time noted in the neighborhood section of this report, uniess I have otherwise stated in the 
reconciliation section. 
8. i nave personally inspected the interior and exterior areas of the subject property and tl)B exterior of all properties listed as comparables in the appraisal report. 
I further certify that I have noted any apparent or known adverse conditions in the subject improvements, on the subject site, or on any site within the immediate 
vicinity of the subject property of which I am aware and have made adjustments for these adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value to the extent that 
I had market evidence to support them. I have also commented about the effect of the adverse conditions on the marketability of the subject property. 
9. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in the appraisal report. If I relied on significant professional 
assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of the appraisai or the preparation of the appraisai report, I have named such Individual(s) and 
disclosed the specific tasks performed by them in the reconciliation section of this appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform 
the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make a change to any item in the report therefore, if an unauthorized change is made to the appraisal report, I will take 
no responsibility for it. 
S U P E R V I S O R Y A P P R A I S E R ' S C E R T I F I C A T I O N : If a supervisory appraiser signed the appraisal report, he or she certifies and agrees that: 
I directly supervise the appraiser who prepared the appraisal report have reviewed the appraisal report, agree with the statements and conclusions of the appraiser, 
agree to be bound by the appraisers certifications numbered 4 through 7 above, and am taking full responsibility for the appraisal and the appraisal report. 
A D D R E S S l O F - P M P E R T Y A P P R A I S E D : 306 N Homestead Rd, Midway. Utah 84049 j J ^ W K ^ I 
A P P R A I S E R ! s-Jf / / \ S U P E R V I S O R Y A P P R A I S E R ( o n l y i f r e q u i r e d ) : 
Signature: 
Name: RldtMCXhiniqL'v 
Date Signed: Apri l 23, 2001 Date Signed: 
State Certification # : State Certification # : 
or State License #: RA00043537 or State License # : _ 
Stats: UT State: 
Expiration Date of Certification or License: 5/2/2001 Expiration Date of Certification or License: 
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